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In this paper, we study the Seiberg-Witten equations on the prod-
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in the instanton case, we impose Lagrangian boundary conditions
for the Seiberg-Witten equations. The resulting equations we ob-
tain constitute a nonlinear, nonlocal boundary value problem. We
establish regularity, compactness, and Fredholm properties for the
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1. Introduction

Consider the Seiberg-Witten equations on a 4-manifold X. These equations
are a system of nonlinear partial differential equations for a connection and
spinor on X. When X is a product R× Y , where Y is a closed 3-manifold,
the Seiberg-Witten equations on R× Y become the formal downward gra-
dient flow of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional on Y . The associated Floer
theory of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional has been extensively studied,
and after setting up the appropriate structures, we obtain the monopole
Floer homology groups of Y , which are interesting topological invariants of
Y [12].

In this paper, we consider the case when Y is a 3-manifold with bound-
ary. To obtain well-posed equations on R× Y in this case, we must impose
boundary conditions for the Seiberg-Witten equations. Following the ap-
proach of [36] and [25], we impose Lagrangian boundary conditions, which
means that at every time t ∈ R, a solution of our equations must have its
boundary value lying in a fixed Lagrangian submanifold L of the boundary
configuration space. The resulting equations become a Floer type equation
on the space of configurations whose boundary values lie in L. Understand-
ing the analytic underpinnings of the Seiberg-Witten equations on R× Y
with Lagrangian boundary conditions is therefore a first step in defining a
monopole Floer theory for the pair (Y,L) of a 3-manifold Y with boundary
and a Lagrangian L.

This paper is the analogue of [36] for the Seiberg-Witten setting, since
[36] establishes similar foundational analytical results for the anti-self-dual
(ASD) equations with Lagrangian boundary conditions. The analysis there
was eventually used to construct an instantion Floer homology with La-
grangian boundary conditions in [25]. This latter work was the first to con-
struct a gauge-theoretic Floer theory using Lagrangian boundary conditions.
The original motivation for [25] was to prove the Atiyah-Floer conjecture
in the ASD setting (see also [38]). Informally, this conjecture states the fol-
lowing: given a homology 3-sphere Y with a Heegard splitting H0 ∪Σ H1,
where H0 and H1 are two handlebodies joined along the surface Σ, there
should be a natural isomorphism between the instanton Floer homology for
Y and the symplectic Floer homology for the pair of Lagrangians (LH0

,LH1
)

inside the representation variety of Σ. Here, LHi is the moduli space of flat
connections on Σ that extend to Hi, i = 0, 1. As explained in [38], instanton
Floer homology with Lagrangian boundary conditions is expected to serve as
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an intermediary Floer homology theory in proving the Atiyah-Floer conjec-
ture, where the instanton Floer homology of the pair ([0, 1]× Σ,LH0

× LH1
)

should interpolate between the two previous Floer theories.
For the Seiberg-Witten setting, one could also formulate an analogous

Atiyah-Floer type conjecture, although in this case, one ends up with infinite-
dimensional Lagrangians inside an infinite-dimensional symplectic quotient
(we will discuss this more thoroughly later). One could also expect (as in
the instanton case) that a monopole Floer homology for a 3-manifold Y
with boundary Σ supplied with suitable Lagrangian boundary conditions
should recover the usual monopole Floer homology for closed extensions
Ȳ = Y ∪Σ Y

′ of Y , where the bounding 3-manifolds Y ′ satisfy appropri-
ate hypotheses. These considerations served as our preliminary motivation
for laying the foundational analysis for a monopole Floer homology with
Lagrangian boundary conditions. Recently, several other Floer theories on
3-manifolds with boundary have been constructed, in particular, the bor-
dered Heegaard Floer homology theory of Lipshitz-Ozsváth-Thurston [15]
and the sutured monopole Floer homology theory of Kronheimer-Mrowka
[13]. A complete construction of a monopole Floer theory with Lagrangian
boundary conditions would therefore add to this growing list of Floer the-
ories, and it would be of interest to understand what relationships, if any,
exist among all these theories.

Basic Setup and Main Results

In order to give precise meaning to the notion of a Lagrangian boundary
condition for the Seiberg-Witten equations, we first explain the infinite-
dimensional symplectic aspects of our problem. We will then explain the
geometric significance of our setup and its applicability to Floer homol-
ogy after a precise statement of our main results. Recall from [20] that the
boundary configuration space

C(Σ) = A(Σ)× Γ(SΣ)

of connections and spinors on the boundary comes equipped with the sym-
plectic form

ω((a, φ), (b, ψ)) =

∫
Σ
a ∧ b+

∫
Σ
<(φ, ρ(ν)ψ),(1.1)

(a, φ), (b, ψ) ∈ Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ)
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on each of its tangent spaces. Here, SΣ is the spinor bundle on R× Y re-
stricted to Σ and ρ(ν) is Clifford multiplication by the outward normal ν to
Σ. The form ω is symplectic because it has a compatible complex structure

(1.2) JΣ = (−∗̌,−ρ(ν)),

that is, ω(·, JΣ·) is the L2 inner product on TΣ := Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ) natu-
rally induced from the Riemannin metric on differential forms and the real
part of the Hermitian inner product on the space of spinors. Here, ∗̌ denotes
the Hodge star operator on Σ. It follows that the L2 closure of the config-
uration space L2C(Σ) is a Hilbert manifold whose tangent spaces L2TΣ are
all strongly symplectic Hilbert spaces [20, Section A.2].

It follows that ω induces a nondegenerate skew-symmetric form on any
topological vector space X densely contained in L2TΣ. As in [20], we still
call ω|X a symplectic form on X . We need to consider the restriction of
ω to other topological vector spaces not only because we work with the
smooth configuration space. Since we will be considering Sobolev spaces on
R× Y , we also need to complete the boundary configuration space in Besov
spaces, these latter spaces being boundary value spaces of Sobolev spaces.
More precisely, given a smooth manifold M (possibly with boundary), we
can consider the Sobolev spaces Hs,p(M) and Besov spaces Bs,p(M) on M ,
where s ∈ R and 1 < p <∞. When s is a nonnegative integer, Hs,p(M) is
just the usual space of functions that have all derivatives up to order s
belonging to Lp(M). The Besov spaces are defined as in [20], and their most
important feature is that for any s > k/p, if N ⊂M is a codimension k
submanifold of M , there is a continuous restriction map

rN : Hs,p(M)→ Bs−k/p,p(N)

f 7→ f |N .(1.3)

Thus, restriction to a submanifold maps a Sobolev space on M into a Besov
space onN and decreases the order of regularity by k/p. (Note that for p = 2,
Besov spaces coincide with Sobolev spaces and the above result becomes the
familiar fact that a codimension k restriction decreases regularity by k/2
fractional derivatives).

For s > 0 and p ≥ 2, we have an inclusion Bs,p(Σ) ⊂ L2(Σ). Thus, con-
sider Bs,pC(Σ), the closure the smooth configuration space C(Σ) in the
Bs,p(Σ) topology. The symplectic form (1.1) induces a (weak) symplectic
form on the Banach configuration space Bs,pC(Σ) and the smooth config-
uration space C(Σ). Since ω possesses a compatible complex structure JΣ,
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we can define a Lagrangian subspace of TΣ to be a closed subspace L such
that TΣ = L⊕ JΣL as a direct sum of topological vector spaces (see [20, Sec-
tion A.2] for further reading). A Lagrangian submanifold of C(Σ) is then a
(Fréchet) submanifold of C(Σ) for which each tangent space is a Lagrangian
subspace of TΣ. A Lagrangian subspace (submanifold) of the Bs,p(Σ) com-
pletion of TΣ is defined similarly.

Definition 1.1. Fix p > 2. An H1,p Lagrangian boundary condition is a
choice of a closed Lagrangian submanifold L of C(Σ) whose closure L1−2/p,p

in the B1−2/p,p(Σ) topology is a smoothly embedded Lagrangian submani-
fold of B1−2/p,pC(Σ).

Here, the modifier H1,p, which we may omit in the future for brevity,
expresses the fact that we will be considering our Seiberg-Witten equations
on R× Y in the H1,p

loc (R× Y ) topology. Here, Hs,p
loc (R× Y ), denotes the space

of functions whose restriction to any compact subset K ⊂ R× Y belongs to
Hs,p(K), s ∈ R.

The significance of a Lagrangian boundary condition is that we can im-
pose the following boundary conditions for a spinc connection A and spinor
Φ on R× Y of regularity H1,p

loc (R× Y ). Namely, we require

(1.4) (A,Φ)|{t}×Σ ∈ L1−2/p,p, ∀t ∈ R,

i.e., the restriction of (A,Φ) to every time-slice {t} × Σ of the boundary
lies in the Lagrangian submanifold L1−2/p,p. Here, we made use of (1.3)
with k = 2. Note that this restriction theorem requires p > 2 when s = 1,
thereby requiring p > 2 Sobolev spaces for the analysis on R× Y and the
subsequent use of Besov space on the boundary. We require our boundary
condition to be given by a Lagrangian submanifold because it allows us to
give a Morse-Novikov-Floer theoretic interpretation of the Seiberg-Witten
equations supplied with the boundary conditions (1.4), a viewpoint which
we discuss more thoroughly after stating our main results1.

From the results of [20], we have a natural class of Lagrangian boundary
conditions. Namely, consider a 3-manifold Y ′ with ∂Y ′ = −Σ and such that
Y ′ ∪Σ Y is a smooth Riemannian 3-manifold. Moreover, suppose the spinc

structure s on Y extends smoothly to a spinc structure s′ over Y ′. In such
a case, the boundary configuration spaces arising from Y and Y ′ can be
identified, and so can their Lagrangian submanifolds, since the symplectic

1The Lagrangian property is also crucial for the analytic details of the proofs of
our main results, see the outline at the end of this introduction.
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forms induced on C(Σ) from Y ′ and Y differ by a minus sign2 (the induced
orientation on Σ differ in the two cases).

Consequently, the main theorem of [20] provides us with a Lagrangian
boundary condition. Namely, define

(1.5) L(Y ′, s′) := {(B′,Ψ′)|Σ : (B′,Ψ′) ∈ C(Y ′), SW3(B′,Ψ′) = 0} ⊂ C(Σ)

to be the space of boundary values of connections and spinors (B′,Ψ′) be-
longing to the configuration space C(Y ′) on Y ′ that solve the monopole
equations SW3(B′,Ψ′) = 0 on Y ′. Then if

(1.6) c1(s′) is non-torsion or H1(Y ′,Σ) = 0,

the main result of [20] is that L(Y ′, s′) is an H1,p Lagrangian boundary
condition for p > 4.

Definition 1.2. Let Y ′ and s′ be as above, and suppose they satisfy (1.6).
Then we call the Lagrangian submanifold L(Y ′, s′) ⊂ C(Σ) a monopole La-
grangian.

Our main result is that the Seiberg-Witten equations SW4(A,Φ) = 0,
defined by (1.14), supplied with a Lagrangian boundary condition arising
from a monopole Lagrangian yields an elliptic boundary value problem, i.e.,
one for which elliptic regularity modulo gauge holds. Here the gauge group
is G = Maps(R× Y, S1) and it acts on the configuration space C(R× Y ) of
spinc connections and spinors on R× Y (where the spinc structure on R× Y
has been fixed and pulled back from a spinc structure on Y ) via

(A,Φ) 7→ g∗(A,Φ) = (A− g−1dg, gΦ).

Let Gid denote the identity component of the gauge group, and let the prefix
Hs,p

loc denote closure with respect to the Hs,p
loc (R× Y ) topology.

2Since this is the essential property for Y ′, in actuality, one merely need that the
Riemannian metric on Y ′ ∪Σ Y be continuous instead of smooth.
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Theorem A (Regularity). Let p > 4, and let (A,Φ) ∈ H1,p
locC(R× Y ) solve

the boundary value problem

SW4(A,Φ) = 0

(A,Φ)|{t}×Σ ∈ L1−2/p,p, ∀t ∈ R,
(1.7)

where L1−2/p,p denotes the B1−2/p,p(Σ) closure of a monopole Lagrangian L.
Then there exists a gauge transformation g ∈ H2,p

locGid such that g∗(A,Φ) is
smooth.

Next, we have a compactness result for sequences of solutions provided
that the Lagrangian L is invariant under the gauge group action of G(Y )|Σ.
If L satisfies this, we say that L is fully gauge-invariant. Observe that if we
take Y ′ = −Y and s′ the spinc structure on Y , then L(Y ′, s′) will be a fully
gauge-invariant monopole Lagrangian, provided Y ′ and s′ satisfy (1.6). In
general, the condition that L(Y ′, s′) be fully gauge-invariant is precisely the
condition that the natural restriction maps on cohomology H1(Y )→ H1(Σ)
and H1(Y ′)→ H1(Σ) have equal images in H1(Σ). In this situation, the fol-
lowing theorem says that if we have a local bound on the H1,p “energy” of
a sequence of configurations (Ai,Φi), then modulo gauge, a subsequence
converges smoothly on every compact subset of R× Y . Here, the energy of
a configuration on a compact set K is given by the gauge-invariant norms
appearing in (1.8), where ∇A denotes the spinc covariant derivative deter-
mined by the connection A.

Theorem B (Compactness). Let p > 4 and let (Ai,Φi) ∈ H1,p
locC(R× Y )

be a sequence of solutions to (1.7), where L is a fully gauge-invariant mono-
pole Lagrangian. Suppose that on every compact subset K ⊂ R× Y , we have

(1.8) sup
i
‖FAi‖Lp(K), ‖∇AiΦi‖Lp(K), ‖Φi‖Lp(K) <∞.

Then there exists a subsequence of configurations, again denoted by (Ai,Φi),
and a sequence of gauge transformations gi ∈ H2,p

locG such that g∗i (Ai,Φi)
converges in C∞(K) for every compact subset K ⊂ R× Y .

Both Theorems A and B apply verbatim to the periodic setting, where
R× Y is replaced with S1 × Y , in which case, we can work with Hk,p(S1 ×
Y ) spaces instead of Hk,p

loc (R× Y ). In fact we will prove Theorems A and
B in the periodic setting, which then implies the result on R× Y by stan-
dard patching arguments. In the periodic setting we will also prove that the
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linearization of (1.7) is Fredholm in a suitable gauge (and in suitable topolo-
gies), see Theorem 3.8. One can also prove the Fredholm property on R× Y
assuming suitable decay hypotheses at the ends, but we will not pursue that
here.

Note that the requirement p > 4 in the above is sharp with respect to
the results in [20], in that for no value of p ≤ 4 is it known that L1−2/p,p

is a smooth Banach manifold. Thus, our results here cannot be sharpened
unless the results in [20] are also sharpened. On the other hand, the value
p > 4 is a priori unsatisfactory from the point of view of Floer theory. This
is because the a priori energy bounds we have on solutions to the Seiberg-
Witten equations, namely the analytic and topological energy as defined in
[12], are essentially an H1,2 control. Therefore, Theorem B is not sufficient
to guarantee compactness results for the moduli space of solutions to (1.7)
that are of the type needed for a Floer theory. However, this is not the
end the story, as can be seen in the ASD situation, where a Floer theory
still exists even though the analogous regularity and compactness results are
proven only for p > 2, which although better than p > 4, still misses p = 2.3

The ASD Floer theory is possible due to the bubbling analysis carried out
in [37] and the presence of energy-index formulas in [25], which allow one to
use the p > 2 analysis to understand the compactification of the space Floer
trajectories between critical points. We will leave the study of the analog of
such issues in the Seiberg-Witten setting for the future, namely, the study
of what can happen to a sequence of solutions to (1.7) if one is only given an
H1,2 type energy bound (more precisely, a bound on the analytic and topo-
logical energy of [12]). At present then, our main theorems therefore serve
the foundational purpose of showing that the Seiberg-Witten equations with
Lagrangian boundary conditions are well-posed and satisfy a weak type of
compactness. These results are key for a future construction of an associated
Floer theory.

3In the ASD situation, it is possible to prove that LpL, the Lp closure of L, is
a smooth submanifold of the space of Lp connections, p > 2. Since we have the
embedding B1−2/p,p(Σ) ↪→ Lp(Σ), the ASD equations are well-behaved for p > 2,
and thus the analogue of Theorem A with p > 2 is the optimal result there. Note
however, in both the ASD and Seiberg-Witten setting, p = 2 can never be achieved,
since then a Lagrangian boundary condition cannot be defined. Indeed, a function
belonging to H1,2 does not have a well-defined restriction to a codimension two
submanifold.
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Geometric Origins

Having stated our main results, we explain how the Seiberg-Witten equa-
tions supplied with Lagrangian boundary conditions naturally arise in trying
to construct a Floer homology on a 3-manifold with boundary. On a product
R× Y , for Y with or without boundary, the Seiberg-Witten equations take
the following form.

We have a decomposition

(1.9) A(R× Y ) = Maps(R,A(Y ))×Maps(R,Ω0(Y ; iR))

whereby a connection A ∈ A(R× Y ) on R× Y can be decomposed as

(1.10) A = B(t) + α(t)dt,

where B(t) ∈ A(Y ) is a path of connections on Y and α(t) ∈ Ω0(Y ; iR) is
a path of 0-forms on Y , t ∈ R. Likewise, if we write S+ for the bundle of
self-dual spinors on R× Y and S for the spinor bundle on Y obtained by
restriction of S+ to {0} × Y , we can write

(1.11) Γ(S+) = Maps(R,Γ(S)),

where we have identified S+ with the pullback of S under the natural pro-
jection of R× Y onto Y . Thus, any spinor Φ on R× Y is given by a path
Φ(t) of spinors on Y . Altogether, the configuration space

C(R× Y ) = A(R× Y )× Γ(S+)

on R× Y can be expressed as a configuration space of paths:

C(R× Y ) = Maps(R,A(Y )× Γ(S)× Ω0(Y ; iR))

(A,Φ) 7→ (B(t),Φ(t), α(t)).(1.12)

Under this correspondence, the Seiberg-Witten equations can be written as
follows [12, Chapter 4]:

SW4(A,Φ) :=

(
d

dt
B +

(
1

2
∗Y FBt + ρ−1(ΦΦ∗)0

)
(1.13)

− dα, d
dt

Φ +DBΨ + αΦ

)
= 0,(1.14)
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where we have suppressed the time-dependence from the notation. Here, the
terms appearing on the right-hand-side of (1.13) are defined as in [20]. In
particular, when α ≡ 0, i.e. when A is in temporal gauge, then the Seiberg-
Witten equations (1.14) are equivalent to the equations

d

dt
B = −

(
1

2
∗Y FBt + ρ−1(ΦΦ∗)0

)
d

dt
Φ = −DBΦ.

(1.15)

For (B,Ψ) ∈ A(Y )× Γ(S), we have the three-dimensional Seiberg-Witten
map

(1.16) SW3(B,Ψ) :=

(
1

2
∗Y FBt + ρ−1(ΨΨ∗)0, DBΨ

)
∈ Ω1(Y ; iR)× Γ(S),

which we may think of as a vector field on

C(Y ) = A(Y )× Γ(S),

the configuration space on Y , since T(B,Ψ)C(Y ) = Ω1(Y ; iR)× Γ(S). Thus,
(1.15) is formally the downward “flow” of SW3. Moreover, the equations
(1.14) and (1.15) are equivalent modulo gauge transformations.

When Y is closed, the vector field SW3 is the gradient of a functional, the
Chern-Simons-Dirac functional CSD : C(Y )→ R. This functional is defined
by

CSD(B,Ψ) = −1

2

∫
Y

(B −B0) ∧ (FB + FB0
) +

1

2

∫
Y

(DBΨ,Ψ),

where B0 is any fixed reference connection. Thus, since SW3(B,Ψ) is the
gradient of CSD at (B,Ψ), (1.15) is formally the downward gradient flow
of CSD. In this way, the monopole Floer theory of Y can be thought of
informally as the Morse theory of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional. How-
ever, we ultimately must work modulo gauge, and in doing so, the Chern-
Simons-Dirac functional does not descend to a well-defined function on the
quotient configuration space, but it instead becomes an S1 valued function.
This is because the first term of CSD is a Chern-Simons term which is not
fully gauge-invariant but which changes by an amount depending on the
homotopy class of the gauge transformation. In this case, when we take the
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differential of CSD as a circle-valued function on the quotient configura-
tion space4, we obtain not an exact form but a closed form. On compact
manifolds, the Morse theory for a closed form is more generally known as
Morse-Novikov theory, from which the case of exact forms reduces to the
usual Morse theory. Thus, the monopole Floer theory of Y is more accu-
rately the Morse-Novikov theory for the differential of CSD on the quotient
configuration space.

It is this point of view which we wish to adopt in trying to generalize
monopole Floer theory to manifolds with boundary. Suppose ∂Y = Σ is
nonempty. We now impose boundary conditions for (1.15) that preserve the
above Morse-Novikov viewpoint for monopole Floer theory. From this, we
are naturally led to Lagrangian boundary conditions as we now explain.
Define the following Chern-Simons-Dirac one-form µ = µCSD on T ∗C(Y ):

µ(b, ψ) = ((b, ψ), SW3(B,Ψ))L2(Y ),(1.17)

(b, ψ) ∈ T(B,Ψ)C(Y ) = Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S).

Here, the above L2 inner product on Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S) is the one induced
from the Riemannian inner product on Y and the real part of the Hermitian
inner product on Γ(S). If we take the differential of µ, we obtain

d(B,Ψ)µ((a, φ), (b, ψ)) = ((a, φ),H(B,Ψ)(b, ψ))L2(Y )(1.18)

− (H(B,Ψ)(a, φ), (b, ψ))L2(Y )

where H(B,Ψ) : Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S)→ Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S) is the “Hessian” op-
erator obtained by differentiating the map SW3 (of course, H(B,Ψ) is only a
true Hessian when Y is closed, because only then is SW3 the gradient of a
functional). Recall from [20] that the Hessian is given by

(1.19) H(B,Ψ) =

(
∗Y d 2iIm ρ−1(·Φ∗)0

ρ(·)Φ DB

)
,

a first order formally self-adjoint operator. Thus, (1.18) automatically van-
ishes on a closed manifold. However, integration by parts shows that when
∂Y = Σ is nonempty, (1.18) defines a skew-symmetric pairing on the bound-
ary. A simple computation shows that this pairing is the symplectic form ω
in (1.1).

4We ignore the singular points of the quotient configuration space in this informal
discussion.
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Define the (tangential) restriction map

rΣ : C(Y )→ C(Σ)

(B,Ψ) 7→ (B|Σ,Ψ|Σ)(1.20)

The above discussion shows that if we pick a submanifold X ⊂ C(Y ) such
that for every (B,Ψ) ∈ X, the space rΣ(T(B,Ψ)X) is an isotropic subspace of
TrΣ(B,Ψ)C(Σ), then dµ|X vanishes. In particular, pick a Lagrangian subman-
ifold L ⊂ C(Σ) and define the space

(1.21) C(Y,L) = {(B,Ψ) ∈ C(Y ) : rΣ(B,Ψ) ∈ L}

consisting of those configurations on Y whose restriction to Σ lies in L. Then
by the above considerations, µ is a closed 1-form when restricted to C(Y,L).

It is now possible to consider the Morse-Novikov theory for µ on C(Y,L).
The resulting Floer equations, i.e., the formal downward flow of µ viewed
as a vector field, are the equations (1.15) supplemented with the boundary
condition

(1.22) rΣ(B(t),Ψ(t)) ∈ L, t ∈ R.

Here, we choose a Lagrangian submanifold (rather than an isotropic one)
because Lagrangian boundary conditions are precisely the ones that give
rise to self-adjoint boundary conditions5. In other words, by supplying La-
grangian boundary conditions, the linearization of the system of equations
(1.15) and (1.22) yields a time-dependent family of self-adjoint operators,
from which it is then possible to compute the spectral flow of such a family
(provided the requisite decay properties hold at infinity). The existence of
this spectral flow makes it possible to assign a relative grading for the chain
complex generated by the critical points of our “flow”, which is an essential
ingredient in the future construction of a Floer theory. Moreover, as we shall
explain below, self-adjointness also plays crucial role in obtaining auxiliary
elliptic estimates needed within the proof of our main theorems.

5Here in this informal discussion, we are being very loose with the precise func-
tional analytic details, since self-adjointness requires that we find Lagrangians in
the correct Hilbert space of boundary value data. See Section 3 and Section 22
of [18] for a more rigorous discussion of the relationship between Lagrangians and
self-adjointness.
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Summary of Analytic Difficulties

Let us shed some insight on the analytic difficulties that the equations
(1.7) pose, and in particular, let us compare these equations with the corre-
sponding ASD equations studied in [36]. In both these situations, what we
essentially have is an elliptic semilinear partial differential equation, with
nonlinear, nonlocal boundary conditions. By elliptic, we mean that in a
suitable gauge, the principal symbol of the equations on R× Y are elliptic.
By nonlocal, we mean that the Lagrangian boundary condition is not given
by a set of differential equations on Σ. More precisely, a tangent space to
our Lagrangian L is given not by the kernel of a differential operator but of
a pseudodifferential operator (at least approximately, in the sense described
in [20]). However, let us note that what is truly nonstandard about both
these boundary problems is that the nonlocal boundary conditions are im-
posed “slicewise”, that is, they are specified pointwise in the time variable
t ∈ R. This implies that the linearization of the boundary condition (1.22) is
determined (again, approximately) by the range of a product-type pseudod-
ifferential operator, or more precisely, a time-dependent pseudodifferential
operator on Σ, which is therefore, not pseudodifferential as an operator on
R× Σ. We therefore have neither a local nor a nonlocal (pseudodifferential)
boundary condition in the usual sense.

However, let us point out that in many ways, the ASD situation is “al-
most local” whereas in our situation, this is not at all the case. In both
the ASD and Seiberg-Witten case, the action of the gauge group gives the
“local part” of the Lagrangian (a gauge orbit and its tangent space are de-
fined by differential equations) and dividing by the gauge group gives the
remaining “nonlocal part” of the Lagrangian. However, in the ASD case, the
Lagrangians modulo gauge are finite dimensional, whereas in the Seiberg-
Witten case, they are infinite dimensional. Indeed, in the ASD case, the La-
grangians must lie in the space of flat connections, the zero set of the moment
map associated to gauge group action on the space of SU(2) connections on
Σ. Hence, modulo gauge, these Lagrangians descend to Lagrangian subman-
ifolds of the (singular) finite dimensional symplectically reduced space, the
representation variety of Σ. On the other hand, because of the presence of
spinors in the Seiberg-Witten case, the symplectic reduction of the moment
map associated to the gauge group action on C(Σ) is infinite dimensional.
Hence, the Lagrangians one must consider descend to an infinite dimensional
Lagrangian submanifold of this reduced space. For monopole Lagrangians in
particular, the nonlocal part of Lagrangian is of a pseudodifferential nature
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[20]. Thus, our work here requires pseudodifferential analysis whereas the
ASD case does not.

Moreover, it turns out that we are led to introduce some nonstandard
function spaces because of the slicewise nature of the Lagrangian bound-
ary condition. Such a boundary condition places time (t ∈ R) and space
(the manifold Y ) on a different footing, and consequently, the estimates we
perform on R× Y will, in particular, measure regularity in time and space
differently. Function spaces that distinguish among different directions are
known as anisotropic function spaces (in contrast to the usual isotropic
function spaces that measure the regularity of a function equally in every
direction.) Specifically, we are required to work with both (isotropic) Besov
spaces and also anisotropic Besov spaces. See Section 2 for a definition of
these spaces.

Of course, our Lagrangians are not linear objects, and thus we will have
to do a fair amount of nonlinear analysis in conjunction with the pseudod-
ifferential nature of the our Lagrangians in the setting of anisotropic Besov
spaces. This is in contrast to the ASD situation, where since the Lagrangians
are finite dimensional modulo gauge, and all norms on a finite dimensional
space are equivalent, there are no functional analytic difficulties posed by the
nonlinearities of the Lagrangian. That is, in the ASD case, the nonlinearity
of the Lagrangian only becomes a central issue in the bubbling analysis of
[37], whose importance we described after Theorem B, and not the elliptic
regularity analysis.

In fact, it is the necessity of such future bubbling analysis for the Seiberg-
Witten case that requires that we work with the H1,p spaces in Theorems A
and B. In [37], the bubbling analysis in the instanton case requires that the
instanton analogs of Theorems A and B are proven for H1,p for p > 2, and
not say, for Hk,2 with k large. Indeed, to exclude bubbling in the situations
relevant for defining Floer homology, [37] applies mean value inequalities to
deduce that the energy density of instantons remain bounded. Since bounds
on the energy density always yield H1,p control (even up to the boundary)
of an instanton modulo gauge, we immediately obtain a compactness result
from the H1,p compactness theorem. (If one only had an Hk,2 compactness
result with k > 1, bounds on the energy density would not be sufficient to
yield compactness.) Thus, it is expected that future analysis of the bubbling
phenomenon for the Seiberg-Witten equations will depend on H1,p analysis
as well. Moreover, we should remark that proving our main theorems for
Hk,2 regular solutions for large k does not simplify the analysis in any fun-
damental or conceptual way, since all the main technical steps, which we
outline below, will still need to be performed.
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Outline: This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the
anisotropic function spaces we will be using. We then apply these function
spaces to study the space of paths through a monopole Lagrangian L. This is
necessary in light of the correspondence (1.12), which relates configurations
on R× Y to paths through the configuration space on Y . The boundary
condition (1.22) specifies that on the boundary, such a path is a path through
L. Here, we make use of the analysis developed in [20] in order to show that
the space of paths through monopole Lagrangians is again a manifold in
(anisotropic) Besov space topologies. The main theorems of this section,
Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 are where we do our main nonlinear analysis on
anisotropic Besov spaces. In Section 3, we show that the linearization of
(1.7) is Fredholm in the periodic setting and in the appropriate function
space topologies (including anisotropic ones). (That the linearization of (1.7)
makes sense follows from the results of Section 2.) Here, a key step is to
establish a resolvent estimate on anisotropic function spaces. This resolvent
estimate also relies crucially on aspects pertaining to self-adjointness, which
in the end, amounts to the requirement that our boundary condition in
(1.7) be given by a Lagrangian. In Section 4, we apply the tools from the
previous sections to prove our main theorems, whose proof we summarize
as follows. First, we work locally in time, which means we replace the time
interval R in Theorem A with S1 in Theorem 4.1. After this, the first step
is to place the equations in a suitable gauge such that the linear part of
the resulting equations is elliptic and falls into the framework of Section 3.
From this, the second step is to gain regularity in the Σ directions for the
gauge-fixed (A,Φ) in a neighborhood of the boundary using the anisotropic
estimates of Sections 2 and 3. The third step is to gain regularity in the
time direction and normal direction to Σ using the theory of Banach space
valued Cauchy-Riemann equations due to Wehrheim [34]. Once we have
gained some regularity in all directions, then in our final step, we bootstrap
to gain regularity to any desired order, which proves Theorem 4.1. We then
deduce Theorems A and B in Section 4 from Theorem 4.1. (Note if one starts
with Hk,2 regularity in Theorem A for k large, one never has to work with
p 6= 2 spaces and so on a first reading, one may assume that this is the case
for simplicity. One still has to bootstrap in the above anisotropic fashion,
however.) As a note, we have deferred the proof of certain technical steps
in the above to [18] since they are rather involved. These steps include the
nonlinear interpolation procedure of Section 2 and establishing a resolvent
estimate on anisotropic spaces in Section 3.

Let us finally remark that the analysis we do is of a very general charac-
ter and is likely to be applicable to other elliptic, semilinear boundary value
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problems whose linear part is a Dirac type operator and whose slicewise
boundary condition (1.22) is given by a Lagrangian submanifold L which
satisfies formally similar properties to those obeyed by the monopole La-
grangians. Indeed, he proof of Theorem A shows that the essential analysis
we do has very little to do with the fact that we are dealing with the Seiberg-
Witten equations per se. In the general situation, for operators of Dirac type
on R× Y , then near the boundary, the part of the operator that differenti-
ates in the R and normal directions becomes a Cauchy-Riemann operator.
For this operator, we can apply the methods of Section C to gain regularity
in the R and normal directions near the boundary so long as we have gained
smoothness in the remaining Σ directions. Such regularity may be obtained
by the anisotropic linear theory of Section 2 (where the anisotropy is in the
Σ directions), so long as the tangent spaces to the Lagrangian L fall within
the framework of Section 2 and the nonlinear components of its chart maps
for L smooth in the Σ directions (i.e. the space of paths through L satisfies
properties similar to those in Theorems 2.9 and 2.10). It is not unreason-
able to expect that any naturally occurring Lagrangians should satisfy such
properties. Indeed, if they are locally determined by the zero locus of an
analytic function involving multiplication and pseudodifferential–like oper-
ators (as monopole Lagrangians are), then as done in Section 2, an analysis
of the nonlinear compositions of multiplication and pseudodifferential–like
operators which enter into the analysis of their chart maps should allow us
to recover suitable smoothing properties. Nevertheless, the analysis we do
in Section 2 is quite involved, and it would have been unwise to obscure the
technical exposition of Section 2 by writing it for abstract Lagrangians, even
though after the fact, one is led to believe that the results there should hold
more generally.

Of course, constructing a monopole Floer theory with Lagrangian bound-
ary conditions will have to depend on the precise nature of the Seiberg-
Witten equations and the chosen Lagrangian. In this regard, the Lagrangians
we have chosen, namely the monopole Lagrangians, are the most natural
ones to consider.

Notation. All reference numbers with a prefix “I.” refer to reference num-
bers in the prequel paper [20]. The reading of this paper will require famil-
iarity with [20].
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2. Spaces of paths

A smooth path (B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ Maps(R,C(Y )) satisfying the boundary con-
dition (1.22) implies that we get a path

rΣ(B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ Maps(R,L)

through the smooth Lagrangian L, which we assume to be a monopole La-
grangian L = L(Y ′, s′). Our task in this section is to show that the space
of paths through L in (anisotropic) Besov space topologies forms a Banach
manifold obeying analytic properties suitable for proving Theorems A and
B. These properties are summarized in the main theorems of this section,
Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, and among these properties, of particular signifi-
cance is the fact that the nonlinear component of a Banach manifold chart
map for the space of paths through a monopole Lagrangian is smoothing,
i.e. it increases regularity, in the Σ directions6

In detail, recall from [20] that given a monopole Lagrangian L, then
Ls−1/p,p, the Bs−1/p,p(Σ) closure of L, is a smooth Banach submanifold of
Cs−1/p,p(Σ), the Bs−1/p,p(Σ) closure of C(Σ) for s > max(3/p, 1/2 + 1/p).
Furthermore, the local chart maps of Ls−1/p,p are described by Theorem
I.3.4. In this theorem, the nonlinear part of a particular chart map at a
configuration u ∈ Ls−1/p,p, which we denoted by E1

u, is smoothing. However,
if we now consider the space of paths through our Lagrangians, then since the
corresponding chart maps on the space of paths will be defined “slicewise”
along the path (see Definition 2.4), the smoothing continues to occur but
only in the space variables Σ and not in the time variable. This naturally
leads us to consider spaces which have extra smoothness in some directions
and hence anisotropic spaces. Because our monopole spaces are modeled on
Besov spaces, we thus end up with anisotropic Besov spaces.

Before proceeding to define these spaces, we fix some notation. In this
section, we consider Lagrangians L(Y, s), which we abbreviate as L, where
Y is any 3-manifold and s is any spinc structure on Y such that (1.6) holds.
Later, we instead use Y to denote the 3-manifold occurring in the Seiberg-
Witten equations on R× Y . The Lagrangians one considers for R× Y are
those of the form L(Y ′, s′), for some other 3-manifold Y ′, with Y ′ and s′

6This is nothing special to the moduli spaces involved in Seiberg-Witten theory.
The analogous estimates carried out here apply mutatis mutandis to instanton mod-
uli spaces. This is because the Seiberg-Witten equations and instanton equations
have the same shape: they are semi-linear with quadratic nonlinearity.
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satisfying Definition 1.2. Thus, the manifold Y in this section will be replaced
with Y ′ in later sections.

Recall the following notation from [20], which we need so that we can
analyze how L is constructed. With s fixed, we have the configuration spaces

C(Y ) = A(Y )× Γ(S)(2.1)

C(Σ) = A(Σ)× Γ(SΣ),(2.2)

of connections and spinors on Y and Σ, where S is the spinor bundle on Y
associated to s and SΣ is the restriction of S to Σ. Both of these spaces are
affine spaces modeled on

T = TY = Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S)(2.3)

TΣ = Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ),(2.4)

respectively, and the tangential restriction map (1.20) on configuration spaces
induces one on the tangent spaces:

rΣ : T → TΣ

(b, ψ) 7→ (b|Σ, ψ|Σ).(2.5)

The space of monopoles M = M(Y, s) is the zero set of the Seiberg-Witten
map SW3 given by (1.16). Fixing a smooth reference connection Bref , we
have the space

(2.6) M = {(B,Ψ) ∈M : d∗(B −Bref) = 0}

of monopoles in Coulomb gauge with respect to Bref . The space L is the
space of boundary values of M, which is equal to the space of boundary
values of M, i.e.,

(2.7) L = rΣ(M) = rΣ(M),

where rΣ is the tangential restriction map (1.20).
All these definitions extend to the appropriate Besov completions, as was

done in [20]. Thus, we have the configuration spaces Cs,p(Y ) and Cs,p(Σ),
the Bs,p(Y ) and Bs,p(Σ) closures of C(Y ) and C(Σ), respectively. We also
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have the following Besov monopole spaces

Ms,p = {(B,Ψ) ∈ Cs,p(Y ) : SW3(B,Ψ) = 0},(2.8)

Ms,p = {(B,Ψ) ∈ Cs,p(Y ) : SW3(B,Ψ) = 0, d∗(B −Bref) = 0},(2.9)

Ls−1/p,p = rΣ(Ms−1/p,p).(2.10)

From [20], for p ≥ 2 and s > max(3/p, 1/2), the spaces Ms,p and Ms,p are
Banach submanifolds of Cs,p(Y ). If in addition, s > max(3/p, 1/2 + 1/p),
then Ls−1/p,p is a Banach submanifold of Cs−1/p,p(Σ) and

(2.11) rΣ :Ms,p → Ls−1/p,p

is a covering.
When Ls−1/p,p is a Banach manifold, the space C0(I,Ls−1/p,p) of contin-

uous paths from an interval I into Ls−1/p,p is naturally a Banach manifold.
However, it is far from obvious that the space of paths through Ls−1/p,p

in anisotropic Besov topologies is a Banach manifold. We now define these
anisotropic Besov spaces precisely.

2.1. Anisotropic function space setup

On Euclidean space, the usual Besov spaces Bs,p(Rn) are well-defined, for
any s ∈ R and 1 < p <∞, see [20] or [32]. Recall that for p = 2, the spaces
Bs,2(Rn) coincide with the L2 Sobolev spaces Hs,2(Rn). Suppose we have
a splitting Rn = Rn1 × Rn2 . Then for any s1 ∈ R and s2 ≥ 0, we define the
anisotropic Besov space B(s1,s2),p(Rn1 × Rn2) as follows. Let x = (x(1), x(2))
be the coordinates on Rn1 × Rn2 and let ξ = (ξ(1), ξ(2)) be the corresponding
Fourier variables. Let F2 denote Fourier transform on Rn2 and define the
operator

J(2)f = F−1
2

(
1 +

∣∣ξ(2)

∣∣2)1/2
F2f

for any smooth compactly supported f . Thus, very roughly speaking, for
any s ≥ 0, Js(2) takes s derivatives in all the Rn2 directions.

Definition 2.1. For s1 ∈ R and s2 ≥ 0, the anisotropic Besov space

B(s1,s2),p(Rn1 × Rn2)
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is defined to be the closure of smooth compactly supported functions on Rn
with respect to the norm

(2.12) ‖f‖B(s1,s2),p(Rn1×Rn2 ) := ‖Js2

(2)f‖Bs1,p(Rn).

Equivalently (see [19]), the space B(s1,s2),p(Rn1 × Rn2) is the space of all
functions lying in the classical (isotropic) Besov space Bs1,p(Rn) for which
Ds2

f ∈ Bs1,p(Rn), where Ds2
is any smooth elliptic operator on Rn2 of order

s2. That is, we have the equivalence of norms

(2.13) ‖f‖B(s1,s2),p(Rn1×Rn2 ) ∼ ‖f‖Bs1,p(Rn) + ‖Ds2
f‖Bs1,p(Rn).

When s2 = 0, then B(s1,s2),p(Rn1 × Rn2) is just the usual Besov space
Bs1,p(Rn).

The fundamental properties of these spaces are worked out in [19]. In
the usual way we may then define anisotropic function spaces on products
of open sets in Euclidean space and hence on products of manifolds (with
boundary) (see [18]). Most of the analysis in this section will occur on the
anisotropic spaces B(s1,s2),p(I × Y ) and B(s1,s2),p(I × Σ) where I is an inter-
val. Indeed, as we have mentioned, we will be considering maps that smooth
in the space variables Y and Σ.

We apply the anisotropic function space setup as follows. Let I be a time
interval, bounded or infinite. We have the smooth configuration space

C(I × Y ) = A(I × Y )× Γ(I × S)(2.14)

= Maps(I,A(Y )× Γ(S)× Ω0(Y ; iR))

= Maps(I,C(Y )× Ω0(Y ; iR))

via the correspondence (1.10). Here, given any space X, we write Maps(I,X)
to denote the space of smooth maps from I into X. Likewise, we write
C0(I,X) to denote the space of continuous maps from I into X. We refer
to such maps as paths. Next, replacing Y with Σ in the above, we have

C(I × Σ) = A(I × Σ)× Γ(I × SΣ)(2.15)

= Maps(I,C(Σ)× Ω0(Σ; iR)).

Since we have the anisotropic function spaces

B(s1,s2),p(I × Y ) and B(s1,s2),p(I × Σ),
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we get induced topologies on the configuration spaces, their subspaces, and
their corresponding tangent spaces.

Notation 2.2. Let X be a space of configurations over the space X1 ×X2,
where X1 and X2 are manifolds (each of which is either Euclidean space or
a compact manifold possibly with boundary). Then B(s1,s2),pX denotes the
closure of X in the B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2) topology. Likewise, if X is a space of
configurations over a manifold X, we let Bs,pX denote the closure of X in
the Bs,p(X) topology. If E is a vector bundle over X = X1 ×X2, we write
B(s1,s2),p(E) as shorthand for B(s1,s2),pΓ(E). Similar definitions apply for
prefixes given by other topologies, e.g., Lp and C0. We also write E∂X =
E|∂X for the bundle E restricted to ∂X. Finally, we will sometimes refer to
just the topology of a configuration, e.g., we will say an element of Bs,pX
belongs to Bs,p.

Thus, letting M = Y or Σ, we can consider the anisotropic configuration
spaces

(2.16) C(s1,s2),p(I ×M) := B(s1,s2),pC(I ×M)

and we can consider their anisotropic tangent spaces

T•C
(s1,s2),p(I ×M) = B(s1,s2),p(Ω1(I ×M ; iR)⊕ Γ(I × SM )),(2.17)

= B(s1,s2),p
(
Maps(I, TM )×Maps(I,Ω0(M ; iR))

)
,(2.18)

where • is any basepoint. Here, we used (2.14), (2.15), (2.3), and (2.4). These
anisotropic spaces induce corresponding topologies on their subspaces, in
particular, those subspaces given by the space of paths through C(M) and
TM , respectively. Thus, the spaces

B(s1,s2),pMaps(I,C(M)) and B(s1,s2),p(I, TM )

are topologized as subspaces of (2.16) and (2.18), respectively. Moreover, all
these spaces are the completions of spaces of smooth configurations in the
B(s1,s2),p(I ×M) topology, as is consistent with Notation 2.2.

The above definitions work out nicely because the spaces we are topolo-
gizing are affine spaces. Suppose we now wish to topologize spaces that are
not linear, such as the space of paths through M and L. For this, we can
describe more general path spaces in anisotropic topologies as follows. By
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the trace theorem, Theorem A.1, we have a trace map

(2.19) rt : B(s1,s2),p(R×M)→ Bs1+s2−1/p,p({t} ×M), t ∈ R

for all s1 > 1/p. Moreover, this trace map is continuous in t, in other words,
we have the inclusion

(2.20) B(s1,s2),p(R×M) ↪→ C0(R;Bs1+s2−1/p,p(M)).

Thus, we have the following well-defined spaces of paths in anisotropic
topologies:

Definition 2.3. Let s1 > 1/p, s2 ≥ 0, and p ≥ 2. Then we can define the
following spaces

Maps(s1,s2),p(I,C(M)) = B(s1,s2),pMaps(I,C(M))(2.21)

Maps(s1,s2),p(I, TM ) = B(s1,s2),pMaps(I, TM )(2.22)

Maps(s1,s2),p(I,M) = {γ ∈ Maps(s1,s2),p(I, TY ) :(2.23)

γ(t) ∈Ms1+s2−1/p,p, for all t ∈ I}
Maps(s1,s2),p(I,L) = {γ ∈ Maps(s1,s2),p(I,C(Σ)) :(2.24)

γ(t) ∈ Ls1+s2−1/p,p, for all t ∈ I}.

If s2 = 0, we write Mapss1,p instead of Maps(s1,0),p. Similar definitions apply
if we extend C(M) and TM in the above by vector bundles over M , in
particular, Ω0(M ; iR). Finally, if X is a subspace of T s,pM for some s, define

Maps(s1,s2),p(I,X )(2.25)

= B(s1,s2),p{z ∈ Maps(I, TM ) : z(t) ∈ X , for all t ∈ I},

the B(s1,s2),p(I,M) closure of the space of paths in Maps(I, TM ) which take
values in X . Note (2.25) generalizes definition (2.22).

The first two definitions above are just a change of notation since we have
already defined the right-hand side. However, for the next two definitions,
there is a subtle point in how we defined these spaces as compared to the pre-
vious ones. Observe that for (2.21) and (2.22), the space Maps(s1,s2),p(I, TM ),
say, is defined to be the closure of a space of smooth paths, namely, the clo-
sure of Maps(I, TM ) in the B(s1,s2),p(I ×M) topology. On the other hand, in
(2.24) say, we begin with a path γ in the B(s1,s2),p(I × Σ) topology, and we
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impose a restriction on its trace, namely that it always lie in Ls1+s2−1/p,p.
The resulting space is a priori a larger space than the closure of the space
of smooth paths through the space L, i.e., we have

(2.26) B(s1,s2),pMaps(I,L) ⊆ Maps(s1,s2),p(I,L).

Indeed, to prove the reverse inequality, one would have to approximate an
arbitrary path γ in the space Maps(s1,s2),p(I,L) by a smooth path (both in
space and time), which because of the nonlinearity of L, is not obvious how
to do. Indeed, even though we showed in [20] that the smooth monopole
space L is dense in Ls1+s2−1/p, this says nothing about the temporal reg-
ularity of an approximating sequence to the space of paths. However, by
Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, it does turn out to be the case that we can approxi-
mate the space of paths by smooth paths in the appropriate range of s1, s2,
and p, so that we have equality in (2.26).

We now have all the appropriate definitions and notation in place for
our anisotropic path spaces. Our main task in the rest of this section is to
prove the analogous results in [20] for the space of paths through L, i.e., we
want to prove that the space Maps(s1,s2),p(I,L) is a Banach manifold for a
large range of parameters and it has chart maps with smoothing properties
as described in the discussion at the beginning of this section. These chart
maps are defined from the charts for L in a “slicewise fashion” along a path
in Maps(s1,s2),p(I,L). We thus need to understand the analytic properties of
such slicewise operators.

2.2. Slicewise operators on paths

Unless stated otherwise, from now on, we always assume p ≥ 2. In the fol-
lowing, we will be estimating the operators studied in [20] acting slicewise on
the space of paths from an interval I into some target configuration space.
More precisely, we have the following definition.

Definition 2.4. Let O(t) be a family of operators acting on a configuration

space X, t ∈ I. We write Ô(t) to denote the slicewise operator associated to

the family O(t), that is, Ô(t) applied to a path γ : I → X yields the path

Ô(t)γ =
(
t 7→ O(t)γ(t)

)
t∈I
.(2.27)
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Notation 2.5. Note that given a path of configurations γ, if we write
γ = γ(t), it is ambiguous whether we mean the whole path as a function of
t or just the single configuration at time t. The above hat notation miti-
gates this ambiguity. Moreover, we will mainly be considering the case when
O(t) ≡ O is time-independent. In this case, the ̂ notation therefore just
serves as a notational reminder, although in certain cases, such as when O
is a differential operator, we will sometimes just write O to denote O acting
slicewise, which is standard notational practice in this case.

We now proceed to estimate the linear operators of interest to us when
they act slicewise. Recall that we defined the notion of a local straight-
ening map in Definition I.B.2 in an abstract framework, and showed how
local straightening maps yield natural local charts for Banach submani-
folds of a Banach space. In Lemma I.3.9, we defined a local straightening
map FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) for Ls−1/p,p at a configuration rΣ(B0,Ψ0) ∈ Ls−1/p,p, where
(B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p. In this way, we used the local straightening map FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

to obtain chart maps for the Banach submanifold Ls−1/p,p ⊂ Cs−1/p,p(Σ)
in Theorem I.3.4. We also deduced some important properties of the re-
sulting chart maps, ErΣ(B0,Ψ0), namely that they are defined on large do-

mains (i.e. Bs′,p(Σ) open balls) and that the nonlinear portion of the chart
map E1

rΣ(B0,Ψ0) smooths by a derivative. When studying the space of paths

Mapss,p(I,L), our first goal is to show that the slicewise map ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) gives
a local straightening map within a neighborhood of a constant path iden-
tically equal to rΣ(B0,Ψ0) ∈ Ls,p. From this, the local straightening map
yields for us a chart map for Mapss,p(I,L) at a constant path. Later, we
will see how to “glue together” these chart maps for constant paths on small
time intervals to obtain a chart map at an arbitrary path in Mapss,p(I,L).

One of the operators that arises in the definition of FΣ,(B0,Ψ0), as seen
in (I.3.38) and (I.3.29), is the operator Q(B0,Ψ0), defined in (I.3.21). Let
us review this operator. The operator Q(B0,Ψ0) is constructed out of the
Hessian operator H(B0,Ψ0) (more precisely, its inverse on suitable domains),
the projection ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)

, and a pointwise quadratic multiplication map q.

Let us briefly review these maps. Recall that for any configuration (B,Ψ) ∈
Cs,p(Y ), the operator

(2.28) H(B,Ψ) : T s,p → T s−1,p

is given by

(2.29) H(B,Ψ) =

(
∗Y d 2iIm ρ−1(·Φ∗)0

ρ(·)Φ DB

)
.
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It is a first order formally self-adjoint operator and it has kernel T(B,Ψ)M
s,p

whenever (B,Ψ) ∈Ms,p. By Lemma I.3.3, given any (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p, we
can choose a subspace Xs,p

(B0,Ψ0) ⊂ T
s,p complementary to T(B,Ψ)M

s,p. For

such Xs,p
(B0,Ψ0), we have by Proposition I.2.2 that

H(B0,Ψ0) : Xs,p
(B0,Ψ0) → K

s−1,p
(B0,Ψ0)(2.30)

H(B0,Ψ0) : Xs+1,p
(B0,Ψ0) → K

s,p
(B0,Ψ0), Xs+1,p

(B0,Ψ0) = Xs,p
(B0,Ψ0) ∩ T

s+1,p(2.31)

are isomorphisms. Here, the subspace Ks,p(B0,Ψ0) ⊂ T
s,p is a complement to

the tangent space of the gauge orbit at (B0,Ψ0) in T s,p, see Lemma I.2.3.
The map

(2.32) ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)
: T s,p → Ks,p(B0,Ψ0)

is a bounded projection onto this space, see (I.2.45). Finally, the map q
arises from the quadratic multiplication that occurs in the map SW3, see
(I.3.16). Thus, both q and q̂ are pointwise multiplication operators, and
their mapping properties are controlled by the function space multiplication
theorem, Theorem A.3.

Thus, when we consider the above operators slicewise, the main opera-
tors we need to understand are

(2.33) ̂(H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p
(B0,Ψ0)

)−1, ̂ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)
.

However, since the operators in (2.33) are time-independent, estimating
them on (anisotropic) Besov spaces is not difficult. Indeed, we have the
following general lemma:

Lemma 2.6. Let s1 > 0, and s2, s
′
2 ≥ 0, and let M be a compact manifold.

Let T : C∞(M)→ C∞(M) be a linear operator that extends to bounded op-
erators

T : Hs2,p(M)→ Hs2+s′2,p(M)(2.34)

T : Bs1+s2,p(M)→ Bs1+s2+s′2,p(M).(2.35)

Then the slicewise operator

(2.36) T̂ : B(s1,s2),p(I ×M)→ B(s1,s2+s′2),p(I ×M)

is bounded and the operator norm of (2.36) is bounded in terms of the op-
erator norms of (2.34) and (2.35).
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Proof. The crucial property we need is the so-called “Fubini property” of
Besov spaces (see [33]). Namely, for any s > 0, the Besov space Bs,p(I ×M)
can be written as the intersection

(2.37) Bs,p(I ×M) = Lp(I,Bs,p(M)) ∩ Lp(M,Bs,p(I)).

In other words, we can separate variables so that a function of regularity
of order s on I ×M is a function that has regularity of order s in I and M ,
separately, in the Besov sense. This Fubini property automatically implies
one for anisotropic Besov spaces, and we have from (2.13) that

(2.38) B(s1,s2),p(I ×M) = Lp(I,Bs1+s2,p(M)) ∩Hs2,p(M,Bs1,p(I)).

Recall that Hs2,p(M) is the fractional Sobolev space of functions whose
fractional derivatives up to order s2 belong to Lp(M).7 In other words,
given an elliptic differential operator Ds2

on M of order s2, we can define
the norm on Hs2,p(M) by

‖f‖Hs2,p(M) = ‖f‖Lp(M) + ‖Ds2
f‖Lp(M).

Thus, the space Hs2,p(M,Bs,p(I)) appearing in (2.38) is the space of func-
tions f such that both f and Ds2

f belong to Lp(M,Bs,p(I)).
We want to show that (2.36) is bounded. We proceed by using the decom-

position (2.38). First, the boundedness of T : Bs1+s2,p(M)→ Bs1+s2+s′2,p(M)
implies the boundedness of

(2.39) T̂ : Lp(I,Bs1+s2,p(M))→ Lp(I,Bs1+s2+s′2,p(M)).

It remains to show that the map

(2.40) T̂ : Hs2,p(M,Bs1,p(I))→ Hs2+s′2,p(M,Bs1,p(I))

is bounded. To do this, we first show that the space Hs2,p(M,Bs,p(I)), as
defined above, is also equal to the space Bs,p(I,Hs2,p(M)) which is defined
as follows.

Given any Banach space X, we can define Besov spaces with values in X
as follows. Namely, for s > 0, we can define the space Bs,p(R, X) to be the

7The space Hs2,p(M) is also known as a Bessel potential space. See [20] for a
precise definition in the general case.
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closure of the space of infinitely Fréchet differentiable functions f : R→ X
under the norm [1, p. 20] [33, p. 110]

‖f‖Bs,p(R,X) := ‖f‖Lp(R,X)(2.41)

+

(∫ ∞
0

(∫
R
|h−s(τh − id)mf(t)|pXdt

)
1

h
dh

)1/p

,

where m > s is any integer and τh is the translation operator (τhf)(t) =
f(t+ h). When X = R, this recovers the usual scalar valued Besov spaces.
Observe that for X = Hs2,p(M), we have

Bs,p(R, Hs2,p(M)) = Hs2,p(M,Bs,p(R))

since the operators h−s(τh − id)m and Ds2
commute. From the above, we

now define Bs,p(I,X) to be the restrictions of elements of Bs,p(R, X) to the
domain I.

Thus, showing (2.40) is the same thing as showing

(2.42) T̂ : Bs,p(I,Hs2,p(M))→ Bs,p(I,Hs2+s′2,p(M)).

To show (2.40), we proceed by interpolation [32]. Namely, Besov spaces are
interpolation spaces of Sobolev spaces, i.e.,

(2.43) Bs,p(R, X) = (Hk0,p(R, X), Hk1,p(R, X))θ,p,

for any nonnegative integers k0, k1 and 0 < θ < 1 such that (1− θ)k0 +
θk1 = s. Here, (·, ·)θ,p is the real interpolation functor and Hk,p(R, X) de-
notes the Sobolev space of functions8 with values in X whose derivatives up
to order k belong to Lp(X).

Thus, to establish that (2.42) is bounded, from interpolation, it suffices
to establish that

(2.44) T̂ : Hk,p(I,Hs2,p(M))→ Hk,p(I,Hs2+s′2,p(M))

is bounded for all integer k ≥ 0. For k = 0, this follows trivially from (2.34),
and for k ≥ 1, this also follows from (2.34) by commuting derivatives with
T , since T is linear and time-independent (observe that if T were time-
dependent but also smooth, this argument would follow too). Thus, this

8Technically, we should denote this space W k,p(R, X), but for all Banach
spaces X we encounter, Hk,p(R, X) as it is usually defined (see [18]) agrees with
W k,p(R, X).
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proves that (2.44) is bounded, which finishes the proof that (2.36) is bounded.
�

The above lemma tells us that time-independent slicewise operators on
I ×M can be estimated in terms of their mapping properties on M . In
particular, we can now easily estimate the slicewise operators in (2.33) on
I × Y because we know how they act on Y from the analysis carried out in
[20]. We have the following corollary:

Corollary 2.7. Let s > max(3/p, 1/2) and (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p.

1) We have bounded maps

̂(
H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p

(B0,Ψ0)

)−1 ̂ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)
: Mapss,p(I, T )→ Maps(s,1),p(I, T ).(2.45)

2) Assume in addition that (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms1+s2,2, where s1 ≥ 3/2 and s2 ≥
0. Then we have

̂(
H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs1+s2+1,2

(B0,Ψ0)

)−1 ̂ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)
: Maps(s1,s2),2(I, T )→ Maps(s1,s2+1),2(I, T ).

(2.46)

Proof. By the above lemma, to establish (2.45), it suffices to show that the
maps (

H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p
(B0,Ψ0)

)−1
ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)

: LpT → H1,pT(
H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p

(B0,Ψ0)

)−1
ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)

: T s,p → T s+1,p

are bounded. (By the first line above, we of course mean that the operator
in the second line extends to a bounded operator on the stated domain
and ranges. Such notation will always be understood from now on.) The
second line follows from (2.32) and (2.31). The first line follows from Lemma
I.3.5(ii). Likewise, for (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms1+s2+1,2, (2.46) follows from(

H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p
(B0,Ψ0)

)−1
ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)

: L2T → H1,2T(
H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p

(B0,Ψ0)

)−1
ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)

: T s1+s2,2 → T s1+s2+1,2,

which also follows from I.3.5(ii) and Proposition I.2.2. �
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The above estimates for slicewise operators will now allow us to pass from
a local chart map for L to a local chart map for the space of paths through
L centered at a path through L. More precisely, we construct such charts for
the space of paths through L in the Besov topology Bs,p(I × Σ) topology,
and this shows that the space Mapss,p(I,L) is a Banach submanifold of
Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)). To do this, we prove the following fundamental lemma
below, whose main idea we can describe as follows:

Recall from earlier discussion that we construct a chart map for Ls−1/p,p

from the data of a local straightening map, see Definition I.B.2. Specifically,
to a configuration rΣ(B0,Ψ0) ∈ Ls−1/p,p, the local straightening map in-
volved is the map FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) of Lemma I.3.9. It readily follows from this con-
struction that to a constant path γ(t) ≡ (B0(t),Ψ0(t)) through Mapss,p(I,L),

the slicewise operator ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) is a local straightening map for γ(t) for the

Banach manifold C0(I,Ls−1/p,p), which induces for us a time-independent
slicewise chart map for C0(I,Ls−1/p,p) in the natural way. Our first main goal
is to show that this construction is compatible with the Bs,p(I × Σ) topol-
ogy in the sense that all maps involved preserve the subspace Bs,p(I × Σ) ⊂
C0(I,Bs−1/p,p(Σ)), which we show in Lemma 2.8 below. We will then use
this result in Theorem 2.9 to construct chart maps for Mapss,p(I,L). How-
ever, proving the aforementioned preservation of Bs,p(I × Σ) regularity is a
nontrivial matter for two reasons. First, the space Bs,p(I × Σ) has fractional
regularity (in time), which makes it difficult to estimate nonlinear operators
on this space. Second, we want to show that the Bs,p(I × Σ) preservation
holds on “large” open sets, i.e. on an open set containing a ball defined with
respect to the C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) topology, where s′ < s− 1/p. This is so that
the local Banach manifold chart maps we obtain for Mapss,p(I,L) will con-
tain a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhood of an element of Mapss,p(I,L), which
is key in the proof of compactness in Theorem B. (In a few words, this
is so that sequences of bounded configurations in Mapss,p(I,L), which we
know will converge strongly along a subsequence in the weaker topology
C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)), converges within the range of a fixed chart map.) More-
over, the fact that chart maps are defined on large neighborhoods is what
allows us to construct chart maps for Mapss,p(I,L) at nonconstant paths
via approximation by constant paths in Theorem 2.9.

We now prove our fundamental lemma, which is the slicewise analog of
Lemma I.3.9.
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Lemma 2.8. Let s > max(3/p, 1/2 + 1/p) and let rΣ(B0,Ψ0) ∈ Ls−1/p,p,
where (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p. We have

C0(I, TΣ) = C0(I, TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p)⊕ C0(I, JΣTrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p)

and we can define the map

̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) : VΣ → C0(I, TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p)

⊕ C0(I, JΣTrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p)

z = (z0, z1) 7→ (z0, z1 − r̂ΣÊ1
(B0,Ψ0)(P̂(B0,Ψ0)z0)),(2.47)

where VΣ ⊂ C0(I, TΣ) is an open subset containing 0, E1
(B0,Ψ0) is defined

as in Theorem I.3.2, and P(B0,Ψ0) is the Poisson operator defined as in
Theorem I.2.1. For any max(1/2, 2/p) < s′ ≤ s− 1/p, we can choose VΣ

to contain a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) ball, i.e., there exists a δ > 0, depending on
rΣ(B0,Ψ0), s′, and p, such that

VΣ ⊇ {z ∈ C0(I, TΣ) : ‖z‖C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) < δ}.

Moreover, we can choose δ such that the following hold:

1) We have ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)(0) = 0 and D0
̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) = id. For VΣ sufficiently

small, ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) is a local straightening map for C0(I,Ls′,p) within
VΣ.

2) The maps ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) and ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserve Bs,p(I × Σ) regularity.

Moreover, the term r̂ΣÊ1
(B0,Ψ0)(P̂(B0,Ψ0)) maps Bs,p(I × Σ) configura-

tions to B(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I × Σ), where ε > 0 is arbitrary.

3) We can choose δ uniformly for rΣ(B0,Ψ0) in a sufficiently small
Bs′,p(Σ) neighborhood of any configuration in Ls−1/p,p.

Proof. By Lemma I.3.9, we know that FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) is a local straightening

map for Ls−1/p,p. Based on that lemma, it easily follows that ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) is

a local straightening map for C0(I,Ls−1/p,p), thus establishing (i). It is (ii)
that mainly needs verification, which we do by estimating the operators
occurring in ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) one by one.

First, we show the boundedness of the slicewise Calderon projection

P̂+
(B0,Ψ0) in the Bs,p(I × Σ) topology, so that the decomposition x = (x0, x1)

above in the C0(I,Bs−1/p,p(Σ)) topology induces one in the Bs,p(I × Σ)
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topology. Here, P+
(B0,Ψ0) is the Calderon projection as defined in Theo-

rem I.2.1, and it yields a bounded map

P+
(B0,Ψ0) : T t,pΣ → Bt,p(TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p), 0 ≤ t ≤ s+ 1− 1/p,(2.48)

since (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p. Here, by a slight abuse of notation with regard to
Notation 2.2, we define Bt,p(TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p) to be the intersection of

TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p with Bt,p(Σ) configurations in case t ≥ s− 1/p; otherwise,
we take the Bt,p(Σ) closure. The map P+

(B0,Ψ0) also extends to a bounded
operator on Sobolev spaces

P+
(B0,Ψ0) : Ht,pTΣ → Ht,p(TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p), 0 ≤ t < s+ 1− 1/p,(2.49)

where Ht,p(TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p) is defined as above, see Remark I.3.2. From
this, since P+

(B0,Ψ0) is time-independent, one can apply Lemma 2.6 to con-
clude, in particular, that

(2.50) P̂+
(B0,Ψ0) : Mapss,p(I, TΣ)→ Mapss,p(I, TrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p),

is bounded with kernel Mapss,p(I, JΣTrΣ(B0,Ψ0)Ls−1/p,p).
Proceeding as above, we also obtain a bounded Poisson operator

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : Mapss,p(I, TΣ)→ Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T(B0,Ψ0)Ms,p)(2.51)

= {z ∈ Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T ) :

z(t) ∈ T(B0,Ψ0)Ms,p, ∀t ∈ I}

and its range is contained in C0(I, L∞T ), due to the embedding

Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T ) ↪→ C0(I,Bs,p(Y )) ↪→ C0(I, L∞(Y )).

(Here, when we apply Lemma 2.6 to P̂(B0,Ψ0), it makes no difference that we
map configurations on I × Σ to configurations on I × Y , i.e., Lemma 2.6 is
unchanged if the domain and range manifolds are different.)

Next, we estimate the mapping properties of Ê1
(B0,Ψ0). Namely, we show

that

Ê1
(B0,Ψ0) : Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T(B0,Ψ0)Ms,p) 99K Maps(s,1),p(I, T ),(2.52)
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is bounded, i.e. Ê1
(B0,Ψ0) smooths by 1− 1/p derivatives in the Y directions.

Here, we restrict the domain of (2.52) so that it lies inside the set

(2.53) Maps(s,1/p),p(I, U) = {z ∈ Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T(B0,Ψ0)Ms,p) : z(t) ∈ U}

where U ⊂ T(B0,Ψ0)Ms,p, as defined in Theorem I.3.2, is a domain on which
E1

(B0,Ψ0) is defined. This is where our slicewise estimates made in Lemma 2.6

and Corollary 2.7 come into play. By (I.3.29), we have

Ê1
(B0,Ψ0)(z) = −Q̂(B0,Ψ0)

(
F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z), F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z)
)
,(2.54)

where F(B0,Ψ0) is a local straightening map for (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p, see
Lemma I.3.4 and Theorem I.3.2.

To estimate Ê1
(B0,Ψ0), we first estimate F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
. This is the most diffi-

cult step of all. We want to use the ideas from Lemma 2.6 to conclude that

the smooth time-independent map F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves the B(s,1/p),p(I × Y )

topology. Namely, using the Fubini property, we can write

(2.55) B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ) = Lp(I,Bs+1/p,p(Y )) ∩Bs,p(I,H1/p,p(Y )).

Since (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p, the proofs of Lemma I.3.5, Theorem I.3.2, and Corol-
lary I.3.1 show that F−1

(B0,Ψ0) preserves Bt,p(Y ) regularity for 1/p ≤ t ≤ s+

1, hence for t = s+ 1/p in particular. Thus, we have trivially that the

time-independent operator F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves Lp(I,Bs+1/p,p(Y )) regular-

ity. The nontrivial step is to show that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preservesBs,p(I,H1/p,p(Y ))

regularity. To show this, we want to interpolate between the estimates

(2.56) F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
: Hk,p(I,H1/p,p(Y )) 99K Hk,p(I,H1/p,p(Y )), k ≥ 0,

where we abuse notation by letting Hk,p(I,H1/p,p(Y )) denote the closure of
Maps(I, T ) in said topology. Here the domain of (2.56) will be specified in
a moment.

We want to use interpolation because fractional regularity in time is
difficult to grasp; on the other hand, integer Sobolev spaces, such as those
appearing in (2.56) are amenable to estimates via the Leibnitz rule. The

difficulty of course is that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
is nonlinear so that Lemma 2.6 does

not apply. Additionally, F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
is a highly nonexplicit map, being the

slicewise inverse of the operator F(B0,Ψ0) and hence defined by the inverse

function theorem. In [20], we were able to estimate F−1
(B0,Ψ0) (see the proof
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of Theorem I.3.2) because it differed from the identity map by a smoothing
operator, but in this case, since we only have smoothing in the space direc-
tions, we cannot carry over such a perturbative argument. What saves us
in our situation is that there is a theory of interpolation of Lipschitz oper-
ators due to Peetre [22]. Moreover, such an interpolation theory extends to

operators which are only locally defined (as is the case for F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
) under

the appropriate conditions. Here, the relevant theorem is Theorem 14.8 of

[18]. We can apply this theorem to F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
by verifying that the following

properties hold:

(I)) The map F−1
(B0,Ψ0) is a bounded operator from a subset Ṽ of H1/p,pT

into H1/p,pT . (This implies that the map F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
maps L∞(I, Ṽ )

into L∞(I,H1/p,pT ). We then have (2.56) on this domain since F−1
(B0,Ψ0)

is smooth.)

(II)) On the same subset Ṽ above, the map F−1
(B0,Ψ0) and all its Fréchet

derivatives are Lipschitz. (Hence the corresponding statement is true

for F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
on L∞(I, Ṽ ) by the Leibnitz rule).

(III)) The vector valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality holds: for all inte-
gers 0 < m < n, we have

‖∂mt f‖Lr(I,X ) ≤ ‖f‖1−θLq(I,X )‖∂
n
t f‖θLp(I,X ),

where X = H1,p(Y ), and r, p, q are any numbers satisfying

1 < r, p, q ≤ ∞, 1

r
=
θ

q
+

1− θ
p

, 0 < θ = m/n < 1.

Let us explain why these properties hold. For (I), the statement for
F−1

(B0,Ψ0) holds due to Corollary I.3.1. For (II), we use the fact that F−1
(B0,Ψ0),

being the inverse of an analytic (in fact quadratic) map F(B0,Ψ0), is itself

analytic (i.e. it has a local power series expansion) and hence so is F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
.

This uses the fact that the inverse function theorem holds in the analytic

category of functions, see e.g. [5]. Consequently, the fact that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
is

analytic means we have estimates for all the derivatives of F−1
(B0,Ψ0) on some

fixed small neighborhood (just as one would have for a holomorphic function
of one complex variable, using Cauchy’s integral formula or its local power
series expansion), which allows us to establish (II). These statements follow
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from Proposition 21.3 of [18].9 For (III), the case when X = R is the classical
scalar Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. As it turns out, by the work of [26],
the general vector valued case holds for arbitrary Banach spaces X . Thus
(III) holds in particular for X = H1/pT .

Altogether, from the above, we can apply Theorem 14.8 in [18] to our sit-
uation, where in that theorem, Z = H1,pT and the set Ur is the set L∞(I, Ṽ )
for sufficiently small Ṽ . Here the Lipschitz hypothesis of Theorem 14.8 is
satisfied by the same argument as in [22, p. 330], because of (III). Thus,
interpolation between the estimates (2.56) shows that

(2.57) F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
: Bs,p(I,H1/p,p(Y )) 99K Bs,p(I,H1/p,p(Y ))

is bounded, where the domain of (2.57) is the open subset

(2.58) {z ∈ Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T ) : z(t) ∈ Ṽ , for all t ∈ I}

of Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T ) with Ṽ given by (I) above. Thus, the estimate (2.57)

and the trivial estimate that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves Lp(I,Bs+1/p,p(Y )) regu-

larity on (2.53) implies that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ) regularity

when restricted to

(2.59) Maps(s,1/p),p(I, U ∩ Ṽ ).

Finally, to estimate (2.54), we estimate Q̂(B0,Ψ0) by applying function
space multiplication and Corollary 2.7. Since

B(s,1/p),p(I × Σ) ↪→ Bs,p(I × Σ) ∩ L∞(I × Σ)

9In fact, since ̂F(B0,Ψ0) is just a quadratic map, one can understand the form

of power series expansion of ̂F(B0,Ψ0)

−1
sufficiently well so that one can use avoid

the nonlinear interpolation method we have used to establish the boundedness of
̂F(B0,Ψ0) on the B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ). Using this method, however, has the unfortunate

consequence that the radius of convergence of the power series of ̂F(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(about

0) depends on s and p, and so the set VΣ of the lemma would depend on s and p
(i.e. it may shrink with s and p). This would result in a somewhat awkward proof of
Theorem 2.9(iv) and Theorem 4.1 later on. Hence, we adhere to the interpolation
method since in some sense it is the “optimal” method, even though for the purposes
of this paper, we can get away with other methods that use less machinery.
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by Corollary A.2, and since the latter space is an algebra by Theorem I.C.7,
we have the multiplication

B(s,1/p),p(I × Σ)×B(s,1/p),p(I × Σ)→ Bs,p(I × Σ) ∩ L∞(I × Σ).

Since

(2.60) Q̂(B0,Ψ0) =
̂(

H(B0,Ψ0)|Xs+1,p
(B0,Ψ0)

)−1 ̂ΠKs,p(B0,Ψ0)
q̂

is quadratic multiplication followed by the operator (2.45), then

Q̂(B0,Ψ0) : Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T )×Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T )→ Maps(s,1),p(I, T ).

Finally, by Theorem A.1, we have a bounded restriction map

r̂Σ : Maps(s,1),p(I, T )→ Maps(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ),

where ε > 0 is arbitrary.
Altogether, this shows that

(2.61) r̂ΣÊ1
(B0,Ψ0)(

̂P(B0,Ψ0)(z)) ∈ Maps(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ), z ∈ VΣ

if we choose VΣ small enough so that P̂(B0,Ψ0)VΣ is contained in the space

(2.59). In particular, since B(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I × Σ) ⊂ Bs,p(I × Σ) for ε small,

altogether, the above estimates and the formula (2.47) show that ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

preserves the Bs,p(I × Σ) topology. Since ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
is just given by

̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z) = (z0, z1 − r̂ΣÊ1

(B0,Ψ0)(P̂(B0,Ψ0)z0)), z ∈ VΣ,

then ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
also preserves Bs,p(I × Σ) regularity on VΣ. Since the open

set U in (2.53) contains an L∞(Y ) ball, by Theorem I.3.2, then that VΣ can
be chosen to contain a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) ball, since

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : C0(I, T s
′,p

Σ )→ C0(I, T s′+1/p,p) ↪→ C0(I, L∞T ) ∩ C0(I,H1/p,pT ).

This implies that P̂(B0,Ψ0) maps a small C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) ball in Mapss,p(I, TΣ)
into (2.59).
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For (iii), note that the operators

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : C0(I, T s
′,p

Σ )→ C0(I, T s′+1/p,p)(2.62)

F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
: C0(I,H1/p,pT ) 99K C0(I,H1/p,pT )(2.63)

vary continuously with rΣ(B0,Ψ0) ∈ Ls−1/p,p in the Bs′,p(Σ) topology, i.e.
the above maps vary continuously with (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p in the Bs′+1/p,p(Y )
topology. This follows from the work in [20], which establishes the contin-
uous dependence of all the operators involved in the construction of these
operators. From this continuous dependence, we can now deduce that the
sets U and Ṽ in (2.59) can be constructed locally uniformly in (B0,Ψ0).
Namely, the set U contains a uniform L∞(Y ) ball by Theorem I.3.2, and
the set V contains a uniform H1/p,p(Y ) ball by Corollary I.3.1. Hence VΣ

can be chosen to contain a δ-ball in the C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) topology, with δ
locally uniform in (B0,Ψ0). �

With the above lemmas, we have made most of the important steps in
proving our first main theorem in this section. Namely, the above lemma
constructs for us chart maps for Mapss,p(I,L) at constant paths γ0 via the

local straightening map ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0), where γ0 is identically rΣ(B0,Ψ0). Now
we want to construct chart maps for Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)) at an arbitrary path
γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L). In addition, just as we did for the chart maps at constant
paths above, we want to show that the nonlinear portion of the chart map
for γ smooths in the Σ directions, and moreover, we want to show the chart
map contains “large” domains, i.e., is defined on open neighborhoods of our
manifolds with respect to a topology weaker than Bs,p(I × Σ). These results
will be important for our proofs of Theorems A and B in Section 4. Namely,
by having chart maps that smooth, we will be able to gain regularity in
the Σ directions for a gauge fixed connection in the proof of Theorem A.
Furthermore, as explained prior to Lemma 2.8, being able to define chart
maps for C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhoods of Mapss,p(I,L) will be instrumental
in the proof of compactness in Theorem B.

We have the following theorem:

Theorem 2.9. (Besov Regularity for Paths through L) Let I be a bounded
interval and let s > max(3/p, 1/2 + 1/p).

1) Then Mapss,p(I,L) is a closed submanifold of Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)).
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Figure 1: A local chart for Maps(s,1/p),p(I,L) at γ. This is the analog of
Figure 1 in [20], for the space of paths through L in Besov topologies.

2) For any γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L), there exists a neighborhood U of 0 ∈
TγMapss,p(I,L) and a smoothing map

E1
γ : U → Maps(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ),

where ε > 0 is arbitrary, such that the map

Eγ : U → Mapss,p(I,L)

z 7→ γ + z + E1
γ (z)

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of γ in Mapss,p(I,L).

3) For any max(2/p, 1/2) < s′ ≤ s− 1/p, we can choose both U and Eγ(U)
to contain open C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhoods of 0 ∈ TγMapss,p(I,L)
and γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) respectively, i.e., there exists a δ > 0, depending
on γ, s′, and p, such that

U ⊇ {z ∈ TγMapss,p(I,L) : ‖z‖C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) < δ}
E1
γ (U) ⊇ {γ′ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) : ‖γ′ − γ‖C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) < δ}.

We can choose δ uniformly for all γ in a sufficiently small
C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhood of any configuration in Mapss,p(I,L).

4) Smooth paths are dense in Mapss,p(I,L).

Proof. The local straightening map ̂FΣ, (B0,Ψ0) in Lemma 2.8 yields for us
induced chart maps in the case when γ is a constant path (see Definition
I.B.3). From this, to obtain a chart map centered at a general configuration
γ, we divide up I as union I = ∪nj=0Ij of finitely many smaller overlap-
ping subintervals Ij = [aj , bj ], aj < aj+1 < bj for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, and take
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a constant path γj on Ij near γ|Ij for which to use as a chart map for
γ|Ij in Mapss,p(Ij ,L). (We will see why we want overlapping intervals in
a bit.) This is possible because the chart maps at constant paths contain
C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhoods, and on the small time intervals Ij , an arbi-
trary path in Mapss,p(Ij ,L) can be approximated in C0(Ij , B

s−1/p,p(Σ)) ↪→
C0(Ij , B

s′,p(Σ)) by constant paths. Here, it is important that these neighbor-
hoods depend locally uniformly on the configuration in C0(Ij , B

s′,p(Σ)) by
Lemma 2.8, and that we have the embedding Mapss,p(I,L)→C0(I,Ls−1/p,p).

With the above considerations, let γ be a constant smooth path iden-
tically equal to u0 ∈ L. Then the map Eγ is the chart map associated to
̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) via Lemma 2.8, where (B0,Ψ0) ∈M is any configuration satisfy-

ing rΣ(B0,Ψ0) = u0. Namely, define

U := VΣ ∩ TγMapss,p(I,L),

and then define

Eγ : U → Mapss,p(I,L)

z 7→ γ + ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z).(2.64)

The proof of Lemma 2.8 shows that U contains a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) ball for
max(2/p, 1/2) < s′ ≤ s− 1/p. Furthermore, the map

(2.65) E1
γ (z) := ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z)− z,

which is therefore the nonlinear part of ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
(z) has the desired map-

ping properties, since it is simply the map

E1
γ (z) = r̂ΣÊ1

(B0,Ψ0)(P̂(B0,Ψ0)(·)) : Mapss,p(I, TΣ)(2.66)

99K Maps(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ).

Altogether, the map (2.64) yields the desired chart map for Mapss,p(I,L)

for the constant path γ, since the map ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) is a local straightening
map for γ.

We now consider a general nonconstant, nonsmooth path γ ∈
Mapss,p(I,L). As we explained, Lemma 2.8 implies that if we choose
a1 > a0 small enough, then on I0 = [a0, a1], the path γ|I0 ∈ Mapss,p(I0,L)
lies within the range of a chart map for C0(I,Ls−1/p,p) at the constant path
identically equal to γ(a0). By the continuous dependence of the size of the
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chart map in the C0(I,Bs−1/p,p(Σ)) topology and since smooth configu-
rations are dense in Ls−1/p,p by Theorem I.3.4, we can choose a constant
smooth path γ0 that remains C0(I,Bs−1/p,p(Σ)) near γ(a0), and such that
the chart map Eγ0

for γ0, constructed as above, contains γ in its image.
Thus, we have

γ|I0 = Eγ0
(z∗0)

= γ0 + z∗0 + E1
γ0

(z∗0), z∗0 ∈ Tγ0
Mapss,p(I0,L)

for some z∗0 . Here, to conclude that z∗0 ∈ Tγ0
Mapss,p(I0,L) has the same reg-

ularity as γ|I0 , we used that γ0 is smooth so that γ|I0 − γ0 ∈ Mapss,p(I0, TΣ),

and then we used that ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves the Bs,p(I × Σ) topology by

Lemma 2.8.
Of course, we can continue the above process, whereby we have constant

smooth paths γj ∈ Maps(Ij ,L), and γ|Ij is in the image of the chart map
Eγj for γj , i.e.,

γ|Ij = Eγj (z∗j )

= γj + z∗j + E1
γj (z

∗
j ), z∗j ∈ TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L)

for some z∗j . In this way, concatenating all the local chart maps Eγj for the
constant smooth paths γj , we can define a map

Eγ : ⊕nj=0TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L) 99K ×nj=0Mapss,p(Ij ,L)

(zj)
n
j=0 7→

(
t 7→ Eγj (z∗j + zj)

)n
j=0

, t ∈ Ij .(2.67)

Here, the domain of Eγ is of course restricted to the direct sum of the domains
of the individual Eγj .

To get an actual chart map, we must restrict the domain of Eγ above
so that its image under Eγ gives an honest path in Mapss,p(I,L) when we
concatenate all the local paths on the Ij . Thus, define U by

U ⊂
{

(zj) ∈ ⊕nj=0TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L) :(2.68)

Eγj (zj)
∣∣
Ij∩Ij+1

= Eγj+1
(zj+1)

∣∣
Ij∩Ij+1

, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1
}
,

where U is any sufficiently small open subset containing 0 on which Eγ is
defined. In this way, the map (2.67) induces a well-defined map
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Eγ : U → Mapss,p(Ij ,L)

(zj)
n
j=0 7→

(
t 7→ Eγj (z∗j + zj)

)
, t ∈ Ij .(2.69)

which maps 0 to γ and the open set U diffeomorphically onto a neighbor-
hood of γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L). Moreover, we can choose U so that it contains
a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ) open ball, in which case, Eγ(U) contains a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ))
neighborhood of γ in Mapss,p(I,L).

Note that in defining Eγ as above, while the tangent space TγMapss,p(I,L)
naturally sits inside TγMapss,p(I,L) as the subspace10

TγMapss,p(I,L) = {z ∈ Mapss,p(I, TΣ) :(2.70)

z(t) ∈ Tγ(t)Ls−1/p,p, for all t ∈ I},

we really study this space under the identification

TγMapss,p(I,L) ∼=
{

(zj)
n
j=0 ∈

(
⊕nj=0 TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L)

)
:(2.71)

(Dz∗j Eγj )(zj)
∣∣
Ij∩Ij+1

= (Dz∗j+1
Eγj+1

)(zj+1)
∣∣
Ij∩Ij+1

,

0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1
}
.

The space (2.70) is difficult to study because it is described as a fam-
ily of varying subspaces, which makes it hard to understand, for example,
the mapping properties of projections onto this space. Indeed, any result-
ing projection would be time-dependent, but not in a smooth way, since
γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) is in general not smooth. Consequently, it would be hard
to prove an analog of Lemma 2.6 for such a nonsmooth time-dependent
slicewise operator. On the other hand, with (2.71), we understand each fac-
tor TγjMapss,p(I,L) from Lemma 2.8. These spaces do have bounded pro-
jections onto them, given by a slicewise Calderon projection as in (2.50),
which we understand because it is time independent. Thus, in (2.71), we
have simplified matters by constructing “local trivializations” of the space
TγMapss,p(I,L). Indeed, (2.71) tells us that on a small time interval Ij , we
can identify Tγ|IjMapss,p(Ij ,L) with TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L), and the total space

TγMapss,p(I,L) is obtained by gluing together these local spaces. (This is

10Note that the tangent space TγMapss,p(I,L) only makes sense since we can
prove that Mapss,p(I,L) is a submanifold of Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)). Otherwise, (2.70)
would just be a formal equality instead of an actual equality.
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why we chose the intervals Ij in I = ∪nj=0Ij to overlap.) When performing
estimates for chart maps, it is thus convenient to work with the identifica-
tion (2.71), whereas when we wish to regard TγMapss,p(I,L) as a natural
subspace of Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)), then we have the equality (2.70).

Thus, with the identification (2.71), the map E1
γ is just the concatenation

of all the local E1
γj and thus has the requisite smoothing properties. One could

also compute E1
γ in the case where we regard TγMapss,p(I,L) as (2.70), but

this will not be necessary. Altogether, we have proven (i) and (ii). Statement
(iii) now follows directly from the corresponding property for chart maps at
constant paths.

For (iv), the last statement follows from the fact that smooth configu-
rations are dense in TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L). Indeed, since γj ∈ Maps(I,L) is con-
stant and smooth, it has a lift to a constant smooth path in Maps(I,M),
which is identically (Bj ,Ψj) ∈M for some (Bj ,Ψj). This follows from
Theorem I.4.3. Since (Bj ,Ψj) is smooth, the time-independent slicewise

Calderon projection P̂+
(Bj ,Ψj)

gives a projection of the space of smooth paths

Maps(Ij , TΣ) onto TγjMaps(Ij ,L), see Theorem I.2.1. If we mollify z∗j ∈
TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L) on Ij × Σ, we get elements zεj ∈ Maps(Ij , TΣ) such that
zεj → z∗j in Mapss,p(Ij , TΣ) as ε→ 0. Hence, we now obtain smooth elements

P̂+
(B0,Ψ0)(z

ε
j) belonging to TγjMaps(Ij ,L) that converge to z∗j in

TγjMapss,p(Ij ,L) as ε→ 0. We then have that the Eγj (zεj) are smooth paths
which approach γ|Ij as ε→ 0 (indeed, since γj is smooth, one can see from

the proof of Lemma 2.8 that ̂FΣ,γj(aj) preserves C∞ smoothness, and hence
so does Eγj ). Gluing together all these paths on the Ij yields a smooth path
in Mapss,p(I, L) approximating γj in the Bs,p(I × Σ) topology. �

Because of the regularity preservation property in Lemma 2.8(ii) and be-
cause we have the mixed regularity estimates in Corollary 2.7(ii), whereby
if the base configuration (B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms1+s2,2 is more regular we obtain the
additional mapping property (2.46), we also get the following theorem for
mixed regularity paths through L. As explained earlier, the reason we con-
sider these mixed topologies is because they will arise in the bootstrapping
procedure occurring in the proof of Theorem A. We only need the below
result for small s2, but we state it for general s2 ≥ 0.

Theorem 2.10. (Mixed Regularity Paths through L) Assume the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 2.9. In addition, assume s1 ≥ 3/2 and s2 ≥ 0.

1) Then Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L) is a closed submanifold of the
space Mapss,p(I,C(Σ)) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,C(Σ)).
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2) For any γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L), there exists a neighbor-

hood U of 0 ∈ Tγ
(

Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L)
)

and a smoothing
map

E1
γ : U → Maps(s,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ) ∩Maps(s1,s2+1−ε′),2(I, TΣ),

where ε, ε′ > 0 are arbitrary, such that the map

Eγ : U → Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L)

z 7→ γ + z + E1
γ (z)

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of γ in Mapss,p(I,L) ∩
Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L). If s1 > 3/2 or s2 > 0, we can take ε′ = 0 above.

3) For any max(s2, 2/p, 1/2) < s′ ≤ s− 1/p, we can choose both U and
Eγ(U) to contain open C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhoods of

0 ∈ Tγ(Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L))

and γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L)

respectively, i.e., there exists a δ > 0, depending on γ, s′, s2, and p
such that

U ⊇ {z ∈ Tγ(Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L)) : ‖z‖C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) < δ}
E1
γ (U) ⊇ {γ′ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L) : ‖γ′ − γ‖C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) < δ},

We can choose δ uniformly for all γ in a sufficiently small
C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhood of any configuration in Mapss,p(I,L) ∩
Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L).

4) Smooth paths are dense in Mapss,p(I,L) ∩Maps(s1,s2),2(I,L).

Proof. The proof is exactly as the same as in Theorem 2.9 and the steps
made in Lemma 2.8, only we have to check that the relevant operators have
the right mapping properties when we take into account the new topol-
ogy we have introduced. First, generalizing Lemma 2.8, we show that given
(B0,Ψ0) ∈Ms,p ∩Ms1+s2,2, we obtain a local straightening map ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

for C0(I,Ls−1/p,p) that preserves the Bs,p(I × Σ) ∩B(s1,s2),2(I × Σ) topol-
ogy. The same proof of Lemma 2.8(ii), redone taking into account the
B(s1,s2),2(I × Σ) topology, shows that this is indeed the case. Here, the de-
pendence of δ on s2 reflects the fact that we now have to interpolate the
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estimate

(2.72) F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
: Hk,2(I,Hs2+1/2,2(Y ))99KHk,2(I,Hs2+1/2,2(Y )), k ≥ 0,

in addition to (2.72), since we want to show that F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves

Maps(s1,s2+1/2),2(I, Y ) regularity. (To minimize notation, in the above and
in the rest of this proof, we identify configuration spaces with their function
space topologies). The analogous set Ṽ we obtain in the proof of Lemma 2.8
is thus a subset of H1/p,pT ∩Hs2+1/2,2T , and hence depends on s2. Thus, if
we define the set

{z ∈ Maps(s,1/p),p(I, T ) ∩ Maps(s1,s2+1/2),2(I, T ) :(2.73)

z(t) ∈ Ṽ , for all t ∈ I}

analogous to (2.58), then on the domain (2.73), the map F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserves

Maps(s1,s2+1/2),2(I, Y ) regularity. Using Corollary 2.7, the analogous inter-

polation argument as before shows that ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0) and ̂FΣ,(B0,Ψ0)

−1
preserve

Maps(s1,s2),2(I,Σ) regularity.
Next, we want s′ > s2, since this implies

C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) ↪→ C0(I,Hs2,2(Σ))

and so that

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ))→ C0(I,Hs2+1/2,2(Y ))

is bounded. This implies that P̂(B0,Ψ0) maps a C0(I,Bs′,p(Σ)) small ball into

C0(I, Ṽ ), and hence into a domain on which F̂(B0,Ψ0)

−1
is well-defined and

preserves regularity. Moreover, we also get the requisite local uniformity of
δ with respect to γ, by doing the analogous continuous dependence analysis
of Lemma 2.8(iii).

To establish the mapping property of E1
γ , it remains to show that

r̂ΣÊ1
(B0,Ψ0)(P̂(B0,Ψ0)(·)) :Bs,p(I × Σ) ∩B(s1,s2),2(I × Σ)(2.74)

→ B(s1,s2+1−ε′),2(I × Σ).

for (B0,Ψ0) smooth. (Here, (B0,Ψ0) is a smooth configuration that is nearby
γ on a small interval, which we may take to be I, as in the analysis of the
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previous theorem.) By the exact same argument as in Theorem 2.9, we have
bounded maps.

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : Bs,p(I × Σ)→ B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ),

P̂(B0,Ψ0) : B(s1,s2),2(I × Σ)→ B(s1,s2+1/2),2(I × Y ),

for (B0,Ψ0) ∈M. Next, we show that

Q̂(B0,Ψ0) :B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ) ∩B(s1,s2+1/2),2(I × Y )(2.75)

→ B(s1,s2+3/2−ε′),2(I × Y ).

Thus, we need to estimate the operators appearing in equation (2.60). First,
using the embedding B(s,1/p),p(I × Y ) ↪→ L∞(I × Y ) by Corollary A.2, we
have a quadratic multiplication map

q̂ :
(
B(s1,s2+1/2),2(I × Y ) ∩ L∞(I × Y )

)2
→ B(s1,s2+1/2−ε′),2(I × Y )

where ε′ > 0 is arbitrary (we can take ε′ = 0 if s1 > 3/2 or s2 > 0). This fol-
lows from Theorem A.3. From this, Corollary 2.7(ii) implies (2.75). Finally,
we apply Theorem A.1, which gives us a bounded restriction map

r̂Σ : B(s1,s2+3/2−ε′),2(I × Y )→ B(s1,s2+1−ε′),2(I × Σ).

Altogether, this completes the proof of (2.74). The proof of the theorem now
follows as in Theorem 2.9. �

Remark 2.11.

1) From now on, for any γ ∈ Mapss,p(I,L), we will not be concerned
with precisely which model of TγMapss,p we need, i.e., the subspace
model (2.70) or the locally “straightened” model (2.71), since both are
equivalent. All that matters is that we have chart maps Eγ and E1

γ as
in Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 which obey the analytic properties stated.
This will be the case for the proofs of Theorems A and B in Section 4.

2) Since we have just shown that Mapss,p(I,L) is indeed a manifold, for
s > max(3/p, 1/2 + 1/p), then the family of spaces Tγ(t)Ls−1/p,p, t ∈ I,
does indeed comprise the tangent space TγMapss,p(I,L) via (2.70).
By the density of smooth configurations, we have Mapss,p(I,L) is
the Bs,p(I × Σ) closure of the space of smooth paths Maps(I,L) =
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{z ∈ C∞(I × Σ) : z(t) ∈ L} through the Lagrangian. Thus, (2.70) is
the same space as

Bs,p(I × Σ) closure of {z ∈ Maps(I, TΣ) :(2.76)

z(t) ∈ Tγ(t)L, for all t ∈ I}.

In general, if we replace the submanifold L ⊂ C(Σ), with another sub-
manifold L ⊂ C(Σ), which we suppose, like L, is a Fréchet subman-
ifold of the Frechét affine space C(Σ), then in general, it may not
be the case that (2.76) with L replaced by L gives the true tan-
gent space TγMapss,p(I,L). Indeed, Mapss,p(I,L) may not even be
a manifold. Of course, if L satisfies very reasonable properties (i.e. it
is defined by local straightening maps obeying the same formal an-
alytic properties as those of L), then Mapss,p(L) will be a manifold
and TγMapss,p(I,L) will coincide with the appropriate modification
of 2.76). In other words, if we define the space (2.76) to be the for-
mal tangent space of Mapss,p(I,L) at γ, then under reasonable hy-
potheses on L, this space will coincide with the honest tangent space
TγMapss,p(I,L), in the appropriate range of s and p.

In the next section, we will be considering abstract Lagrangian
submanifolds L ⊂ C(Σ). All tangent spaces, therefore, will be con-
structed formally, in the sense above. Of course, when we specialize
to L = L a monopole Lagrangian, there is no distinction.

3. Linear estimates

Based on the results of the previous section, we know that the lineariza-
tion of (1.7) is well-defined. Indeed, by Theorem 2.9, Maps1−1/p,p(R,L) is
a manifold for p > 4. Thus, in this section, as a preliminary step towards
proving our main theorems in the next section, we will study the linearized
Seiberg-Witten equations, which for simplicity, we consider about a smooth
configuration. Since smooth configurations are dense in Maps1−1/p,p(R,L),
we will see that there is no harm in doing so.

In short, our goal is to show that the linearization of (1.7) about a
smooth configuration in a suitable gauge makes the problem elliptic. The
corresponding elliptic estimates we obtain for the linearized equations will
be important in studying the nonlinear equations (1.7) in the next section.
For now, we work abstractly and take L to be an arbitrary Lagrangian sub-
manifold of C(Σ). Along the way, we will see what kinds of properties such
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a Lagrangian should possess in order for the linearized equations to be well-
behaved, i.e., the associated linearized operator of the equations is Fred-
holm when acting between suitable function spaces (including anisotropic
spaces) and satisfies an elliptic estimate. At the end of this section, we show
in Theorem 3.7 that our monopole Lagrangians obey all such properties.
This shows that the Seiberg-Witten equations with monopole Lagrangians
are well-behaved at the linear level. Nevertheless, by working with abstract
Lagrangians, not only do we isolate the essential properties of monopole
Lagrangians, but we also leave room for the possibility of generalizing our
results to other Lagrangians that obey suitable properties but which are not
monopole Lagrangians. (Note that in working with abstract Lagrangians,
when we consider their tangent spaces, we do so formally, in the sense of
Remark 2.11(ii).)

Altogether, our main results in this section can be roughly described as
follows. Here, we replace the time interval R for our equations with S1, so
that we do not have to worry about issues dealing with asymptotic behavior
at infinity. Since our main results, Theorems A and B, are of a local in time
nature, there is no harm in working in a compact setting as we will see in
their proofs. Moreover, it is clear that all the results of Section 2 carry over
verbatim to the periodic setting. Our first main result is Theorem 3.2, which
tells us that if we consider a path γ(t) through our abstract Lagrangian L,
then if the family of tangent spaces L(t) = Tγ(t)L satisfy the hypotheses of
Definition 3.1, then the operator (3.26) induced from the family of spaces
L(t) is a Fredholm operator between the appropriate spaces and obeys an
elliptic estimate. Indeed, this is the relevant operator to consider, since if L is
a monopole Lagrangian and γ(t) = rΣ(B(t),Φ(t)), the operator considered
in Theorem 3.2 is precisely the linearized operator associated to (1.7). (Note
however, that in Theorem 3.2, we only linearize about a smooth configura-
tion and we only consider p = 2 Besov spaces.) In light of Theorem 3.7, which
tells us in particular that monopole Lagrangians satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.2, we have Theorem 3.8, which tells us that the operator associ-
ated to the linearized Seiberg-Witten equations with monopole Lagrangian
boundary conditions is a Fredholm operator.

Our second result concerns the analog of Theorem 3.2 in the anisotropic
setting. Whereas Theorem 3.2 is global, in the sense that it holds on all
of S1 × Y , for the anisotropic setting, we work only in a collar neighbor-
hood of the boundary of S1 × Y , namely S1 × [0, 1]× Σ. This is because the
anisotropic spaces we consider will be those that have extra regularity in
the Σ directions, and so we must restrict ourselves near the boundary where
there is a spltting of the underlying space into the Σ directions and the
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remaining S1 × [0, 1] directions. In fact, when we prove Theorems A and B,
we will only need to worry about what happens near the boundary, since the
Seiberg-Witten equations are automatically elliptic in the interior modulo
gauge. The anisotropic estimates we establish for the linearized Seiberg-
Witten equations in the neighborhood S1 × [0, 1]× Σ will allow us to gain
regularity for the nonlinear Seiberg-Witten equations in the Σ direction. In
short, this is because the nonlinear part of the Lagrangian boundary con-
dition smooths in the Σ directions, thanks to Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, and
hence the nonlinearity arising from the boundary condition appears only as
a lower order term. Using the linear anisotropic estimates of Theorem 3.6
and Corollary 3.9, this extra smoothness in the Σ directions at the boundary
allows us to gain regularity in the full neighborhood S1 × [0, 1]× Σ of the
boundary (again, only in the Σ directions). This step (which is Step Two in
Theorem 4.1) will be key in the next section.

Having described our main results, we give a brief roadmap of this sec-
tion. In the first part of this section, we describe the appropriate gauge
fixing for our linearized equations. We end up with an operator of the form
d
dt +D(t), where D(t) is a time-dependent self-adjoint operator. The Fred-
holm properties of such operators are well-understood, and we want to adapt
these known methods to our situation. In the second part, using the same
ansatz as before, we then generalize our results to the anisotropic setting.
Here, some nontrivial work must be done since the presence of anisotropy is
a rather nonstandard situation. In particular, a key result we need to estab-
lish is that the resolvent of a certain self-adjoint operator satisfies a decay
estimate (3.60) on anisotropic spaces.

There are two natural choices of gauge for the equations (1.7) that
will make them elliptic. Recall that a gauge transformation g ∈ Maps(S1 ×
Y, S1) acts on a configuration via

(3.1) g∗(A,Φ) := (A− g−1dg, gΦ).

The first choice of gauge is to find a nearby smooth configuration (A0,Φ0)
and find a gauge transformation g such that g∗(A,Φ)− (A0,Φ0) lies in the
subspace11

K(A0,Φ0),n := {(a, φ) ∈ T(A0,Φ0)C(S1 × Y ) :(3.2)

− d∗a+ i<(iΦ0, φ) = 0, ∗a|S1×Σ = 0}

11For more details on gauge fixing, see Section 2 of [20].
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orthogonal to the tangent space of the gauge orbit through (A0,Φ0). While
this is the most geometric choice, it is not the most convenient, since such
gauge-fixing can only be done locally, i.e., for (A,Φ) near (A0,Φ0). The
second choice of gauge fixing is to pick a smooth connection A0 and place
(A,Φ) is the Coulomb-Neumann slice through A0, i.e., pick a gauge in which
(A,Φ) satisfies

(3.3) d∗(A−A0) = 0, ∗(A−A0)|S1×Σ = 0.

For any A ∈ A(S1 × Y ), one can find a gauge transformation g ∈ Gid(S1 ×
Y ), unique up to a constant, such that g∗A satisfies (3.3). (Indeed, if we
write g = eη, with η ∈ Ω0(S1 × Y ; iR), this involves solving an inhomoge-
neous Neumann problem for η.)

From now on, we assume our smooth solution (A,Φ) to SW4(A,Φ) = 0
is such that A satisfies (3.3) with respect to some A0 (to be determined
later). Picking any smooth spinor Φ0 on S1 × Y , then we have the equation

(3.4) SW4(A,Φ)− SW4(A0,Φ0) = −SW4(A0,Φ0),

which, via (1.14), is a semilinear partial differential equation in (A−A0,Φ−
Φ0) with a quadratic linearity.

So write A0 = B0(t) + α0(t)dt as given by (1.12), whereby a connection
on S1 × Y is expressed as a path of connections on Y plus its temporal
component, and define

b(t) + ξ(t)dt = A−A0(3.5)

φ(t) = Φ(t)− Φ0(t).(3.6)

Hence, we can express the left-hand-side of (3.4) as a quadratic function of
(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) ∈ Maps(S1,Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S)⊕ Ω(Y ; iR)) depending on the
reference configuration (A0,Φ0). Then (3.4) becomes(

d

dt
+H(B0(t),Φ0(t))

)
(b, φ)(3.7)

+ (ρ−1(φφ∗)0 − dξ, ρ(b)φ+ ξφ+ ξΦ0 + α0φ) = −SW4(A0,Φ0).

Observe that the first term arises from linearizing d
dt(B,Φ)− SW3(B,Φ) and

the rest are just remaining terms, which are −dξ and a quadratic function
of (b, φ, ξ). This is now a semilinear equation in (b, φ, ξ) but it is not elliptic.
We now add in the Coulomb-Neumann gauge fixing condition to remedy
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this. The condition (3.3) becomes

(3.8)
d

dt
ξ − d∗b = 0, ∗b|S1×Σ = 0.

If we add this equation to (3.7), then we obtain the system of equations(
d

dt
+ H̃(B0(t),Φ0(t))

)
(b, φ, ξ)(3.9)

= −
(
ρ−1(φφ∗)0, ρ(b)φ+ ξφ+ ξΦ0 + α0φ, 0

)
− SW4(A0,Φ0)

∗ b|S1×Σ = 0,(3.10)

where for any configuration (B0,Ψ0) ∈ C(Y ), the operator H̃(B0,Φ0) is the
augmented Hessian given by

H̃(B0,Ψ0) =

(
H(B0,Ψ0) −d
−d∗ 0

)
: T ⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR)→ T ⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR).(3.11)

Write

T̃ = T ⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR)

for the domain and range of H̃(B0,Ψ0). Thus, for every t, the operator

H̃(B0(t),Φ0(t)) augments the original Hessian H(B0(t),Φ0(t)) by taking into ac-
count the Coulomb gauge fixing and the additional −dξ term that appears
in (3.7). To simplify the form of the equations (3.13) even a bit more, we
can fix a smooth reference connection Bref ∈ A(Y ) and consider the time-
independent augmented Hessian

(3.12) H̃0 := H̃(Bref ,0).

Then we can write (3.9)–(3.10) as the system(
d

dt
+ H̃0

)
(b, φ, ξ) = N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ)− SW4(A0,Φ0)(3.13)

∗b|S1×Σ = 0,(3.14)

where N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ) is the quadratic multiplication map

N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ) = −
(
ρ−1(φφ∗)0, ρ(b)φ+ ξφ+ ξΦ0 + α0φ, 0

)
(3.15)

− (B0(t)−Bref ,Φ0(t))#(b, φ).
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Here and elsewhere, # denotes a bilinear pointwise multiplication map whose
exact form is immaterial.

Thus, the equations (3.13) and (3.14) are altogether the Seiberg-Witten
equations in Coulomb-Neumann gauge. Observe that (3.13) is a semilinear
elliptic equation. Indeed, the left-hand side is a smooth constant coefficient
(chiral) Dirac operator12 d

dt + H̃0 while the right-hand side is a quadratic
nonlinearity.

The boundary condition we impose on our configuration (A,Φ) (aside
from the Neumann boundary condition arising from gauge-fixing) is that

(3.16) rΣ(B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ L, t ∈ S1,

where L ⊂ C(Σ) is a Lagrangian submanifold. Recall that the symplectic
structure on C(Σ) is given by the constant symplectic form (1.1) on each
tangent spaces to C(Σ). We will see shortly why the Lagrangian property is
important. Altogether then, it is the linearization of the full system (3.13),
(3.14), and (3.16) that we want to study.

If we linearize the equations (3.13) at a smooth configuration (A,Φ),
then we obtain the linear operator

(3.17)
d

dt
+ H̃0 −D(A,Φ)N(A0,Φ0)

acting on the space

(3.18) Maps(S1,Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S)⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR)) = Maps(S1, T̃ ).

To linearize the boundary condition13 (3.16), we introduce the following
setup. Consider the full restriction map

r : T̃ → T̃Σ = Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)

(b, φ, ξ) 7→ (b|Σ, φ|Σ,−b(ν), ξ|Σ),(3.19)

mapping T̃ to its boundary data T̃Σ on Σ. Here, ν is the unit outward
normal to Σ, and so b(ν) is the normal component of b at the boundary; the
rest of the components of r represent the tangential components of (b, φ, ξ)

12Indeed, one can check that
(
d
dt − H̃0

)(
d
dt + H̃0

)
is a Laplace-type operator.

13Unlike Section 2, here we work with smooth configurations, so if L is a smooth
manifold, then Maps(S1,L) is automatically a smooth manifold and it can be lin-
earized in the expected way. In subsequent steps, we will be taking various closures
of the tangent spaces to Maps(S1,L) and in this regard, see Remark 2.11(ii).
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restricted to the boundary. On the space of paths, the map r induces a
slicewise restriction map, which by abuse of notation we again denote by r
(instead of r̂):

(3.20) r : Maps(S1, T̃ )→ Maps(S1, T̃Σ).

Thus, specifying boundary conditions on the space Maps(S1, T̃ ) for the lin-
earized operator (3.17) is equivalent to specifying a subspace of Maps(S1, T̃Σ)
which determines the admissible boundary values.

The linearization of Maps(S1,L) along a path γ through L along with
the Neumann boundary condition (3.14) will determine for us a subspace
of Maps(S1, T̃Σ). In order to express this, let L ⊂ TΣ be any subspace and
define the augmented space

L̃ := L⊕ 0⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)(3.21)

⊆ TΣ ⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR) = T̃Σ.

This subspace determines the subspace

(3.22) T̃L = {(b, φ, ξ) ∈ T̃ : r(b, φ, ξ) ∈ L̃}

of T̃ whose boundary values lie in L̃ ⊂ T̃Σ. Given a family of subspaces
L(t) ⊂ TΣ, t ∈ S1, we thus get a corresponding family of spaces L̃(t) ⊂ T̃Σ

and T̃L(t) ⊂ T̃ . The spaces T̃L(t) can be regarded as a family of domains for

the operator H̃0, and thus, we can regard the space

Maps(S1, T̃L(t)) := {(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) ∈ Maps(S1, T̃ ) :(3.23)

r(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) ∈ T̃L(t), for all t ∈ S1}
⊂ Maps(S1, T̃ )

as a domain for (3.17).
Altogether then, using this setup, the linearization of the Seiberg-Witten

equations with boundary conditions (3.16) at a smooth configuration (A,Φ),
where A is in Coulomb-Neumann gauge (3.3), yields the operator

d

dt
+ H̃0 −D(A,Φ)N(A0,Φ0) : Maps(S1, T̃L(t))→ Maps(S1, T̃ )(3.24)

L(t) = TrΣ(B(t),Φ(t))L, t ∈ S1.(3.25)

Indeed (3.25) is precisely the linearization of (3.16), and this linearized
boundary condition along with the Neumann boundary condition (3.14),
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is precisely what defines the domain T̃L(t). We want to obtain estimates for
the operator (3.24) on the appropriate function space completions. For this,
it suffices to consider the constant-coefficient operator

(3.26)
d

dt
+ H̃0 : Maps(S1, T̃L(t))→ Maps(S1, T̃ ),

since (3.26) differs from (3.24) by a smooth multiplication operator for (A,Φ)
and (A0,Φ0) smooth.

T̃Σ T̃

L̃ T̃L

T̃

roo

r
oo

H̃0

''

H̃0

77

?�

OO

?�

OO

Maps(S1, T̃Σ) Maps(S1, T̃ )

Maps(S1, L̃(t)) Maps(S1, T̃L(t))

Maps(S1, T̃ )

roo

r
oo

d

dt
+H̃0

**

d

dt
+H̃0

44
?�

OO

?�

OO

(3.27)

Let us now make use the requirement that the manifold L is Lagrangian
submanifold of C(Σ). What this implies is that each tangent space L(t) =
Tγ(t)L to L is a Lagrangian subspace of TΣ. Consequently, each augmented

space L̃(t) is product Lagrangian in the symplectic space T̃Σ, where the
symplectic form on T̃Σ is given by the product symplectic form

ω̃ : T̃Σ ⊕ T̃Σ → R
ω̃((a, φ, α1, α0), (b, ψ, β1, β0)) = ω((a, φ), (b, ψ))(3.28)

+

∫
Σ

(−α0β1 + α1β0).

Recall from [20] that the symplectic forms ω and ω̃ naturally arise from
Green’s formula (I.2.65) for the Hessian and augmented Hessian operators
H(B,Ψ) and H̃(B,Ψ), respectively, for any (B,Ψ) ∈ C(Y ). In this way, each
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Lagrangian subspace L(t) ⊂ TΣ yields for us a domain T̃L(t) on which H̃0 is

symmetric, since for all x, y ∈ T̃L(t), we have

(3.29) ω̃(r(x), r(y)) = −(H̃0x, y)L2(Y ) + (x, H̃0y)L2(Y ) = 0,

since r(x), r(y) ∈ L̃(t).
Thus, when we impose Lagrangian boundary conditions for the Seiberg-

Witten equations, the associated linear operator (3.26) is of the form d
dt +

D(t), where D(t) is a formally self-adjoint operator with time-varying do-
main. In this abstract situation, we can say the following. When the domain
of D(t) is constant and furthermore, D(t) is a self-adjoint, Fredholm op-
erator (with respect to the appropriate topologies), then there is a vast
literature concerning the corresponding operator d

dt +D(t), since the Fred-
holm and spectral flow properties of such operators, for example, constitute
a rich subject. When the domains of D(t) are varying, the results of the
constant domain case can be carried over as long as the domains of D(t)
satisfy appropriate “trivialization” conditions (e.g., see [25, Appendix A]).
We will study (3.26) from this point of view. There are thus two things we
wish to impose on our Lagrangian L so that its tangent spaces L(t) = Tγ(t)L
all obey the following loosely formulated conditions:

(I) for each domain T̃L(t), the operator H̃0 : T̃L(t) → T̃ is self-adjoint (as
opposed to formally self-adjoint) and Fredholm with respect to the
appropriate topologies;

(II) the time-varying domains T̃L(t) satisfy the appropriate trivialization
conditions.

To make (I) and (II) more precise, we explain the function spaces we will
be using. Namely, we will work with the Besov spaces Bs,2 with exponent
p = 2. Recall these spaces are also denoted by Hs, though since we have
been working primarily with Besov spaces in this paper, we will stick to
the notation Bs,2 to be consistent. We want to work with p = 2, because
on L2 spaces, one can employ Hilbert space methods, in particular, one
has the spectral theorem and unitarity of the Fourier transform. The p 6=
2 analysis developed in the previous section will come into play for the
nonlinear analysis of Seiberg-Witten equations, which we take up in the
next section. We may thus consider the operator

(3.30)
d

dt
+ H̃0 : Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t))→ Mapsk−1,2(S1, T̃ )
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for all integers k ≥ 1. The spaces Mapsk,2(S1, T̃ ) is defined as in Defini-
tion 2.3. To define the space Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t)) with varying domain T̃L(t),
one proceeds in a similar way for k ≥ 2. In this case, one can take a trace
twice for functions in Bk,2(S1 × Y ), and so Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t)) is the subspace

of Mapsk,2(S1, T̃ ) whose paths (b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) satisfy

r(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) ∈ Bk−1,2L̃(t) ⊂ T̃ k−1,2
Σ , t ∈ S1.

Unfortunately, this definition does not work for k = 1. Thus, we have the
following definition which works for all k ≥ 1 and which coincides with the
above definition. Namely, we define

(3.31) Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t)) := Bk,2(S1, T̃ 0,2) ∩ L2(S1, T̃ kL(t)).

In other words, Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t)) consists of those paths that have k time

derivatives in the space L2(S1, T̃ 0,2) and which belong to T̃ kL(t) in the L2(S1)
sense, where

T̃ k,2L(t) = {(b, ψ, ξ) ∈ T̃ k,2 : r(b, ψ, ξ) ∈ Bk−1/2,2L̃(t) ⊂ T̃ k−1/2,2
Σ }

makes sense for k ≥ 1. Thus, we have merely separated variables in (3.31)
and ask that all derivatives of order k exist in L2 and that the appropriate
boundary conditions hold.

With the above definitions, we can thus consider the operator (3.30) and
the family of operators

(3.32) H̃0 : T̃ k+1,2
L(t) → T̃ k,2, t ∈ S1.

It is these operators and their domains that have to satisfy the appropriate
assumptions, by the above discussion, in order for us to obtain suitable
estimates for (3.30). According to the first condition (I) above, we want that
the family of operators (3.32) to be Fredholm for all k ≥ 0, and furthermore,
for k = 0, that they are all self-adjoint. To obtain (II), we make the following
definition:

Definition 3.1. Let L(t) be a smoothly varying family of subspaces14 of
TΣ, t ∈ S1 or R. We say that the L(t) are regular if for every t0 ∈ R, there
exists an open interval I 3 t0 such that for all t ∈ I, there exist isomorphisms
S(t) : T̃ → T̃ , satisfying the following properties for all nonnegative integers
k:

14See Definition I.A.3.
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1) The map S(t) extends to an isomorphism S(t) : T̃ k,2 → T̃ k,2.

2) The map S(t) straightens the family L(t) in the sense that S(t) :
T̃ k,2L(t0) → T̃

k,2
L(t) is an isomorphism (k ≥ 1).

3) The commutator [D,S(t)], where D : T̃ → T̃ is any first order differ-
ential operator, is an operator bounded on T̃ k,2.

The reason for this definition is that then, on the interval I in the above,
where say t0 = 0, the conjugate operator

(3.33) S(t)−1

(
d

dt
+ H̃0

)
S(t) : Mapsk,2(I, T̃L(0))→ Mapsk−1,2(I, T̃ )

has constant domain, for all k ≥ 1. Conditions (i) and (ii) ensure that (3.33)
is well-defined. Condition (iii) ensures that the conjugate operator (3.33)
gives us a lower order perturbation of the original operator, since
(3.34)

S(t)−1

(
d

dt
+ H̃0

)
S(t) =

d

dt
+ H̃0 +

(
S(t)−1 d

dt
S(t) + S−1(t)[H̃0, S(t)]

)
.

Thus, (iii) and the fact that S(t) depends smoothly on t implies that the
right-most term of the above is a bounded operator. One can now under-
stand the time-varying domain case in terms of the constant domain case
via this conjugation (see Theorem 3.2). Thus, the map S(t) trivializes, or
“straightens”, the family of subspaces T̃L(t), and it is the existence of such
an S(t) that expresses precisely what we mean by condition (II) above.

We will show later that when L(t) are the subspaces arising from lin-
earizing a monopole Lagrangian L along a smooth path, then the opera-
tors (3.32) are Fredholm for all k, self-adjoint for k = 0, and the L(t) are
regular (see Theorem 3.7). This uses the fundamental analysis concerning
monopole Lagrangians in [20]. Assuming these properties hold for some gen-
eral Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ C(Σ), we have our first result concerning
the linearization of the Seiberg-Witten equations with (general) Lagrangian
boundary conditions:

Theorem 3.2. 1) Suppose the operators (3.32) are Fredholm for all k ≥
0, and that furthermore, they are self-adjoint for k = 0. Also, suppose
the family of spaces L(t) = Tγ(t)L, t ∈ S1, are regular. Then

(3.35)
d

dt
+ H̃0 : Mapsk+1,2(S1, T̃L(t))→ Mapsk,2(S1, T̃ )
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is Fredholm for every k ≥ 0, and we have the elliptic estimate

‖(b, φ, ξ)‖2Bk+1,2(S1×Y )(3.36)

≤ C

(∥∥∥∥( d

dt
+ H̃0

)
(b, φ, ξ)

∥∥∥∥2

Bk,2(S1×Y )

+ ‖(b, φ, ξ)‖2Bk,2(S1×Y )

)
.

2) (Elliptic regularity) If (b, φ, ξ) ∈ Maps1,2(S1, T̃L(t)) satisfies(
d

dt
+ H̃0

)
(b, φ, ξ) ∈ Mapsk,2(S1, T̃ ),

then (b, φ, ξ) ∈ Mapsk+1,2(S1, T̃L(t)) and it satisfies the elliptic estimate
(3.36).

Proof. (i) First, let k = 0 and suppose L(t) ≡ L(0) is independent of t. Let
us make the abbreviations x = (b, φ, ξ) and ∂t = d

dt . There are two methods
to obtain (3.36). The first proceeds as follows. We prove the identity

(3.37) ‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖2L2(S1×Y ) = ‖∂tx‖2L2(S1×Y ) + ‖H̃0x‖2L2(S1×Y ).

via an integration by parts. Here, we can write the cross term of (3.37) as

(3.38) (∂tx, H̃0x)L2(Y ) + (H̃0x, ∂tx)L2(Y ) =

∫
S1

d

dt
(x, H̃0x)L2(Y )dt,

because of the self-adjointness of

(3.39) H̃0 : T̃ 1,2
L(t) → T̃

0,2.

and the time-independence of L(t). The term (3.38) vanishes since we are
integrating an exact form over S1. Next, since (3.39) is Fredholm by hypoth-
esis, we also have

(3.40) ‖x(t)‖2B1,2(Y ) ≤ C(‖H̃0x(t)‖2L2(Y ) + ‖x(t)‖2L2(Y )).

for every t ∈ S1. Integrating this estimate over S1, using this in (3.37),
and using the fact that ‖x‖B1,2(S1×Y ) is equivalent to ‖∂tx‖L2(S1×Y ) +
‖x‖L2(S1,B1,2(Y ), we have the elliptic estimate

(3.41) ‖x‖2B1,2(S1×Y ) ≤ C(‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖2L2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖2L2(S1×Y )).

This shows that the map (3.35) has closed range and finite dimensional
kernel. To show that the cokernel is finite dimensional, we use the fact that
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we have the following weak regularity estimate (for time-varying domains):

y ∈ Maps0,2(S1, T̃ ) and
((
∂t + H̃0

)
x, y
)

= 0 for all x ∈ Maps(S1, T̃L(t))

⇒ y ∈ Maps1,2(S1, T̃L(t)).(3.42)

This is proven in [25, Appendix A]). In light of this, an integration by parts
shows that the cokernel of (3.35) is finite dimensional for k = 0 (in fact, any
k), since the adjoint operator −∂t + H̃0 obeys the same estimate (3.41).

There is a second approach to proving (3.40) which generalizes to a
more general setting that we will need later. Together with weak regularity
(3.42), this proves the Fredholm property of (3.35) for k = 0. The method
we use is to apply the Fourier transform (in t ∈ S1 = [0, 2π]/ ∼) to the time-
independent operator ∂t + H̃0, which means we analyze the operators iτ +
H̃0, for τ ∈ Z.

Without loss of generality, we can suppose the Fredholm operator (3.39)
is an invertible operator, which we can always do by perturbing H̃0 by
a bounded operator. Indeed, the operator H̃0 : T̃ 1,2

L(0) → T̃
0,2, being a self-

adjoint Fredholm operator, has discrete spectrum, and so we can perturb H̃0

by some multiple of the identity to achieve invertibility. By self-adjointness,

iτ + H̃0 is invertible for all τ ∈ R. Thus, if we have
(
∂t + H̃0

)
x = y and we

want to solve for x, we just solve for the Fourier modes. In other words, we
have

x̂(τ) = (iτ + H̃0)−1ŷ(τ), τ ∈ Z,

where, if z ∈ Maps0,2(S1, T̃ ), we have

ẑ(τ) =

∫ 2π

0
e−iτtz(t)dt ∈ T̃ 0,2.

Thus, by Plancherel’s theorem,

‖∂tx‖2L2(S1×Y ) =
1

2π

∑
τ∈Z
‖iτ x̂(τ)‖2L2(Y )(3.43)

=
1

2π

∑
τ∈Z

∥∥∥∥( iτ

iτ + H̃0

)
ŷ(τ)

∥∥∥∥2

L2(Y )

.

From the spectral theorem, we have

(3.44) ‖(iτ − H̃0)−1‖Op(L2(Y )) = O(τ−1).
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From (3.43), this implies

(3.45) ‖∂tx‖L2(S1×Y ) ≤ C‖y‖L2(S1×Y ) = C‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1×Y ),

which implies

‖x‖B1,2(S1×Y ) ≤ C(‖∂tx‖L2(S1×Y ) + ‖H̃0x‖L2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1×Y ))

≤ C(2‖∂tx‖L2(S1×Y ) + ‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1×Y ))

≤ C ′(‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1×Y )).(3.46)

This establishes the desired elliptic estimate. Thus, this establishes the Fred-
holm property of (3.35) by previous remarks for k = 0.

It remains to consider the general case where L(t) is time-dependent
and k ≥ 0. To control the varying domains, we employ the straightening
maps S(t) associated to L(t), as given by Definition 3.1. We reduce to
the constant domain case via conjugation by S(t) as in (3.33). For no-
tational convenience, let us suppose the straightening maps can be made
periodic, i.e., for all t ∈ S1, so that we can replace I with S1 in (3.33).
(In general, we have to apply a partition of unity in time and apply lo-
cal straightening maps on local intervals. We then apply the analysis that
is to follow on small time intervals and then sum up the estimates.) By
Definition (3.1)(iii), the terms S(t) ddtS(t)−1 and [H̃(t), S(t)]S(t)−1 in (3.33)

are bounded on Maps1,2(S1, T̃L(0)). Thus, we also have the elliptic estimate
(3.41) for the conjugate operator (3.33) and hence the original operator on
varying domains by isomorphism property, property (ii) of Definition 3.1.
This establishes (3.35) for k = 0 and for varying domains.

For k ≥ 1, we proceed inductively in k. Suppose we have established
the result for all nonnegative integers up to some k ≥ 0 and we want to
prove it for k + 1. As in the previous part, we can assume we are in the
time-independent case since the time-dependent case reduces to this case
via conjugation by S(t). Moreover, by the weak regularity result (3.42), we
only need to establish the elliptic estimate (3.36).

So suppose x ∈ Mapsk+1,2(S1, T̃L(0)). Then ∂tx ∈ Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(0)).
By the inductive hypothesis, we have the estimate (3.36) for ∂tx. Now,
‖x‖Bk+1,2(S1×Y ) is equivalent to ‖∂tx‖Bk,2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1,Bk+1(Y )). The in-
ductive hypothesis gives us control of the first of these two terms from (3.36);
it remains to control the second term ‖x‖L2(S1,Bk+1,2(Y )) in order to prove

(3.36) for k + 1. Since H̃0 : T̃ k+1,2
L(0) → T̃ k,2 is Fredholm, then

(3.47) ‖x‖L2(S1,Bk+1,2(Y )) ≤ C(‖H̃0x‖L2(S1,Bk,2(Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1×Y )).
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Altogether, simple rearrangement yields

‖x‖Bk+1,2(S1×Y ) ∼ (‖∂tx‖Bk,2(S1×Y ) + ‖x‖L2(S1,Bk+1(Y )))

≤ C(‖∂tx‖Bk,2(S1×Y ) + ‖H̃0x‖L2(S1,Bk,2(Y )) + ‖x‖L2(S1×Y ))

≤ C(2‖∂tx‖Bk,2(S1×Y )

+ ‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1,Bk,2(Y )) + ‖x‖Bk,2(S1×Y ))

≤ 2C(‖(∂t + H̃0)∂tx‖Bk−1,2(S1×Y ) + ‖∂tx‖Bk−1,2(S1×Y )

+ ‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1,Bk,2(Y )) + ‖x‖Bk,2(S1×Y ))

≤ 2C(‖∂t(∂t + H̃0)x‖Bk−1,2(S1×Y )

+ ‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖L2(S1,Bk,2(Y )) + ‖x‖Bk,2(S1×Y ))

∼
∥∥∥(∂t + H̃0)x

∥∥∥
Bk,2(S1×Y )

+ ‖x‖Bk,2(S1×Y ).

In the fourth line, we applied the inductive hypothesis to ∂tx. The above
computation completes the induction and establishes the elliptic estimate
(3.36) for all k.

For (ii), we note that this easily follows from (i), since in proving (i), we
implicitly constructed a (left) parametrix for d

dt + H̃0 by the above steps.
Thus, the a priori elliptic estimate in (i) implies the elliptic regularity state-
ment (ii). �

Remark 3.3. As is usual for elliptic equations, an a priori elliptic estimate
implies elliptic regularity as in the above, since there is always a smoothing
parametrix implicit in problem. Henceforth, we will always prove a priori
elliptic estimates and then state the corresponding elliptic regularity result
without additional proof.

3.1. Anisotropic estimates

While Theorem 3.2 tells us that the linearized operator associated to the
Seiberg-Witten equations with suitable Lagrangian boundary conditions is
Fredholm, as mentioned in the introduction to this section, we will also need
an anisotropic analog. Indeed, we did a great deal of analysis in Section 2 on
anisotropic Besov spaces and we will need to generalize the above theorem to
such spaces. The reason for this is that in our proof of Theorem A in the next
section, we will be bootstrapping the regularity of a configuration in the Σ
directions in a neighborhood of the boundary of R× Y . This boostrapping
requires that we gain regularity in certain individual directions from the
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linearized Seiberg-Witten equations, which means that we want the operator
(3.35) to be Fredholm on anisotropic spaces and to have a corresponding
elliptic estimate (3.36) on anisotropic spaces.15

In detail, on Y we now work in a collar neighborhood [0, 1]× Σ of the
boundary, and consequently, on S1 × Y , we work in the collar neighborhood
S1 × [0, 1]× Σ. In either case, we let v ∈ [0, 1] denote the inward normal
coordinate. We have the corresponding restricted configuration space

T̃[0,1]×Σ := T̃ |[0,1]×Σ(3.48)

= Ω1([0, 1]× Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(S|[0,1]×Σ)⊕ Ω0([0, 1]× Σ; iR).

The restriction map r induces two separate restriction maps

(3.49) rj : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃Σj

corresponding to the two boundary components

Σj := {j} × Σ, j = 0, 1

of [0, 1]× Σ. In this case, we write

(3.50) r = (r0, r1) : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃Σ0
⊕ T̃Σ1

for the total restriction map. If we just write Σ, we will always mean Σ0.
The space [0, 1]× Σ is a product manifold and so we can define aniso-

tropic Besov spaces on it. We have the space B(s1,s2),2([0, 1]× Σ), the space
of functions whose derivatives up to order s2 in the Σ directions belong to
Bs1,2([0, 1]× Σ). We define the spaces

T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ = B(k,s),2T̃[0,1]×Σ

of configurations in the B(k,s),2([0, 1]× Σ) topology, where k ≥ 0 is a non-
negative integer and s ≥ 0. By the anisotropic trace theorem, Theorem A.1,

15The analysis developed in this section is completely absent in the ASD case, as
seen in [36]. Indeed, in the ASD case, there are no spinors, and the structure of the
ASD equations alone allows one to easily gain Σ regularity in a collar neighborhood
of the boundary of R× Y without even using the Lagrangian boundary condition.
As a consequence, the hard work we do in Section 2 and in this section, which is to
gain Σ regularity near the boundary, is completely unnecessary and absent in the
ASD case.
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the restriction maps extend to bounded operators

(3.51) rj : T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ → T̃

k−1/2+s,2
Σj

, k ≥ 1, j = 0, 1.

We want to generalize Theorem 3.2 to the anisotropic setting, which
means we need to adapt (I) and (II) of the previous subsection to the
anisotropic setting. For (I), in order to get Fredholm operators mapping

between the T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ spaces, we need to impose boundary conditions as be-

fore, only now we have to impose them on the two boundary data spaces

T̃ k−1/2+s,2
Σj

. For T̃ k−1/2+s,2
Σ0

we impose the same type of boundary condition
as before, namely by specifying a subspace L0 of TΣ0

, considering the aug-

mented space L̃0 ⊆ T̃Σ0
, and then taking the Bk−1/2+s,2(Σ) completion. On

T̃ k−1/2+s,2
Σ1

we also choose a subspace as a boundary condition, and for this,
we choose any suitable subspace

L1 ⊆ T̃Σ1

as follows.
Define the restricted configuration space

T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L0,L1

=
{
x ∈ T̃ (k,s),2

[0,1]×Σ : r0(x) ∈ Bk−1/2+s,2L̃0,

r1(x) = Bk−1/2+s,2L1

}
,

of configurations in T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ whose boundary data on T̃ k−1/2+s,2

Σ0
and T̃ k−1/2+s

Σ1

lie in L̃0 and L1, respectively. Ultimately, we want the operator

(3.52) H̃0 : T̃ (k+1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L0,L1

→ T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ

to be Fredholm, for k ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. The determining of which subspaces L0

and L1 determine a Fredholm operator for H̃0 falls within the study of elliptic
boundary value problems which we described in [20]. From Theorem B.2, we
have the following result: If the subspace on the boundary which determines
the boundary condition for H̃0, in this case the subspace

(3.53) Bk+1/2+s,2(L̃0 ⊕ L1) ⊆ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

⊕ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

,

is such that it is Fredholm with r(ker H̃0) (see Definition B.1), then the

associated operator (3.52) is Fredholm. Indeed, when L̃0 ⊕ L1 is the range
of a pseudodifferential operator, this follows from the standard theory of
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pseudodifferential elliptic boundary conditions. For us however, the space
L̃0, being a tangent space to L, a monopole Lagrangian, is only “nearly”
pseudodifferential (see Theorem I.2.1(ii)), and so we use the more general
framework of Theorem B.2.

In fact, we can say more. Recall from [20] that r(ker H̃0) = r(ker H̃(Bref ,0))
is given by the range of a zeroth order pseudodifferential operator, the
Calderon projection

(3.54) P̃+
0 := P̃+

(Bref ,0) : T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

⊕ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

	 .

Because the symbol of P̃+
0 is determined locally by the symbol of H̃0, on

Σ0, the principal symbol of P̃+
0 coincides with that of Π+ : T̃ k+1/2+s,2

Σ0
→

T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

, the positive spectral projection of the tangential boundary op-

erator (see Definition I.2.1) associated to H̃0 on Σ0. Identifying T̃Σ0
with

T̃Σ1
, since the restriction map r1 : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃Σ1

is defined as in (3.19),
with −ν now the outward normal to Σ1 (as opposed to −ν being the
inward normal at Σ0), the principal symbol of P̃+

0 on Σ1 coincides with

Π− : T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

→ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

, the negative spectral projection of the tan-
gential boundary operator. Indeed, choosing the opposite choice of normal
at Σ1 reverses the sign of the tangential boundary operator and so changes
the associated positive spectral projection to a negative spectral projection.
Altogether then, the range of (3.54) is a compact perturbation of the range
of

im Π+ ⊕ im Π− : T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

⊕ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

	 .

This is convenient because im P̃+
0 certainly not a direct sum of a subspace

of T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

with a subspace of T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

, but the above analysis tells us
it is a compact perturbation of this. From this, we easily deduce

Lemma 3.4. Suppose we have

(F0) Bk+1/2+s,2L̃0 is Fredholm with im Π+ in T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

;

(F1) Bk+1/2+s,2L1 is Fredholm with im Π− in T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

.

Then Bk+1/2+s,2(L̃0 ⊕ L1) Fredholm with r(ker H̃0) in T̃ k+1/2+s
Σ0

⊕ T̃ k+1/2+s
Σ1

,

where H̃0 is the operator in (3.52). This implies (3.52) is Fredholm.

If L is a monopole Lagrangian, Theorem 3.7 tells us that (F0) is satisfied
for L0 a tangent space to L. Thus, (F1) is the only condition that needs to
be satisfied. This latter condition is a generic open condition, and so there
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is great freedom in our choice of L1. Moreover, if we let χ : [0, 1]→ R+ be a
smooth cutoff function, χ(v) = 1 on v ≤ 1/2 and χ(v) = 0 for v ≥ 3/4, then
for any (b, ψ, ξ) ∈ T̃ (k+1,s),2, we have

χ(b, ψ, ξ) ∈ T̃ (k+1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L0,L1

for any choice of L1. Furthermore, it is these truncated configurations16 for
which we will bootstrapping regularity in the proof of Theorem A. Thus, in
this sense, the choice of L1 is just a “dummy” boundary condition to make
the operator (3.52) Fredholm. Thus, assuming (F0), we have described a
sufficient condition (F1) that makes (3.52) Fredholm.

To generalize (II) to the anisotropic setting, we study the operator d
dt +

H̃0 with time-varying domains on anisotropic function spaces. We are thus
led to consider the space

(3.55) Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ),

the closure of the space of smooth paths Maps(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ) in the topol-

ogy B(k,s),2((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ). Thus, the s measures anisotropy in the Σ
directions only. Likewise, we can define Maps(k,s)(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1

) as the
anisotropic analogue of (3.31), namely,
(3.56)

Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1
) := Bk,2(S1, T̃ (0,s),2

[0,1]×Σ) ∩ L2(S1, T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1

).

The notation involved, while systematic, is unfortunately a nightmare. The
below diagram summarizes all the spaces involved with their appropriate
topologies:

16More properly, the truncations of the time-dependent configurations on S1 ×
[0, 1]× Σ.
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T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ0

⊕ T̃ k+1/2+s,2
Σ1

T̃ (k+1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ

B(k+1/2+s),2(L̃⊕ L1) T̃ (k+1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L,L1

T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ

r=(r0,r1)oo

r
oo

H̃0

**

H̃0

44
?�

OO

?�

OO

Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, T̃Σ0
⊕ T̃Σ1

) Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, L̃(t)⊕ L1) Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1
)

Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

roo

r
oo

d

dt
+H̃0

++

d

dt
+H̃0

33

?�

OO

?�

OO

(3.57)

We want to study the operator
(3.58)

d

dt
+ H̃0 : Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1

)→ Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

where L(t) is a family of tangent spaces to L along a smooth path. A priori,
it is not at all obvious why this operator should be Fredholm and satisfy
a corresponding estimate as in Theorem 3.2. Indeed, we can no longer use

simple self-adjointness techniques, since the Hilbert space T̃ (0,s),2
[0,1]×Σ no longer

admits H̃0 as an (unbounded) symmetric operator when s > 0. (Indeed, the

inner product on T̃ (0,s),2
[0,1]×Σ is no longer defined in terms of the bundle metrics

implicit in the definition of T̃ but contains operators in the Σ direction which
capture the anisotropy.) This means we no longer have the integration by
parts formula (3.38), nor can we apply the spectral theorem as in (3.44) to
understand the resolvent of H̃0 on anisotropic function spaces. However, all
is not lost, since we can still prove an analogous estimate to (3.44) in the
anisotropic setting. This is because the resolvent of H̃0, which is a resolvent
associated to an elliptic boundary value problem, is a pseudodifferential
type operator, and such an operator lends itself to estimates on a variety
of function spaces, including anisotropic spaces. Indeed, this is the reason
we proved Theorem 3.2 using resolvents as an alternative method to the
integration by parts method, since the robust methods of pseudodifferential
operator theory will carry over to anisotropic spaces.
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On anisotropic spaces, the resolvent we wish to understand is the resol-
vent of

(3.59) H̃0 : T̃ (1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L0,L1

→ T̃ (0,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,

and we want the estimate

(3.60) ‖(iτ − H̃0)−1‖B(0,s),2([0,1]×Σ) ≤ O(τ−1).

As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we assume here that (3.59) is invertible
and self-adjoint for s = 0, which we can always do by perturbing H̃0 by a
bounded operator. By doing so, the resolvent in (3.60) makes sense for all
τ ∈ R.

There is a well-developed theory for understanding the resolvent of el-
liptic boundary value problems, dating back to the work of Seeley in [30].
There the boundary conditions considered were differential and later exten-
sions were made to pseudodifferential boundary conditions satisfying certain
hypotheses (see e.g. [7] and [6]). For us, the tangent space to a monopole
Lagrangian is only “nearly” pseudodifferential, in the sense that its tangent
spaces are given by the range of projections which differ from a pseudodif-
ferential operator by a smoothing operator (see Theorem I.2.1(ii)). However,
after a detailed analysis, one can adapt the methods of [7] and [6] to carry
over to our present situation. In carrying out this analysis, we should re-
mark here that it is key that the operator (3.59) is self-adjoint for s = 0. We
develop a sufficiently general framework for the construction of the resol-
vent of an elliptic boundary value problem in [18], and via Theorem 15.32
and Corollary 15.34 there, we prove the resolvent estimates we need on
anisotropic function spaces.

Having made the above remarks, let us finally state the generalization
of Theorem 3.2 to the anisotropic situation. In order to do this, we have to
introduce the anisotropic version of Definition 3.1, so that the maps which
straighten the domains are well-behaved on anisotropic spaces. For this pur-
pose, define the subspace

T̃[0,1]×Σ,L = {x ∈ T̃[0,1]×Σ, r0(x) ∈ L̃} ⊂ T̃[0,1]×Σ,

where we only impose boundary conditions on Σ = Σ0.

Definition 3.5. Let L(t) be a smoothly varying family of subspaces17 of TΣ,
t ∈ S1 or R. We say that the L(t) are anisotropic regular if for every t0 ∈ R,

17See Definition I.A.3.
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there exists an open interval I 3 t0 such that for every t ∈ I, there exist
isomorphisms S(t) : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃[0,1]×Σ satisfying the following properties for
all nonnegative integers k and every s ∈ [0, 1]:

1) The map S(t) extends to an isomorphism S(t) : T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ → T̃

(k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ.

Furthermore, S(t) acts as the identity on [1/2, 1]× Σ, i.e., for every

(b, φ, ξ) ∈ T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ, we have

S(t)
(
(b, φ, ξ)

)∣∣∣
[1/2,1]×Σ

= (b, φ, ξ)
∣∣∣
[1/2,1]×Σ

.

2) The map S(t) straightens the family L(t) in the sense that S(t) :

T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L(t0) → T̃

(k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L(t) is an isomorphism (k ≥ 1).

3) The commutator of [D,S(t)] where D : T̃ → T̃ is any first order dif-

ferential operator, is an operator bounded on T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ.

Observe that if the family L(t) is anisotropic regular then it is also
regular, since we can take s = 0 in the above and extend S(t) by the identity
to the rest of Y .

Theorem 3.6. Assume the family of spaces L(t) ⊂ TΣ0
, t ∈ S1, and the

space L1 ⊆ T̃Σ1
satisfy the following:

1) The L(t) are anisotropic regular.

2) The operators

(3.61) H̃0 : T̃ (k+1,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L0,L1

→ T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ, t ∈ S1,

are Fredholm for all k ≥ 0 and s ∈ [0, 1], and moreover, for k = s = 0,
are self-adjoint.

3) The resolvent estimate (3.60) holds for all s ∈ [0, 1].

Then

(3.62)
d

dt
+ H̃0 : Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1

)→ Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

is Fredholm for all k ≥ 0 and s ∈ [0, 1], and we have the elliptic estimate

‖x‖B(k+1,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(3.63)

≤ C

(∥∥∥∥( d

dt
+ H̃0

)
x

∥∥∥∥
B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

+ ‖x‖B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

)
.
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Furthermore, if x ∈ Maps(1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1
) satisfies ( ddt + H̃0)x ∈

Maps(k,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ), then x ∈ Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1
) and it sat-

isfies (3.63).

Proof. The same proof of (3.45) using the Fourier transform shows that
(3.60) implies

(3.64) ‖∂tx‖B(0,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ) ≤ C‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖B(0,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ),

Here, we used that Bs,2([0, 1]× Σ) is a Hilbert space, so that we have a
Plancherel theorem on B(0,s),2((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ) = L2(S1, Bs,2([0, 1]× Σ)).
From (3.64), the same reasoning we used to derive (3.46) shows that we now
the anisotropic estimate

‖x‖B(1,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ) ≤ C(‖(∂t + H̃0)x‖B(0,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(3.65)

+ ‖x‖B(1,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)).

This proves (3.63) for k = 0. From here, commuting time derivatives as in the
proof of (3.36) shows that (3.63) holds for all k ≥ 0. For the last statement,
see Remark 3.3. �

Summarizing, we have studied the operator d
dt + H̃0 on the manifold with

boundary S1 × Y , both on the usual L2 spaces and on anisotropic spaces.
We have listed general properties that families of subspaces L(t), serving as
boundary conditions for d

dt + H̃0, should satisfy if the spaces

(3.66) Maps(S1, T̃L(t)), Maps(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ,L(t),L1
),

in suitable function space completions, are to yield a domain for which the
operator d

dt + H̃0 is Fredholm. We have phrased matters in this generality,
because this is the general model for the linearized Seiberg-Witten equations
with Lagrangian boundary conditions, where the L(t) come from linearizing
a path along the Lagrangian L. This allows us to understand the general
framework for these equations, in particular, which Lagrangians are suitable
for a well-posed boundary value problem. We make further remarks on this
and related issues in Section 5.

Of course, all of this discussion would be fruitless if we could not produce
any examples of Lagrangians which satisfy the properties we have imposed.
Fortunately, for L a monopole Lagrangian, all the properties we have used
in Theorem 3.6 hold. We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.7. Let L be a monopole Lagrangian and let γ ∈ Maps(S1,L)
be a smooth path. Define L(t) = Tγ(t)L, t ∈ S1. Then there exists L1 ⊂ T̃Σ1

such that all the hypotheses (i)–(iii) of Theorem 3.6 hold.

Proof. (i) Since L ⊂ C(Σ) is a submanifold, then the tangent spaces to any
smooth path γ ∈ Maps(S1,L) automatically form a smoothly varying family
of subpaces of TΣ. By Theorem I.2.1(ii), we know that each tangent space
L(t) = Tγ(t)L is the range of a “Calderon projection”

(3.67) P+(t) := P+
γ̃(t) : TΣ → TΣ.

Here γ̃ ∈ Maps(I,M) is a smooth path that lifts γ ∈ Maps(I,L), i.e.
rΣ(γ̃(t)) = γ(t) for all t. That such a smooth lift exists follows from the
techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.9(iv). For each t, the result-
ing projection P+(t) extends to a bounded map, in particular, on T s,2Σ for
all s ≥ 0. Furthermore, it differs from a pseudodifferential projection π+

by an operator T (t) := P+(t)− π+ that smooths by one derivative, i.e.,
T (t) : T s,2Σ → T s+1,2

Σ for all s ≥ 0. Indeed, because γ̃ is smooth, one can check
from the arithmetic of Theorem I.2.1 that the maps P+(t) and T (t) have
the mapping properties on all the function spaces just stated.

To construct the straightening maps S(t) in Definition 3.5, we construct
straightening maps on the boundary using Lemma I.A.5, and then extend
these to maps in a collar neighborhood of the boundary in a slicewise fashion.
In detail, given any t0 ∈ S1, say t0 = 0, Lemma I.A.5 tells us that there exists
a time interval I 3 0 such that we have straightening maps

SΣ(t) : TΣ → TΣ, t ∈ I,

with each SΣ(t) is an isomorphism and SΣ(t)(L(0)) = L(t). Moreover, since
the closures Bs,2L(t) are also smoothly varying and complemented in T s,2Σ

for all s ≥ 0 (again by the Theorem I.2.1), the straightening maps extend to
the Besov closures as well, and we have

SΣ(t) : T s,2Σ → T s,2Σ , t ∈ I, s ≥ 0,(3.68)

with SΣ(t)(Bs,2L(0)) = Bs,2L(t).
We now use these boundary straightening maps to construct straight-

ening maps on T̃[0,1]×Σ. Let (b, φ, ξ) ∈ T̃[0,1]×Σ. In the collar neighborhood
[0, 1]× Σ, let v ∈ [0, 1] be the inward normal coordinate and write b = b1 +
βdv in terms of its tangential and normal components, respectively, where
b1 ∈ Γ([0, 1],Ω1(Σ; iR)) and β ∈ Γ([0, 1],Ω0(Σ; iR)). We will use the SΣ(t)
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maps to straighten out the tangential components (b1, φ)|Σ and we need not
do anything to the β1 and ξ. More precisely, let h = h(v) be a smooth cutoff
function, 0 ≤ h(v) ≤ 1, where h(v) = 1 for v ≤ 1/4 and h = 0 for v ≥ 1/2.
We define

S(t) : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃[0,1]×Σ

(b, φ, ξ) 7→ h(v)SΣ(t)(b1(v), φ(v))(3.69)

+ (1− h(v))(b1(v), φ(v)) + βdv + ξ,

where S(t) is defined to be the identity outside of [0, 1]× Σ. Thus, at v =
0, S(t) acting on the tangential components (b1(0), φ(0)) is just the map
SΣ(t), on v ≥ 1/2, the map S(t) is the identity, and in between, we linearly
interpolate. For all v, we do nothing to βdv and ξ. We now have to check
that all the properties of Definition 3.5 hold. For (i), we first have that
(3.69) is an isomorphism in the smooth setting for all t ∈ I, where I is
sufficiently small. Indeed, at t = 0, the map SΣ(0) is just the identity and
hence so is S(0). For small enough t, the map SΣ(t) is sufficiently close
to the identity that all its linear interpolants with the identity map on TΣ

are still isomorphisms. Shrinking I if necessary, it follows that (3.69) is
an isomorphism for all t ∈ I. It remains to show that S(t) is bounded on
anisotropic Besov spaces. However, this follows from a similar analysis as
was done in Lemma 2.6, since although S(t) is not time-independent, it is
smoothly so. Indeed, the mapping properties of S(t) are determined from
SΣ(t) acting slicewise in the v direction. This latter slicewise map clearly acts
on integer Sobolev spaces because of the Leibnitz rule, the smoothness of
SΣ(t), and (3.68). The Fubini property and interpolation property of Besov
spaces, as explained in Lemma 2.6, now show that the v-slicewise SΣ(t)
is bounded on anisotropic Besov spaces and hence so is S(t). This proves
(i) in Definition 3.5. Next, for (ii), it follows from SΣ(t)(Bk+s−1/2,2L(0)) =

Bk+s−1/2,2L(t)) and the boundedness of S(t) on T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1],Σ that

(3.70) S(t) : T̃ (k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L(0) → T̃

(k,s),2
[0,1]×Σ,L(t), k ≥ 1.

Finally, for the commutator property (iii) in Definition 3.5, we need only
work in the collar neighborhood [0, 1]× Σ, since S(t) is the identity outside
of it. There are two cases. If D is a differential operator in the Σ directions,
then [D,S(t)] is essentially given by [D,P+(t)] and [D,T (t)], both of which
yield bounded operators; the former because the commutator of a first and
zeroth order pseudodifferential operator is a zeroth order pseudodifferential
operator (hence bounded) and the latter because T (t) is already smoothing
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by one derivative in the Σ directions. If D is a differential operator in the v
direction, then [S(t), D] is still a bounded operator, since we just differentiate
the smooth cutoff function h(v) in the commutator. Altogether, this proves
S(t) satisfies all properties of Definition 3.5 and hence, the family L(t) is
anisotropic regular.

(ii) Using Lemma 3.4, if we choose any L1 such that (F1) is satisfied,
then it suffices to prove that condition (F0) holds for L0 = L(t) for every t.
It is here where we use that the monopole Lagrangian L = L(Y ′) comes from
a manifold Y ′ such that ∂Y ′ = −∂Y . Following the discussion in Section 2
of [20], on Y , the operator H̃0 is a Dirac operator that decomposes as the
sum of two Dirac operators,

(3.71) H̃0 = Ddgc ⊕DBref
,

the div-grad-curl operator

Ddgc =

(
∗d −d
d∗ 0

)
: Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR) 	,

on differential forms, and the Dirac operator

DBref
: Γ(S)→ Γ(S)

on spinors. Thus, the tangential boundary operator B : T̃Σ → T̃Σ associated
to H̃0 on Σ = Σ0 splits as a sum

(3.72) B = Bdgc ⊕ BS

of the tangential boundary operators associated to Ddgc and DBref
, respec-

tively. We get an associated spectral decomposition of T̃Σ via

(3.73) T̃Σ = Z+ ⊕Z− ⊕Z0

given by the positive, negative, and zero eigenspace decomposition of B.
Furthermore, by (3.72), we have

(3.74) Z± = (Z±e ⊕Z±c )⊕Z±S

where

Z±e ⊕Z±c ⊂ Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)

and

Z±S ⊆ Γ(SΣ)
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are the positive and negative eigenspaces associated to Bdgc and BS , respec-
tively, see Lemma I.2.5 and (I.2.77). (Note that Z+ is the same space as
im Π+ appearing in Lemma 3.4).

Thus, to show (F0) in Lemma 3.4, we have to show that Bk+s+1/2,2L̃(t)
is Fredholm with Bk+s+1/2,2Z+. By Theorem I.2.1(i), we have that
Bk+s+1/2,2L(t) is a compact perturbation of Bk+s+1/2,2(im d⊕Z−S ) in

T k+s+1/2,2
Σ . Note the important minus sign in the last factor. This minus

sign arises because when we apply Theorem I.2.1, we apply it to the mani-
fold Y ′, and since we have the opposite orientation ∂Y ′ = −∂Y , the tangen-
tial boundary operators for the operators on Y ′ differ by a minus sign from

the corresponding ones on Y . Altogether then, Bk+s+1/2,2L̃(t) is a compact
perturbation of

(3.75) Bk+s+1/2,2(im d⊕Z−S ⊕ 0⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)) ⊂ T̃ k+s+1/2,2
Σ .

From the definition of Z+
e and Z+

c in Lemma I.2.5, one can now easily
see that (3.75) is Fredholm with Bk+s+1/2,2Z+ via (3.74). Thus, (3.75) and

hence Bk+s+1/2,2L̃(t) is Fredholm with Bk+s+1/2,2Z+. So (F0) is satisfied,
and this proves the Fredholm property of (3.61) by Lemma 3.4.

For k = s = 0, the operator (3.61) is symmetric since B1/2,2L̃(t) ⊆ T̃ 1/2,2
Σ

is an isotropic subspace. Here, we suppose the subspace L1 chosen in (ii),

which satisfies (F1), is such that B1/2,2L1 ⊂ T̃ 1/2,2
Σ1

is a Lagrangian sub-

space. From this, it turns out that since B1/2,2L̃(t) ⊆ T̃ 1/2,2
Σ is a Lagrangian

subspace which furthermore satisfies (F0), then (3.61) is self-adjoint18. This
follows from the general and abstract framework of finding self-adjoint ex-
tensions of closed-symmetric operators by finding Lagrangian subspaces of
a suitable quotient Hilbert space, dating back to classical work of von-
Neumann. Here, the relevant theorem is Theorem 22.4 of [18]. This shows
(3.61) is self-adjoint for k = 0.

(iii) This follows from Theorem I.2.1(ii) and Corollary 15.34 of [18]. �

Thus, both Theorems 3.2 and 3.6 hold for the linearized operator arising
from the (gauge-fixed) Seiberg-Witten equations with Lagrangian boundary
condition determined by a monopole Lagrangian. In particular, from Theo-
rem 3.2, the linearized operator of our boundary value problem is a Fredholm
operator. This proves

18Not every Lagrangian subspace of T̃ 1/2,2
Σ ⊕ T̃ 1/2,2

Σ1
will yield a self-adjoint oper-

ator. For instance, r(ker H̃0) ⊂ T̃ 1/2,2
Σ ⊕ T̃ 1/2,2

Σ1
is a Lagrangian subspace, but this

boundary condition is not a self-adjoint boundary condition for H̃0.
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Theorem 3.8. (Fredholm Property) Let L be a monopole Lagrangian. Con-
sider the equations (1.7) on S1 × Y , where we impose the gauge fixing con-
dition

(3.76) d∗(A−A0) = 0, ∗(A−A0)|S1×Σ = 0,

where A0 is a smooth connection. Then the linearization of the system (1.7)
and (3.76) at a smooth configuration (A,Φ) = (B(t) + α(t)dt,Φ(t)) deter-
mines an operator

d

dt
+ H̃0 −D(A,Φ)N(A0,Φ0) : Mapsk+1,2(S1, T̃L(t))(3.77)

→ Mapsk,2(S1, T̃L(t)),

where H̃0 and N(A0,Φ0) are given by (3.12) and (3.15), respectively, L(t) =
TrΣ(B(t),Φ(t))L, and where k ≥ 0. The operator (3.77) is a Fredholm operator
for all k ≥ 0.

In particular, this means that if we have transversality for our Seiberg-
Witten system (say by perturbing the equations in the interior in a mild
way), then the moduli space of solutions modulo gauge to our boundary
value problem is finite dimensional.

We have one more corollary to the above analysis which we will need
in the next section, which yields for us the inhomogeneous version of Theo-
rem 3.6.

Corollary 3.9. Let γ ∈ Maps(S1,L) be a smooth path, let L(t) = Tγ(t)L,
and let L1 be as in Theorem 3.7. Then we have the following:

1) The space

Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, L̃(t)⊕ L1)(3.78)

:= {z ∈ Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, T̃Σ0
⊕ T̃Σ1

) :

z(t) ∈ L̃(t)⊕ L1, for all t ∈ S1}

is Fredholm with r
(

ker
(
∂t + H̃0

))
⊂ Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, T̃Σ0

⊕ T̃Σ1
),

for all k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.

2) The intersection of (3.78) and r
(

ker
(
∂t + H̃0

))
is spanned by finitely

many smooth elements, and the span of these two spaces is comple-
mented by a space spanned by finitely many smooth elements.
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3) There exists a projection

(3.79) Π : Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, T̃Σ0
⊕ T̃Σ1

) 	

such that ker Π is (3.78) and im Π ∩ r
(

ker
(
∂t + H̃0

))
is of finite codi-

mension in
r
(

ker
(
∂t + H̃0

))
. The map Π is independent of k ≥ 0 and s ∈ [0, 1].

Moreover, we have the inhomogeneous elliptic estimate

‖x‖B(k+1,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(3.80)

≤ C
(∥∥∥(∂t + H̃0

)
x
∥∥∥
B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

+ ‖Πr(x)‖B(k+1/2,s),2(S1×(Σ0∪Σ1)) + ‖x‖B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

)
.

Proof. (i) The space (3.78) is precisely the space of boundary values of the
domain of (3.62). Since the operator (3.62) is Fredholm, (3.78) is Fredholm

with r
(

ker
(
d
dt + H̃0

))
, the boundary values of the kernel of

d

dt
+ H̃0 : Maps(k+1,s),2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)→ Mapsk,2(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

where no boundary conditions are imposed. This follows from Theorem B.2.
(ii) The intersection of the two spaces consists of smooth elements be-

cause we have the elliptic estimate (3.63) for all k, which tells us that all
elements in the kernel of (3.62) are smooth. The same analysis applies to
the adjoint problem, and so the cokernel of (3.62) (that is, the orthogonal
complement of its range) is also spanned by smooth configurations. We now
apply Theorem B.2.

(iii) This follows from Theorem B.3. By (ii), the projection Π differs
from the projection (1−ΠU ) in (B.5) by a smooth error (where U is taken
to be (3.78)), and so (3.80) follows from (B.5). The map Π is independent
of k and s, since the kernel and cokernel of 3.62 are independent of k and s
and the Fredholm property in (i) holds for every k and s. �

4. Proofs of the main theorems

In the previous section, we studied the linearized Seiberg-Witten equations
with abstract Lagrangian boundary conditions. In the course of doing so,
we found that Lagrangians satisfying certain analytic properties yield ellip-
tic estimates for the linearized Seiberg-Witten equations. Furthermore, we
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showed that monopole Lagrangians satisfy all such properties. Thus, with L
a monopole Lagrangian, we can now prove our main theorems, using both
the linear analysis in the previous section, and the nonlinear analysis in Sec-
tion 2 concerning the space of paths through L. It is convenient to prove the
results on S1 × Y . A careful patching argument (the boundary condition is
nonlinear) then proves the main results on R× Y .

Recall that when p = 2, the Besov spaces Bs,2 are the usual fractional
Sobolev spaces Hs = Hs,2, for all s ∈ R. When s is a nonnegative integer,
the spaces Bs,2 = Hs,2 are also denoted by W s,2. We will use either notation
Bs,2 or Hs,2 wherever convenient.

Theorem 4.1. Let p > 4, and let A = B(t) + α(t)dt ∈ H1,pA(S1 × Y ) and
Φ ∈ H1,pΓ(S+) solve the boundary value problem

SW4(A,Φ) = 0,(4.1)

rΣ(B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ L1−2/p,p, ∀t ∈ S1,(4.2)

where L is a monopole Lagrangian. Then there exists a gauge transformation
g ∈ H2,pGid(S1 × Y ) such that g∗(A,Φ) is smooth. In particular, if A is in
Coulomb-Neumann gauge with respect to any smooth connection, i.e. (3.76)
holds, then (A,Φ) is smooth.

Proof. From the previous section, we know we can find a gauge in which
the equations are a semilinear elliptic equation (in the interior) as in (3.13).
Since Hk,p(S1 × Y ) is an algebra for k ≥ 1 and p > 4, it follows that we can
elliptic bootstrap in the interior to any desired regularity. Thus, we need
only prove regularity near the boundary.

From here, the proof proceeds in four main steps. The first step is to
rewrite the equations in a suitable gauge so that the linear portion of the
equations satisfy all the hypotheses of the previous section. In particular,
the linearized equations now satisfy elliptic estimates on anisotropic func-
tion spaces, where the anisotropy is in the Σ direction. From this, the second
step is to gain regularity for (A,Φ) in the Σ directions in a neighborhood of
the boundary. Here, we use the results from Section 2, namely Theorems 2.9
and 2.10, that the nonlinear part of the chart maps for the space of paths
through L smooth in the Σ directions. Moreover, it is here that the com-
plicated choice of topologies appearing in these theorems, particularly in
Theorem 2.10, will serve their purpose. Using the anisotropic linear theory
of Section 3, specifically Corollary 3.9, we then gain regularity for (A,Φ)
in the Σ directions, where the linear theory can be applied because the
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nonlinear contribution from the boundary condition is smoothing in the Σ
directions. The third step is to gain regularity in the time direction and nor-
mal direction to Σ using results from Banach space valued Cauchy-Riemann
equations due to Wehrheim [34] which we adapt to our needs in Section C.
Once we have gained some regularity in all the directions, then in our final
step, we bootstrap to gain regularity to any desired order.

Step One: In the previous section, we found a suitable gauge in which
the Seiberg-Witten equations become a semilinear elliptic equation with
quadratic nonlinearity, namely, we obtained the system (3.13) for the equa-
tions in the interior. We wish to do the same here, only now (A,Φ) is not
smooth. Furthermore, we must choose the base configuration (A0,Φ0) about
which we linearize our configuration (A,Φ) carefully.

So choose (A0,Φ0) ∈ C(S1 × Y ) a smooth configuration close to (A,Φ)
and satisfying the Lagrangian boundary condition (4.2), where we will de-
fine this more precisely in a moment. In the usual way, write A0 = B0(t) +
α0(t)dt as a path of connections B0(t) on Y plus its temporal part α0(t),
and write Φ0 = Φ0(t) as a path of spinors on Y . Then we can find a gauge
transformation g ∈ H2,pGid(S1 × Y ), that places A in Coulomb-Neumann
gauge with respect to A0, i.e.,

(4.3) d∗(g∗A−A0) = 0, ∗(g∗A−A0)|S1×Σ = 0.

This g is determined by writing g = ef , where f ∈ Ω0(S1 × Y ; iR), and solv-
ing the inhomogeneous Neumann problem

∆f = d∗(A−A0)(4.4)

∗df |S1×Σ = ∗(A−A0)|S1×Σ(4.5)

This equation has a unique solution f ∈ H2,pΩ0(S1 × Y ; iR), up to con-
stants, by the standard elliptic theory of the Neumann Laplacian.

Redefine (A,Φ) by the gauge transformation so obtained above, so that
we have

(4.6) d∗(A−A0) = 0, ∗(A−A0)|S1×Σ = 0.

We want to gain regularity for the difference (A,Φ)− (A0,Φ0), which we
can write as the triple

(4.7) (b, φ, ξ) ∈ H1,pMaps(S1,Ω1(Y ; iR)⊕ Γ(S)⊕ Ω0(Y ; iR)),
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where b = b(t) is B(t)−B0(t), φ = φ(t) is Φ(t)− Φ0(t), and ξ(t) = α(t)−
α0(t).

Our goal is to show that (b, φ, ξ) is smooth. As shown in Section 3,
the configuration (b, φ, ξ) satisfies (3.13) and (3.14). We now have to add
in the nonlinear Lagrangian boundary condition (4.2) to these equations.
To express this in terms of (b, φ, ξ) requires that we choose (A0,Φ0) suffi-
ciently close to (A,Φ), as we now explain. Recall from Theorem 2.9 that
for any path γ ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L), there is a local chart map Eγ which
maps a neighborhood of 0 in the tangent space TγMaps1−1/p,p(S1,L) diffeo-
morphically onto a neighborhood of γ ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L). Furthermore,
by construction, the chart maps contain a C0(S1, Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhood of
Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L), for any 1/2 < s′ ≤ 1− 2/p, and the size of this neigh-
borhood can be chosen uniformly on small C0(S1, Bs′,p(Σ)) neighborhoods
of γ. It follows that if the (smooth) (A0,Φ0) is sufficiently Hs,p(S1 × Y )
close to (A,Φ), with s > 1/2 + 2/p, then on the boundary, the associated
smooth path

γ0 := r̂Σ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) ∈ Maps(S1,L)

is sufficiently C0(S1, Bs′,p(Σ)) close to

γ = r̂Σ(B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L)

so that we can find a unique z ∈ Tγ0
Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L) near 0 satisfying

(4.8) γ = Eγ0
(z).

Rewriting this in terms of the map E1
γ0

in Theorem 2.9, we thus have

(4.9) γ = γ0 + z + E1
γ0

(z), z ∈ Tγ0
Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L).

In other words, we have placed γ in the range of the chart map Eγ0
centered

at the smooth configuration γ0. Altogether, the interior equations (3.13),
the Neumann boundary condition on b (3.14), and the boundary condition
(4.9) yield the following form for the full system of Seiberg-Witten equations
with Lagrangian boundary conditions:(

d

dt
+ H̃0

)
(b, φ, ξ) = N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ)− SW4(A0,Φ0)(4.10)

(b, φ)|S1×Σ = z + E1
γ0

(z), z ∈ Tγ0
Maps1−1/p(S1,L)(4.11)

∗b|S1×Σ = 0.(4.12)
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Recall that N(A0,Φ0) is a quadratic multiplication map and SW4(A0,Φ0)
is a smooth term since (A0,Φ0) is smooth. Since we are only interested
in regularity near the boundary, it suffices to gain regularity for a smooth
truncation of (b, φ, ξ) with support near the boundary. Thus, define

(4.13) (b0, φ0, ξ0) = χ(b, φ, ξ)

where χ is a smooth cutoff function supported in a collar neighborhood
S1 × [0, 1]× Σ of the boundary, with χ ≡ 1 on S1 × [0, 1/2]× Σ and χ ≡ 0
on outside of S1 × [0, 3/4]× Σ. Thus, via the notation of Section 3, we have

(b0, φ0, ξ0) ∈ H1,pMaps(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ).

Step Two: We will gain regularity for (b0, φ0, ξ0) in the Σ directions
from the equations (4.10)–(4.12). For this, we will use the linear theory on
L2 spaces developed in the previous section. The main idea is simple. The
boundary condition (4.11) and (4.12) is essentially a perturbation of the lin-
ear boundary condition studied in Section 3. Indeed, Theorems 3.2 and 3.6
give us elliptic estimates when the nonlinear term E1

γ0
(z) in (4.11) is absent,

since then the boundary condition (4.11) satisfies the linear boundary con-
ditions of Thereoms 3.2 and 3.6, where L(t) = Tγ0(t)Maps(S1,L). Moreover,
since (b0, φ0, ξ0) is supported on S1 × [0, 3/4]× Σ, the (b0, φ0, ξ0) satisfy any
boundary condition on {1} × Σ, so that we may use Theorem 3.6 for any
suitable “dummy” boundary condition L1. With the nonlinear term in (4.11)
however, we use the fact that E1

γ0
is smoothing in the Σ directions, as given

by Theorem 2.9. Thus, we are able to gain regularity in the Σ directions
using the inhomogeneous elliptic estimate in Corollary 3.9.

In detail, we first have to embed the p 6= 2 Besov spaces into the p =
2 Besov spaces of Section 3. For this, we use the embedding Bs,p(X) ↪→
Bs−ε,2(X) for any s ∈ R, p > 2, and ε > 0, on any compact manifold X. In
particular, we have B1−1/p,p(S1 × Σ) ↪→ B1−1/p−ε,2(S1 × Σ). Consequently,
using Theorem 2.9, we have
(4.14)
E1
γ0

(z) ∈ Maps(1−1/p,1−1/p−ε),p(S1, TΣ) ↪→ Maps(1−1/p−ε,1−1/p−ε),2(S1, TΣ).

With L(t) = Tγ0(t)Maps(S1,L) and L1 ⊂ TΣ1
as in Corollary 3.9, we have a

projection

(4.15) Πγ0
: Maps(k+1/2,s),2(S1, T̃Σ0

⊕ T̃Σ1
) 	
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defined by (3.79) in Corollary 3.9. By definition of z in (4.8) and the con-

struction of Π, we have that
(

(z, ξ|S1×Σ), 0
)
∈ Maps1−1/p,p(S1, T̃Σ ⊕ T̃Σ1

)

satisfies

(4.16) Πγ0

(
(z, ξ|S1×Σ), 0

)
= 0.

Let x = (b, φ, ξ) and x0 = (b0, φ0, ξ0). Thus applying the estimate (3.80) to
x0 = (b0, φ0, ξ0) and using equations (4.10)–(4.12) and (4.16), we have

‖x0‖B(k+1,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(4.17)

≤ C
(∥∥N(A0,Φ0)(x)

∥∥
B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

+ ‖ΠE1
γ0

(z)‖B(k+1/2,s),2(S1×(Σ∪Σ1)) + ‖x‖B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

+ ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B(k,s),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)

)
.

for all k ≥ 1 and s ∈ [0, 1] such that the right-hand side is finite (see also
Remark 3.3).

First, let k = 0 and s = 1 in (4.17). Since x ∈ H1,p((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ) ↪→
B(0,1),2((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ), this means we always have control of the lower
order third term of (4.17). Furthermore, since H1,p(S1 × Y ) is an algebra,
we have

(4.18) N(x) ∈ H1,p(S1 × [0, 1]× Σ) ↪→ B(0,1),2(S1 × [0, 1]× Σ).

since p > 4. The final term to control is the boundary term, for which we
have

(4.19) Π(E1
γ0

(z)) ∈ Maps(1/2,1),2(S1, T̃ ).

Here, we used (4.14) and the embedding

Maps(1−1/p−ε,1−1/p−ε),2(S1, TΣ) ↪→ Maps(1/2,1),2(S1, T̃Σ),

which follows since p > 4 and ε > 0 can be chosen small.
Thus, ‖ΠE1

γ0
(z)‖B(1/2,1),2(S1×Σ) is bounded thanks to the smoothing prop-

erty of E1
γ0

(z). Furthermore, the boundedness of Π and the preceding analysis
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imply that

‖ΠE1
γ0

(z)‖B(1/2,1),2(S1×Σ) ≤ ‖E1
γ0

(z)‖B(1−1/p,1−1/p−ε),p(S1×Σ)

≤ µγ0
(‖z‖B1−1/p,p(S1×Σ))(4.20)

≤ µγ0
(‖x‖H1,p(S1×Σ))(4.21)

where µ = µγ0
: R+ → R+ is some continuous nonlinear function depending

on γ0 with µ(0) = 0. It suffices to prove (4.20), since the second line is just
the trace theorem. The main point is that even though Theorem 2.9 tells us
that E1

γ0
(z) ∈ Maps(1−1/p,1−1/p−ε),p(I, TΣ) given that z ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(I, TΣ),

we want an estimate in term of norms, as expressed by (4.20). However, it
is plain to see that one can indeed obtain a norm estimate if one follows
through all the various operators and constructions used in defining E1

γ0
. In

a few words, we obtain norm estimates because all estimates we perform
along the way are derived from multiplication theorems, elliptic bootstrap-
ping, interpolation, etc., all of which provide explicit norm dependent esti-
mates. Hence, this proves (4.20) and therefore (4.21).

Notation: In what follows, we write µ : R+ → R+ to denote any continuous
nonlinear function. Any subscripts on µ will be quantities which µ depends
on which we wish to make explicit. The precise form of µ is immaterial and
may change from line to line.

Altogether, we have from (4.17), (4.18), and (4.21) that

‖(b0, φ0, ξ0)‖B(1,1),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(4.22)

≤ µ(‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y ))

+ ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B(0,1),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ).

Thus, we have gained a whole derivative in the Σ direction, albeit with in-
tegrability exponent 2 instead of p.

Step Three: To gain regularity in the temporal and normal directions S1

and [0, 1], respectively, we use the methods of [34] which studies Cauchy-
Riemann equations with values in a Banach space. Here, the main results we
need are summarized in Theorem C.3, which is a refinement of [34, Theorem
1.2] to our situation. Let us set up the notation for this analysis.
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We have by definition

(b, φ, ξ) ∈ H1,pMaps(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

= H1,pMaps
(
S1,Ω1([0, 1]× Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(S[0,1]×Σ)⊕ Ω0([0, 1]× Σ; iR)

)
.

Let

(4.23) K = S1 × [0, 1]

and let (t, v) be the corresponding temporal and normal coordinates on K.
Observe that we have the identification

Maps(S1, T̃[0,1]×Σ)

∼= Γ
(
K; Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)

)
= Γ(K, T̃Σ),

via the restriction map

rv : T̃[0,1]×Σ → T̃ |{v}×Σ
∼= T̃Σ = Ω1(Σ; iR)⊕ Γ(SΣ)(4.24)

⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)⊕ Ω0(Σ; iR)

induced by the restriction map r in (3.19) for each v ∈ [0, 1].
Thus, we can regard (b, φ, ξ), a path from S1 into T̃[0,1]×Σ, as a map

from K to T̃Σ, in the appropriate function space topologies. Since we have
the embeddings

H1,p(K × Σ) ↪→ C0(S1, B1−1/p,p([0, 1]× Σ)) ↪→ C0(K,B1−2/p,p(Σ)),

and

B1−2/p,p(Σ) ↪→ Lp(Σ)

for p > 2, we can thus regard

(4.25) (b, φ, ξ) ∈ H1,p(K;LpT̃Σ).

The space H1,p(K;Lp(T̃Σ) is the Sobolev space of H1,p(K) functions with
values in the Banach space LpT̃Σ. As it turns out, we want to consider the
larger space H1,2(K;L2T̃Σ) = B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ), and we will instead regard

(4.26) (b, φ, ξ) ∈ B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ).

We want to use (4.26) instead of (4.25) because the regularity in Σ we gained
in Step Two were with p = 2 Besov spaces. This gain in regularity becomes
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essential when we reformulate the Seiberg-Witten equations as a nonlinear
Cauchy-Riemann equation as we now explain.

Near the boundary, the Cauchy-Riemann operator occuring for us arises
from the t and v derivatives of the operator d

dt + H̃0 occurring in (4.10).

Indeed, d
dt + H̃0 is a Dirac operator, and so near the boundary where the

metric is of the product form g2 = dt2 + dv2 + g2
Σ,v, we can write

(4.27)
d

dt
+ H̃0 =

d

dt
+ J

d

dv
+DΣ,

where J : T̃Σ → T̃Σ is a smooth, bundle automorphism satisfying J2 = −1,
and DΣ is a v-dependent differential operator acting on T̃Σ. Since we have
gained regularity in the Σ directions for (b, φ, ξ) in the previous step, the
Σ derivatives of d

dt + H̃0 can be absorbed into (b, φ, ξ) and moved to the
right-hand-side of (4.10). Thus, (4.10) yields the semilinear Cauchy-Riemann
equation (

d

dt
+ J

d

dv

)
(b, φ, ξ) = −DΣ(b, φ, ξ) +N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ)(4.28)

− SW4(A0,Φ0).

In this setting, we reinterpret the boundary conditions (4.11) and (4.12)
as follows. Recall that the configuration (A,Φ) = (A0,Φ0) + (b, φ, ξ) and the
smooth configuration (A0,Φ0) both satisfy the Lagrangian boundary condi-
tions (4.2). Thus, both rΣ(b(t), φ(t)) + rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) and rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t))
are elements of L2L ⊃ L1−2/p,p for every t ∈ S1, by the above analysis. Ob-
serve that for any pair of configurations u, u0 ∈ C0,2(Σ), we have u− u0 ∈
T 0,2

Σ since C0,2(Σ) is an affine space modeled on T 0,2
Σ . In particular, if u0 =

(0, 0) is the zero connection and zero spinor19, we can regard C0,2(Σ) = T 0,2
Σ .

In particular, we may regard L2L ⊂ T 0,2
Σ and we may regard

(4.29) L2L̃ := L2L× L2Ω0(Σ; iR)

as a subset of T̃ 0,2
Σ . Moreover, we may regard rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) as a continuous

path in T̃ 0,2
Σ .

19For convenience, we assume the spinor bundle SΣ on Σ is trivial. This merely
simplifies the notation since the reference configuration u0 can be chosen to be zero.
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With these identification, the boundary conditions (4.11) and (4.12) can
be expressed along the boundary of K, i.e., at v = 0, as

(4.30) rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) + r0(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) ∈ L2L̃, for all t ∈ S1.

Thus, the boundary condition (4.30) captures the tangential Lagrangian
boundary condition via the L2L factor of L2L̃, and it captures the Neumann
boundary condition on b via the remaining L2(Ω0(Σ; iR)) factor of L2L̃.

Altogether, we have a semilinear Cauchy-Riemann equation (4.28) with
values in a Banach space T̃ 0,2

Σ and with boundary condition specified by
(4.30). We can apply Theorem C.3 when the boundary condition (4.30) is
given by a Banach manifold modeled on a closed subspace of an Lp space. In
[20], we studied the Lp closure of L for p ≥ 2 and showed that, while we do
not know if globally LpL is a manifold, we know that locally the chart maps
Eu0

for L at a smooth configuration u0 ∈ L are bounded in the Lp topology
(see Corollary I.3.2). More precisely, for every 2 ≤ p <∞, there exists an
Lp(Σ) neighborhood U of 0 in LpTu0

L containing an Lp open ball, such that
Eu0

extends to a bounded map

(4.31) Eu0
: U → LpC(Σ)

which is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Moreover, because of the trace
map

H1,p(S1 × Y ) ↪→ C0(K,B1−2/p,p(Σ))

and because L1−2/p,p = B1−2/p,pL is globally a smooth embedded submani-
fold of C1−2/p,p(Σ) (by [20] since p > 4), we know that the path

(4.32)
(
t 7→ rΣ(b(t), φ(t)) + rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t))

)
∈ C0(S1,L1−2/p,p)

forms a continuous path in L1−2/p,p, and hence on a small time interval
I ⊂ S1, the path lies in a single coordinate chart of a fixed configuration
u0 ∈ L1−2/p,p which we may take to be smooth. In fact, we may as well take
u0 = rΣ(B0(t0),Ψ0(t0)) for some fixed t0 ∈ I. Thus, we may replace (4.30),
which may not be a manifold boundary condition in general, with

r0(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) + rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) ∈ Ẽu0
(U),(4.33)

U ⊂ L2Tu0
L, for all t ∈ I

where U is an L2(Σ) open neighborhood of 0 ∈ L2Tu0
L and

Ẽu0
(U) := Eu0

(U)× 0× L2Ω(Σ; iR).
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By the above remarks, (4.33) is a manifold boundary condition, since Eu0
(U)

is a submanifold of L2C(Σ). In effect, we have simply replaced a neigh-
borhood of u0 ∈ L1−2/p,p ⊂ C1−2/p,p(Σ) with the larger L2 neighborhood
Eu0

(U) ⊂ L2C(Σ). Moreover, since L ⊆ C(Σ) is a Lagrangian submanifold,

then Eu0
(U) is a Lagrangian submanifold of L2C(Σ). Thus, Ẽu0

(U) is a
product Lagrangian submanifold of

(4.34) L2(C(Σ)× Ω0(Σ; iR)× Ω0(Σ; iR)),

where the symplectic form on (4.34) is given by the product symplectic form
(3.28). The time interval I in (4.33) is chosen small enough so that the con-
figuration r0(b(t), φ(t), ξ(t)) + rΣ(B0(t),Φ0(t)) remains inside the product

chart Ẽu0
(U). To simplify the below analysis, we can just suppose I = S1.

Otherwise, we can cover S1 with small time intervals and sum up the esti-
mates on each interval all the same.

Figure 2: The configuration (b, φ, ξ) is a function on K = S1 × [0, 1] with
values in the Banach space T̃ 0,2

Σ .

Altogether, equations (4.28) and (4.33) form a Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tion for a configuration with values in a Banach space supplemented with

Lagrangian boundary conditions. Here, the Lagrangian submanifold Ẽu0
(U)

is modeled on a closed subspace of an L2 space. Furthermore, it is an an-
alytic Banach submanifold of T̃ 0,2

Σ . This is because the chart map Eu0
, by

Theorem I.3.2, is constructed from the local straightening map F−1
(B0,Ψ0),

where (B0,Ψ0) ∈M satisfies rΣ(B0,Ψ0) = u0. As discussed in the proof
of Lemma 2.8, the map F−1

(B0,Ψ0) is analytic, which implies the analyticity
of Eu0

.
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With all our current function spaces being Sobolev spaces, we now apply
Theorem C.3, where so as to not confuse the value of p in our present situ-
ation with that in Theorem C.3, we let p′ denote what is p in Theorem C.3.
So letting X = L2T̃Σ, k = 1, p′ = 2, and q′ = q = p > 4, the hypotheses of
Theorem C.3(i) are satisfied, and we obtain

(4.35) (b, φ, ξ) ∈ B2,2(K,L2T̃Σ),

i.e., we have gained a whole derivative in the K directions. We can take
q′ = q = p, since

(b, φ, ξ) ∈ H1,p(K,LpT̃Σ),(4.36)

and LpT̃Σ ⊂ X, since p > 4. Furthermore, the elliptic estimate (C.7) implies

‖(b0, φ0, ξ0)‖B2,2(K;L2T̃Σ)(4.37)

≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖DΣ(b0, φ0, ξ0)‖B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ)

+ ‖N(A0,Φ0)(b, φ, ξ)‖B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ)

+ ‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ) + ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ)

)
≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y ) + ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B1,2(K;L2T̃Σ)

)
for some nonlinear function µ(A0,Φ0). Here (b0, φ0, ξ0) plays the role of u− u0

in (C.7).
Summarizing, by using Theorem C.3 we deduced (4.37) and gained regu-

larity in the K directions, i.e., we now have two derivatives in the S1 × [0, 1]
directions in L2. Combined with the estimates from Step Two, where we
gained regularity in just the Σ directions, we see that we have gained a
whole derivative in all directions, i.e., (b0, φ0, ξ0) ∈ B2,2T̃[0,1]×Σ. Combined
with interior regularity, altogether we have the elliptic estimate

‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B2,2(S1×Y ) ≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y )‖(4.38)

+ ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

)
.

on all of S1 × Y .

Step Four: From the previous steps, our configuration (A,Φ)∈H1,p(S1×
Y ), which we redefined by a gauge transformation so that it is in Coulomb-
Neumann gauge with respect to (A0,Φ0), is in B2,2(S1 × Y ). Moreover, we
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have the elliptic estimate (4.38). Proceeding as in the previous two steps, we
want to bootstrap and show that (b, φ, ξ) = (A,Φ)− (A0,Φ0) is in Bk,2(S1 ×
Y ) for all k ≥ 2, which will prove the theorem. Unfortunately, in our first step
when we want to bootstrap from B2,2(S1 × Y ) to B3,2(S1 × Y ), the space
B2,2(S1 × Y ) is not strictly stronger than the original space H1,p(S1 × Y ),
i.e., we do not have an embedding B2,2(S1 × Y ) ↪→ H1,p(S1 × Y ), since p >
4. Thus, we will need to work with the mixed topology H1,p(S1 × Y ) ∩
B2,2(S1 × Y ). This is the cause for the rather bizarre looking Thereom 2.10.

We first start off by increasing the regularity of E1
γ0

(z) in (4.9). In-
deed, since we now have (A,Φ) ∈ H1,p(S1 × Y ) ∩B2,2(S1 × Y ), then γ ∈
Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L) ∩Maps3/2,2(S1,L). Thus, we can write

γ = γ0 + z + E1
γ0

(z),(4.39)

z ∈ Tγ0
Maps1−1/p,p(S1,L) ∩Maps3/2,2(S1,L),

and by Theorem 2.10 with s2 = 0, we have

(4.40) E1
γ0

(z) ∈ Maps(1−1/p,1−1/p−ε),p(S1, TΣ) ∩Maps(3/2,1/2),2(S1, TΣ),

Here, we have assumed that γ0 is sufficiently close to γ in C0(I,Bs′,p), using
the same s′ we used in Step Two when we applied Theorem 2.9 to (4.9), so
that we can place γ in the chart map (4.39) using Theorem 2.10, which is
stronger than (4.9). (We could of course redefine γ0 at this step by moving it
closer to γ if necessary.) Here, to perform the above step, it is crucial that in
both these theorems, the size of the chart maps (the radius δ which appears)
depends locally uniformly with respect to the Bs′,p topology, which is very
weak since we can choose any 1/2 < s′ < s− 2/p (since s2 = 0).

Focusing on the second factor of (4.40), then E1
γ1

(z) smooths by 1/2 a
derivative in the Σ directions. Plugging this into (4.17) and proceeding as
before, we find

‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B(2,1/2),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(4.41)

≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B2,2(S1×Y ) + ‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

+ ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B2,2(S1×Y )

)
,

≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

+ ‖SW4(A1,Φ1)‖B2,2(S1×Y )

)
,
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where we use that ‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B2,2(S1×Y ) is controlled by ‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

via (4.38).
Estimate (4.41) is insufficient however since we want to gain a full deriva-

tive in the Σ direction, i.e., we want control of B(2,1),2((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ) in-
stead of B(2,1/2),2((S1 × [0, 1])× Σ). Thus, we repeat the above steps again,
where we replace Maps3/2,2(S1,L) with Maps(3/2,s2),2(S1,L), with s2 = 1/2.
Using the same reasoning as before (and assuming (A0,Φ0) is sufficiently
C0(S1, Bs′,p(Σ)) close to (A,Φ) on the boundary), by Theorem 2.10, we
obtain

(4.42) E1
γ0

(z) ∈ Maps(1−1/p,1−1/p−ε),p(S1, TΣ) ∩Maps(3/2,1),2(S1, TΣ),

thereby improving the gain in Σ regularity from 1/2 to 1. Doing this, we
now gain a whole derivative in the Σ directions:

‖(b, φ, ξ)‖B(2,1),2((S1×[0,1])×Σ)(4.43)

≤ µ(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(b, φ, ξ)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

+ ‖SW4(A0,Φ0)‖B2,2(S1×Y )

)
.

Having gained a whole derivative in the Σ directions, we can proceed to
Step Three and gain regularity in the S1 × [0, 1] directions. Here, we need
to choose our parameters in Theorem C.3 appropriately. In the same way
that we needed to proceed in two steps to gain a whole derivative in the Σ
directions, we will also need to proceed in two steps to gain a whole derivative
in the S1 × [0, 1] directions as well. First, we let k = 1. By the above, we have
x = (b, φ, ξ) belongs to the space H(2,1),2(K × Σ) in addition to belonging to
the space H1,p(K × Σ). Thus, DΣ ∈ H2,2(K × Σ) ⊂ H1,4(K × Σ). Using the
multiplication theorem Theorem A.3, we have that H(2,1),2(K × Σ) ∩ L∞ is
an algebra. In particular, x#x ∈ H(2,1),2(K × Σ) ⊂ H1,4(K × Σ), where #
denote any pointwise multiplication map. It follows that x satisfies a Cauchy-
Riemann equation (C.4), where G has the same regularity as DΣx+ x#x ∈
H1,4(K × Σ). Thus, thinking of G as taking values in

X := Lp0 T̃Σ

for some p0 = 2 + ε, where ε > 0 is small, we have

(4.44) G ∈ H1,4(K,X).
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Thus, we may apply Theorem C.3 with p′ = p0, q = 4, and q′ = p > 4 (recall
that p′ is the value of the dummy variable “p” in Theorem C.3, to distin-
guish it from our present value of p). Note that when we change from the
Banach space L2T̃Σ to X = Lp0 T̃Σ, we must also consider for the Lagrangian
boundary values of x the locally embedded Lp0 charts associated with L, in-
stead of L2 charts as before. This is possible since x ∈ C0(K,LpT̃Σ), and
LpT̃Σ ⊂ Lp0 T̃Σ since p > p0. In any event, we apply Theorem C.3 and obtain
x ∈ H2,p0(K,X). On the other hand, since

x ∈ H(2,1),2(K × Σ) ⊂ H2,4(Σ, L4(K)) ⊂ H2,p0(Σ, Lp0(K)),

it follows that x ∈ H2,p0(K × Σ).
This implies we have improved the integrability of (A,Φ) from H1,p(S1 ×

Y ) ∩H2,2(S1 × Y ) to H1,p(S1 × Y ) ∩H2,p0(S1 × Y ), with p0 > 2. This ex-
tra integrability now allows us to increase the regularity of x by applying
Theorem C.3 with k = 2. Here, we let p′ = q = 2, and q′ = p0. Observe that
q′ = 2 does not work, which is why we needed the above step. Doing this
gives us a configuration in H3,2(S1 × Y ) = B3,2(S1 × Y ) which is strictly
stronger than H1,p(S1 × Y ) for p close to 4.

We can now continue bootstrapping as above, using Theorem 2.10 and
estimate (3.80) as above to gain Σ regularity, and then Theorem C.3 to
gain S1 × [0, 1] regularity. Each time, we apply Theorem 2.10 to gain a full
derivative in the Σ directions, and then we apply Theorem C.3 once to
gain a whole derivative in the S1 × [0, 1] directions. Indeed, our function
spaces are now sufficiently regular that we can apply Theorem 2.10 to gain
a whole derivative in the Σ directions (s > 3/2 so ε′ = 0 in the theorem), and
we can apply Theorem C.3 to gain one whole derivative in the S1 × [0, 1]
directions in one step without having to first bootstrap the integrability of
our configuration as in the above. Together, these steps gain for us a whole
derivative in all directions.

Altogether, we have shown the following. Pick any smooth reference
connection Aref and redefine (A,Φ) by a gauge transformation that places
A in Coulomb-Neumann gauge with respect to Aref . Then finding smooth
(A0,Φ0), satisfying the Lagrangian boundary conditions, that is sufficiently
Hs,p(S1 × Y ) close to (A,Φ), with s > 1/2 + 2/p, then for every k ≥ 2, we
have the estimate

‖(A−A0,Φ− Φ0)‖Bk,2(S1×Y )(4.45)

≤ µk,(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(A−A0,Φ− Φ0)‖H1,p(S1×Y )

+ ‖SW (A0,Φ0)‖Bk−1,2(S1×Y )

)
,
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where µk = µk,(A0,Φ0) is a continuous nonlinear function depending on k and
(A0,Φ0). This estimate proves the theorem. �

There is no obstacle to extending the above result to the equations on
R× Y :

Proof of Theorem A. It is enough to show that for every compact interval
I ⊂ R, we can find a gauge transformation belonging to the identity compo-
nent of H2,pG(I × Y ) that makes (A,Φ) smooth on I × Y . The result then
follows by writing R× Y as a union ∪k∈ZIk × Y , with Ik = [k/2, k/2 + 1],
and then patching together the gauge transformations on the overlaps.

So fix one of the intervals Ik, call it I. Embed I inside the interior
of a larger closed interval Ĩ and regard the latter as being embedded into
S1. We will extend (A,Φ)|I×Y to S1 × Y , with (A,Φ) “almost” satisfying
Lagrangian boundary conditions and smooth outside of Ĩ × Y . We do this
as follows. Consider the boundary value configuration of (A,Φ)|Ĩ×Y :

γ(t) = rΣ(B(t),Φ(t)) ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(Ĩ ,L).

Pick a smooth path γ0 ∈ Maps1−1/p,p(Ĩ ,L) such that γ lies in a chart map
centered at γ0:

γ = γ0 + z + E1
γ0

(z), z ∈ Tγ0
Maps1−1/p,p(Ĩ ,L).

We can extend γ0 to a smooth element in Maps(S1,L), again denoted γ0, and
then extend such a configuration smoothly into S1 × Y , obtaining (A0,Φ0)
satisfying Lagrangian boundary conditions. Let ψ : S1 → R be a bump func-
tion identically one on I and vanishing outside of Ĩ; this extends to a bump
function on S1 × Y → R that is constant in the Y -directions. Define an ex-
tension (Ã, Φ̃) of (A,Φ)|I×Y to S1 × Y via

(4.46) (Ã, Φ̃) = (A0,Φ0) + (ψ(A−A0), ψ(Φ− Φ0))

So (Ã, Φ̃) = (A0,Φ0) outside of Ĩ. Moreover, on S1 × Y , we have

(4.47) SW4(Ã, Φ̃) = SW4(A0,Φ0) + P (A−A0,Φ− Φ0)

where P (A−A0,Φ− Φ0) is a quadratic polynomial in (A−A0,Φ− Φ0) (in-
volving only pointwise multiplication). Indeed, this is because (A,Φ) satisfies
the Seiberg-Witten equations on R× Y . It follows that for (A,Φ) in H1,p,
the right-hand side of (4.47) belongs to H1,p(S1 × Y ). In what follows, we
check that the boostrapping estimates of Theorem 4.1 can be carried over to
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gain regularity for (A,Φ)|I×Y using the configuration (Ã, Φ̃) (after choosing
a gauge which places the latter in Coulomb-Neumann gauge on S1 × Y ).
First, if we want to bootstrap the regularity of (Ã, Φ̃) on S1 × Y , we re-
place −SW4(A0,Φ0) in (4.10) with SW4(Ã, Φ̃)− SW4(A0,Φ0). This just
follows from how equation (4.10) is defined, which expresses SW4(Ã, Φ̃)−
SW4(A0,Φ0) in terms of a linear and quadratic functional of (Ã−A0, Φ̃−
Φ0). Because SW4(A0,Φ0) is smooth and SW4(Ã, Φ̃) always has the same
regularity as (A,Φ) by (4.47) (instead of one derivative less) the inhomo-
geneous term SW4(Ã, Φ̃)− SW4(A0,Φ0) causes no problems with (interior)
bootstrapping. The boundary value of (Ã, Φ̃) is given by

γ0 + ψz + ψE1
γ0

(z).

While not satisfying the Lagrangian boundary condition, we can still boot-
strap the regularity of (Ã, Φ̃) in the Σ-directions near the boundary using
Step Two in the proof of Theorem 4.1. This is because in that step, the pre-
cise nature of the error term ψE1

γ0
(z) is immaterial; all that is required is that

it is smoother than γ0 + ψz lying inside the path space of the Lagrangian
linearized about γ0.

Next, in Step 3 of Theorem 4.1, we must restrict ourselves back to I × Y ,
where we use the Banach-space valued Cauchy-Riemann equations which
crucially needed Lagrangian boundary conditions on the nose (we take the
domain of the Cauchy-Riemann equations to be K = I × [0, 1], where [0, 1]
is the normal direction to the boundary, in Theorem C.3). But having gained
regularity in the Σ-directions from Step 2, Step 3 goes through as before.

Finally, each time we bootstrap regularity in the final step of the proof
of Theorem 4.1, we need to shrink the interval I slightly (by an arbitrarily
small amount) since we need the support of the bump function ψ defining
the extension (Ã, Φ̃) to be where (A,Φ) has gained regularity. Nevertheless,
since our initial choice of I was an arbitrary compact interval, the end result
is that for any fixed compact interval I, after choosing a gauge that puts the
extended configuration (Ã, Φ̃) in Coluomb-Neumann gauge on S1 × Y , we
have that (A,Ψ)|I×Y is smooth. More precisely, we established the following
elliptic estimate

‖(A−A0,Φ− Φ0)‖Bk,2(I×Y )(4.48)

≤ µk,(A0,Φ0)

(
‖(A−A0,Φ− Φ0)‖H1,p(I×Y )

+ ‖P (A−A0,Φ− Φ0)‖Bk−1,2(I×Y )

)
,
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generalizing (4.45). �

Next, we prove the analog of Theorem B in the periodic setting:

Theorem 4.2. Let p > 4 and let (Ai,Φi) ∈ H1,pC(S1 × Y ) be a sequence
of solutions to (4.1)–(4.2), where L is a fully gauge invariant monopole
Lagrangian. More generally, we can suppose the right-hand side of (4.1) is
instead a quadratic pointwise-multiplication polynomial in (A,Φ). Suppose
we have uniform bounds

(4.49) ‖FAi‖Lp(S1×Y ), ‖∇AiΦi‖Lp(S1×Y ), ‖Φi‖Lp(S1×Y ) ≤ C

for some constant C. Then there exists a subsequence of configurations,
again denoted by (Ai,Φi), and a sequence of gauge transformations gi ∈
H2,pG(S1 × Y ) such that g∗i (Ai,Φi) converges uniformly in C∞(S1 × Y ).

Proof. Fix any smooth reference connection Aref and redefine the (Ai,Φi)
by gauge transformations gi that place Ai in Coulomb-Neumann gauge with
respect to Aref . The elliptic estimate for d+ d∗ on 1-forms with Neumann
boundary condition implies that

(4.50) ‖Ai −Aref‖H1,p ≤ c(‖FAi‖Lp + ‖(Ai −Aref)
h‖Lp),

where (Ai −Aref)
h is the the orthogonal projection of (Ai −Aref) onto the

finite dimensional subspace

(4.51) {a ∈ Ω1(S1 × Y ; iR) : da = d∗a = 0, ∗a|S1×Σ = 0} ∼= H1(Y ; iR).

The above isomorphism is by the usual Hodge theory on manifolds with
boundary. From just the bounds (4.49), we have no a priori control of ‖(Ai −
Aref)

h‖Lp . However, we still have some gauge freedom left, namely, we can
consider the following group of harmonic gauge transformations

(4.52) Gh,n := {g ∈ G(S1 × Y ) : d∗(g−1dg) = 0, ∗dg|S1×Σ = 0}

which preserve the Coulomb-Neumann gauge. The map g 7→ g−1dg maps
Gh,n onto the lattice H1(Y ; 2πiZ) inside H1(Y ; iR). Hence, by redefining the
Ai by gauge transformations in Gh,n, we can arrange that the (Ai −Aref)

h

are bounded uniformly, which together with (4.49) and (4.50) implies that
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we have a uniform bound

(4.53) ‖Ai −Aref‖H1,p ≤ C

for some absolute constant C (where C denotes some constant independent
of the (Ai,Φi), whose value may change from line to line).

From (4.49) and (4.53), we have the control

‖∇Aref
Φi‖Lp ≤ ‖∇AiΦi‖Lp + ‖ρ(Ai −Aref)Φi‖Lp(4.54)

≤ ‖∇AiΦi‖Lp + ‖ρ(Ai −Aref)‖L∞‖Φi‖Lp
≤ C,

due to the embedding H1,p(S1 × Y ) ↪→ L∞(S1 × Y ) for p > 4. The uniform
bound (4.54) and the uniform bound on ‖Φi‖Lp shows that we have the
uniform bound

(4.55) ‖Φi‖H1,p ≤ C.

Thus, the configuration (Ai,Φi) is uniformly bounded inH1,p(S1 × Y ). More-
over, the (Ai,Φi) are smooth since they solve (4.1)–(4.2) andAi is in Coulomb-
Neumann gauge with respect to a smooth connection. If we can show that
the (Ai,Φi) are also uniformly bounded in Hk,2(S1 × Y ) for each k ≥ 2,
then we will be done, due to the compact embedding Hk+1,2(S1 × Y ) ↪→
Hk,2(S1 × Y ) for all k ≥ 1 and a diagonalization argument.

Since the (Ai,Φi) are uniformly bounded in H1,p(S1 × Y ), a subsequence
converges strongly in Hs,p(S1 × Y ) for any s = 1− ε with ε > 0 arbitrarily
small. The limiting configuration (A∞,Φ∞), being a weak H1,p(S1 × Y )
limit of the (Ai,Φi), belongs to H1,p(S1 × Y ), and it solves (1.7), since the
equations are preserved under weak limits. In the interior, this is easy to
see; on the boundary, we use the fact that Mapss−1/p,p(S1,L) is a manifold,
so that the Lagrangian boundary condition is preserved under weak limits.
Since Coulomb-Neumann gauge is also preserve under weak limits, then from
Theorem 4.1, we know that (A∞,Φ∞) is smooth.

We now apply (4.45) with (A0,Φ0) replaced with the smooth config-
uration (A∞,Φ∞) and (A,Φ) replaced by the (Ai,Φi), for large i; or else
in the more general situation where we have a quadratic map Q(A,Φ) on
the right-hand side of (4.1), we apply (4.45) with SW4(A0,Φ0) replaced
with Q(Ai,Φi)− SW4(A∞,Φ∞). We can do this because the following are
true: first, the (Ai,Φi) converge strongly to (A∞,Φ∞) in Hs,p(S1 × Y ), and
s > 1/2 + 2/p; second, the proof of (4.45) shows that if (A0,Φ0) is any
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smooth configuration, then (4.45) holds for all (A,Φ) solving (4.1)–(4.2) suf-
ficiently Hs,p(S1 × Y ) close to (A0,Φ0). It now follows that a subsequence
of the (Ai,Φi) converges to (A∞,Φ∞) in C∞. �

Proof of Theorem B. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem A. Write R× Y
as a union ∪l∈ZIk × Y with Ik = [k/2, k/2 + 1]. On each Ik, we can find
gauge transformations gk,i on Ik × Y such that g∗k,i(Ai,Φi) belong to C∞(Ik ×
Y ). Moreover, with k fixed, the g∗k,i(Ai,Φi) are uniformly bounded since we

can bound the extensions (Ãi, Φ̃i) on S1 × Y ⊃ Ik × Y in terms of (i) the
smooth reference configuration (A0,Φ0) on S1 × Y used to define the exten-
sions and (ii) the uniform bounds on ‖FAi‖Lp , ‖∇AiΦi‖Lp , and ‖Φi‖Lp on
a sufficiently large compact subset of R× Y . (That an arbitrary extension
(A0,Φ0) was used in (i) is immaterial; what matters is that it is independent
of i.) This follows from Theorem 4.2 and the modifications explained in the
proof of Theorem A to accommodate for the extensions (Ãi, Φ̃i) being only
“approximate” solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations with Lagrangian
boundary conditions on S1 × Y .

So on the overlaps of the Ik, the transition maps g−1
k+1,igk,i are bounded in

C∞((Ik ∩ Ik+1)× Y ) uniformly in i. Thus, passing to some subsequence in
i, the homotopy class of g−1

k+1,igk,i is constant. Without loss of generality, we
can assume these maps are homotopic to the identity by modifying the gk,i
or gk+1,i by some fixed gauge transformation. One can thus patch together
the gk,i’s for k ∈ Z and obtain a single gauge transformation gi on R× Y
such that g∗i (Ai,Φi)|K are uniformly bounded in C∞(K) for any compact
subset K ⊂ R× Y (the bound depends on K). Thus, a subsequence of the
g∗i (Ai,Φi) converges in C∞(K). Exhausting R× Y by a sequence of compact
subsets Kj and taking a diagonal subsequence in i and j proves Theorem B.

�

Appendix A. Properties of anisotropic function spaces

Here, we collect some properties about anisotropic Besov spaces20. All of
these results are standard when we specialize to usual (isotropic) Besov
spaces, i.e., when the anisotropic parameter is zero. The goal of this section
is to see how these standard isotropic results can be strengthened when there
is anisotropy. We will make some remarks to give the reader some intuition
for the anisotropic spaces, but we will defer most proofs to [18] and [19].

20Everything in this section also applies to anisotropic Bessel potential spaces,
where Bessel potential spaces were defined as in the appendix of [20]. See also [19].
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The first result is the extension of the usual trace and extension theo-
rems [20, Theorem C.3, C.5] to the anisotropic setting. Recall that if X is a
compact manifold with boundary, then we have a (zeroth order) trace map
r : Bs,p(X)→ Bs−1/p,p(∂X), s > 1/p, which “costs” us 1/p derivatives and
an extension map Bs−1/p,p(∂X)→ Bs,p(X) which gains us 1/p derivatives.
Suppose now we have X = X1 ×X2, where X1 and X2 are compact mani-
folds (with or without boundary). When taking a trace to the boundary, the
anisotropy of a function can be either tangential or normal to the boundary.
When the anisotropy of a function is tangential to the boundary, then the
trace and extension operators preserve this anisotropy, since tangential op-
erations commute with such operators (in the model Euclidean space when
the boundary is a hyperplane). On the other hand, if there is anisotropy
in the normal direction, then if there is enough anisotropy, taking a trace
costs us 1/p derivatives only in the anisotropic directions, when p ≥ 2. This
is summarized in the following:

Theorem A.1. (Anisotropic Traces and Extensions) Let X = X1 ×X2.

1) (Tangential anisotropy) Suppose X1 has boundary ∂X1. Then for s1 >
1/p and s2 ≥ 0, the trace map satisfies

(A.1) r : B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2)→ B(s1−1/p,s2),p(∂X1 ×X2).

Furthermore, for all s1 ∈ R, there exists a boundary extension map

e : B(s1−1/p,s2),p(∂X1 ×X2)→ B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2),

and for s1 > 1/p, we have re = id. Moreover, let X̃1 be any closed
manifold extending X1. Then for every k ∈ N, we have an extension
map

Ek : B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2)→ B(s1,s2),p(X̃1 ×X2),

for |s1| < k.

2) (Mixed anisotropy) Suppose X2 has boundary ∂X2. Then for s1 ≥ 0,
s2 > 1/p, and p ≥ 2, the trace map satisfies

(A.2) r : B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2)→ B(s1,s2−1/p−ε),p(X1 × ∂X2),

where ε > 0 is arbitrary. If p = 2, we can take ε = 0.
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The above theorem readily generalizes to higher order trace maps.
Next, we recall that for isotropic Besov spaces, we have the embedding

(A.3) Bs,p(X) ↪→ C0(X)

if s > n/p, where n = dimX. Thus, we have the following corollary:

Corollary A.2. Let X = X1 ×X2 and ni = dimX2. Then if s1 > n1/p
and s2 > n2/p, we have B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2) ↪→ C0(X1 ×X2).

Proof. By (A.3) and Theorem A.1, we can take successive traces to conclude
B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2) ↪→ C0(X1;Bs1+s2−n1/p,p(X2)) since s1 > n1/p. By (A.3),
we have Bs1+s2−n1/p,p(X2) ↪→ C0(X2) since s1 + s2 − n1/p > n2/p, whence
the theorem follows. �

Recall that we have a multiplication theorem for Besov spaces. Such
a theorem is proved using the paraproduct calculus. By redoing this for
anisotropic Besov spaces, one can also prove an anisotropic muliplication
theorem. We state one for p = 2. This is all summarized in the below:

Theorem A.3. (Multiplication Theorem)

1) For all s > 0, we have Bs,p(X) ∩ L∞(X) is an algebra. Moreover, we
have the estimate

‖fg‖Bs,p ≤ C(‖f‖Bs,p‖g‖L∞ + ‖f‖L∞‖g‖Bs,p).

In particular, if s > n/p, then Bs,p(X) is an algebra.

2) Let s1 ≤ s2 and suppose s1 + s2 > nmax(0, 2
p − 1). Then we have a

continuous multiplication map

Bs1,p(X)×Bs2,p(X)→ Bs3,p(X),

where

s3 =

{
s1 if s2 > n/p

s1 + s2 − n/p if s2 < n/p.

3) (Anisotropic Multiplication) Let dimXi = ni, i = 1, 2 and suppose s1 >
n1/2. Let s′2, s

′′
2 ≥ 0 and let s2 ≤ min(s′2, s

′′
2) satisfy s2 < s1 + s′2 + s′′2 −

n1+n2

2 . Then we have a multiplication map

[B(s1,s′2),2(X1 ×X2) ∩ L∞]× [B(s1,s′′2 ),2(X1 ×X2) ∩ L∞](A.4)

→ B(s1,max(s2,0)),2(X1 ×X2).
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We also have the following important Fubini property, which says that
a function is in a Besov space on X1 ×X2 if only if it lies in a Besov space
in each of the X1 and X2 directions. More precisely, we have the following
theorem:

Theorem A.4. [33, Theorem 2.5.13] (Fubini Property) For any s > 0, we
have

Bs,p(X1 ×X2) = Lp(X1, B
s,p(X2)) ∩ Lp(X2, B

s,p(X1)).

Theorem A.5. Pseudodifferential operators are bounded on B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×
X2), for all 1 < p <∞, s1 ∈ R, and s2 ≥ 0.

Appendix B. Elliptic boundary value problems revisited

We want to generalize the general pseudodifferential setup of elliptic bound-
ary value problems, as done in Appendix C of [20], to more general boundary
conditions and also to anisotropic function spaces. Let A : Γ(E)→ Γ(F ) be
an elliptic differential operator acting between sections of vector bundles
E and F over a compact manifold X with boundary ∂X = Σ. For sim-
plicity, let us take A to be first order (the only case we will need in this
paper), though what follows easily generalizes to elliptic operators of any
order. Observe then a boundary condition for A is simply a choice subspace
of U ⊂ Γ(EΣ) of the boundary data space, where EΣ = E|Σ. The desirable
boundary conditions are those for which the operator

(B.1) AU : {x ∈ Γ(E) : r(x) ∈ U} → Γ(F )

is a Fredholm operator in the appropriate function space topologies. In [20]
and in typical situations, the subspaces U are given by the range of pseu-
dodifferential projections. However, from the above viewpoint, one need only
consider the functional analytic setup of subspaces and appropriate function
space topologies in order to understand the operator (B.1).

Let X be a manifold with boundary, and suppose it can be written as
a product X = X1 ×X2, where X1 is a manifold with boundary and X2

is closed. We have the anisotropic Besov spaces B(s1,s2),p(X1 ×X2) on X
and B(s1,s2),p(∂X1 ×X2) on ∂X, for s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 0, and 1 < p <∞. These
spaces induce topologies on vector bundles, and so in particular, we have
the spaces B(s1,s2),p(E), B(s1,s2),p(F ) and such. We have a restriction map

r : B(s1,s2),p(E)→ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
),
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and given a subspace

U ⊂ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
),

we get the space

B
(s1,s2),p
U (E) = {x ∈ B(s1,s2),p(E) : r(x) ∈ U}.

Thus, (B.1) yields the operator

(B.2) AU : B
(s1,s2),p
U (E)→ B(s1−1,s2),p(F ).

We can now ask how properties of U correspond with properties of the
induced map (B.2).

For this, we must distinguish a special subspace ofB(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
),

namely imP+, where

P+ : B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
)→ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2

)

is the Calderon projection of A (see Definition I.D.3). This is a projec-
tion onto r(kerA), the boundary values of the kernel of A. As explained
in [20], P+ is a pseudodifferental projection. By Theorem A.5, we know
that pseudodifferential operators are bounded on anisotropic Besov spaces.
Thus, imP+ is a well-defined closed subspace of the boundary data space
B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2

). The relevant properties for the operator (B.2) can
now be understood via the relationship between U and imP+. For this,
recall the following definition for pairs of subspaces of a Banach space:

Definition B.1. A pair of complemented subspaces (U, V ) of a Banach
space Z is Fredholm if U ∩ V is finite dimensional and the algebraic sum
U + V is closed and has finite codimension. In this case, we say that (U, V )
form a Fredholm pair, or more simply, that U and V are Fredholm (in Z).

Using this notion, we have the following theorem:

Theorem B.2. [19] Let21 s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 0, and 1 < p <∞ and consider the
operator AU given by (B.2).

21To keep matters simple, we state the hypotheses for s1 ≥ 1, which is all we
need in this paper. This is in contrast to [20], where we needed to consider spaces
of lower regularity than the order of the operator.
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1) The operator AU is Fredholm if and only if U and imP+ are Fredholm.

2) The kernel of AU is spanned by finitely many smooth configurations if
and only if U ∩ imP+ is spanned by finitely many smooth configura-
tions.

3) The range of AU is complemented by the span of finitely many smooth
configurations if and only if U + imP+ is complemented by the span
of finitely many smooth configurations.

Given a subspace U ⊂ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
) Fredholm with imP+, we

can thus construct a projection

(B.3) ΠU : B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2
)→ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2

)

with im ΠU = U and ker ΠU equal to imP+ = r(kerA) up to some finite
dimensional space. The complementary projection 1−ΠU is then a (gen-
eralized) elliptic boundary condition, in the sense that (1−ΠU ) : imP+ →
im (1−ΠU ) is Fredholm. Using this, we can obtain an elliptic estimate for
the full mapping pair (AU , 1−ΠU ).

Theorem B.3. [19] Let s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 0, 1 < p <∞, and suppose
U ⊆ B(s1−1/p,s2)(E∂X1×X2

) is Fredholm with r(kerA). Then consider the full
mapping pair

(AU , (1−ΠU )r) : B(s1,s2),p(E)(B.4)

→ B(s1−1,s2),p(F )⊕B(s1−1/p,s2),p(E∂X1×X2
).

This operator is Fredholm and we have the elliptic estimate

‖u‖B(s1,s2),p(X1×X2)(B.5)

≤ C
(
‖Au‖B(s1−1,s2),p(X1×X2)

+ ‖(1−ΠU )ru‖B(s1−1/p,s2),p(∂X1×X2) + ‖πu‖
)

Here π is any projection onto the finite dimensional kernel of (B.4) and ‖ · ‖
is any norm on that space.

When s2 = 0, (B.5) is the usual elliptic estimates on isotropic spaces
(cf. Theorem I.D.1). Thus, the significance of the above theorem is that
tangential anisotropy is preserved.
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Appendix C. Banach space valued Cauchy Riemann
equations

In this section, we state a modified version of the results of [34], both to
strengthen them for our needs and also to correct some subtle errors. Specifi-
cally, we need to make use of the elliptic estimates obtained in [34] for Banach
space valued Cauchy Riemann equations with totally real boundary condi-
tions. Namely, consider the following situation. We have a Banach space X
endowed with a complex structure, i.e., an endomorphism J : X → X such
that J2 = −id. A subspace Y ⊂ X is said to be totally real if X ∼= Y ⊕ JY .
A submanifold L ⊂ X is said to be totally real if each of its tangent spaces
is a totally real subspace of X. In particular, for the situation that concerns
us, if X is a symplectic Banach space which is densely contained within a
strongly symplectic Hilbert space and invariant under the complex struc-
ture, then the Lagrangian subspaces and Lagrangian submanifolds of X are
all totally real. For simplicity, we assume we are in this symplectic situation,
though everything we do generalizes to the general case.

Given a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X and some 1 < p <∞, we assume
the following hypotheses:

(I)p There exists a (finite dimensional) vector bundle E over some closed
manifoldM , such that each tangent space to L is isomorphic to a closed
subspace of the Banach space Lp(E), the space of all Lp sections of E.

In the above hypothesis, we assume an inner product on E is chosen so
that an Lp norm is defined. In [34], the case where E is a trivial bundle is
considered, but one can see from the methods there that the more general
case can easily be deduced from this latter case.

The next hypothesis, which is omitted from [34], is one concerning an-
alyticity of the submanifold L. First, recall the following definition of ana-
lyticity for maps between Banach spaces:

Definition C.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A map F : X → Y is
said to be analytic at 0 ∈ X if there exists a neighborhood U of 0 ∈ X and
multilinear maps Ln : Xn → Y , n ≥ 0, such that we have a power series
expansion

(C.1) F (x) =

∞∑
n=0

Ln(xn),
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where the series converges absolutely and uniformly for all x ∈ U . A function
F is analytic on an open set V if it is analytic at every point of V .

From this, we can define the notion of an analytic Banach submanifold:

Definition C.2. Let X be a Banach space. An analytic Banach subman-
ifold M of X is a subspace of X (as a topological space) that satisfies the
following. There exists a closed Banach subspace Z ⊂ X such that at every
point u ∈M , there exists an open set V in X containing u and an analytic
diffeomorphism Φ from V onto an open neighborhood of 0 in X such that
Φ(V ∩M) = Φ(V ) ∩ Z. We say that M is modeled on the Banach space Z.

We have the following additional hypothesis:

(II) The Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X is an analytic Banach submanifold
of X.

Without hypothesis (II), Theorem 1.2 of [34] is incorrect as stated. We
explain what modifications need to be made at the end of this section.

Given the above hypotheses, we consider the following situation. Let
Ω ⊂ H be a bounded open subset of the half-space

H = {(t, v) ∈ R2 : v ≥ 0}.

For 1 < p <∞, if X is any Banach space, let Lp(Ω, X) denote the Bochner
space of all strongly measurable functions f : Ω→ X such that ‖f‖Lp(Ω,X) :=

(
∫

Ω ‖f‖
p
X)1/p is finite. We define L∞(Ω, X) similarly. For 1 < p <∞ and k

a nonnegative integer, let Hk,p(Ω, X) be the Sobolev space of functions22

with values in X whose derivatives up to order k belong to Lp(Ω, X). We
equip Hk,p(Ω, X) with the norm

‖u‖Hk,p(Ω,X) =

 k∑
j=0

‖∇ju‖pLp(Ω,X)

1/p

.

Observe that if we have a bounded multiplication map

Hk,p(Ω)×Hk′,p′(Ω)→ Hk′′,p′′(Ω)(C.2)

22The notation W k,p(Ω, X) is more appropriate here, but for all Banach spaces we
consider, Hk,p(Ω, X) as traditionally defined (see [18]) coincides with W k,p(Ω, X)
for all nonnegative integers.
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on the usual scalar valued Sobolev spaces, then this induces a bounded
multiplication map

Hk,p(Ω,End(X))×Hk′,p′(Ω, X)→ Hk′′,p′′(Ω, X).(C.3)

Suppose we are given a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X satisfying (I)p
and (II) for some 1 < p <∞. Let u : Ω→ X be a map that satisfies the
boundary value problem

∂tu+ J∂vu = G

u(t, 0) ∈ L, for all (t, 0) ∈ ∂Ω ∩ ∂H,
(C.4)

where G : Ω→ X is some inhomogeneous term. Thus, the system (C.4) is a
Cauchy-Riemann equation for the Banach space valued function u, supple-
mented with a Lagrangian boundary condition. In [34], the complex struc-
ture J = Jt,v is allowed to vary with t, v ∈ Ω. For simplicity, and since we
will not need to assume otherwise, we let J be constant.

We have the following elliptic regularity theorem for the equations (C.4),
which is a refined and corrected version of [34, Theorem 1.2]:

Theorem C.3. Fix 1 < p <∞, let k ≥ 1, and let K ⊂ int Ω be a compact
subset. Let L ⊂ X be a Lagrangian submanifold satisfying (I)p and (II).

1) Suppose u ∈ Hk,q′(Ω, X) solves (C.4) with G ∈ Hk,q(Ω, X), for some
q and q′ satisfying p ≤ q ≤ q′ <∞. Furthermore, suppose q′, q, and p
are such that we have bounded multiplication maps

Hk−1,q′(Ω)×Hk−1,q′(Ω)→ Hk−1,p(Ω)(C.5)

Hk−1,q′(Ω)×Hk,q(Ω)→ Hk−1,p(Ω).(C.6)

Then u ∈ Hk+1,p(K,X).

2) Furthermore, let u0 ∈ C∞(Ω, X) be such that u0(t, 0) ∈ L for all (t, 0) ∈
∂Ω ∩ ∂H. Then there exists a δ > 0 depending on u0 such that if ‖u−
u0‖L∞(Ω,X) < δ is sufficiently small, then

(C.7) ‖u− u0‖Hk+1,p(K,X) ≤ C
(
‖G‖Hk,q(Ω,X) + ‖u− u0‖Hk,q′ (Ω,X)

)
.

where C is a constant bounded in terms of δ, u0, and ‖u− u0‖Hk,q′ (Ω,X).

Let us note the main differences between Theorem C.3 and [34, Theo-
rem 1.2]. First, we allow for a more general range of q. In [34], only the case
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q′ = q is considered, in which case the range permissible of q is such that

Hk−1,q(Ω)×Hk−1,q(Ω)→ Hk−1,p(Ω)(C.8)

is bounded, which is more restrictive than (C.5)–(C.6). Second, we now
explain why we assume the analyticity hypothesis (II). If this is omitted, then
the theorem above must be modified as follows: the constant δ appearing
in Theorem C.3(ii) a priori depends on k. While this seems innocuous, this
implies that if one wishes to use (C.7) to bootstrap the regularity of u
to higher and higher regularity (k increasing to infinity), one also needs
u to get closer and closer to u0. Analyticity, however, ensures that a small
enough δ works for all k. In a few words, this is because analytic maps, being
expressible as a power series locally near any point, satisfy good estimates for
all their derivatives within a fixed neighborhood of any point. More precisely,
for an analytic map, there is a fixed neighborhood about any point on which
the kth Fréchet derivative of the map is Lipschitz, for every k. On the other
hand, for a general smooth map on an infinite dimensional Banach space, its
kth Fréchet derivative might only be Lipschitz on a neighborhood depending
on k.23 Thus, hypothesis (II) ensures that our analytic Banach submanifold
has local chart maps obeying Lipschitz estimates on fixed neighborhoods,
which gives us the uniformity of δ with respect to k in Theorem C.3.

We relegate the proof of Theorem C.3, which involves minor technical
modifications of the work of [34], to [18].
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